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ICELANDIC PERIODICAL LITERATURE

Mjdr er mikils visir, as an Icelandic proverb runs, may well

serve as a motto for the history of the periodical press which

from small beginnings has grown to be one of the most con

spicuous features of present-day civilization. In the following

pages this development will be described as far as Iceland is

concerned, from the appearance of the first periodical publica

tion down to the year 1874, when constitutional government

was established there.

Conditions in Iceland in earlier times were especially unfavor

able to all literary co-operation, to the flourishing of societies or

publishing of periodicals. The country was large and thinly

populated; communications between the different districts were

carried on over very poor roads, which more properly might be

called paths or trails, and on which only the sure-footed Icelandic

ponies could be used as beasts of burden ; carriages were unknown

and coastwise sailings undreamt of. Such were the difficulties

with which the inhabitants had to contend in this respect, that

goods which were to go from one part of the country to another

were sometimes sent by way of Copenhagen,1 since from there all

the merchant vessels sailed for the various ports in Iceland.

Regular mail service between Denmark and Iceland was not

established until 1786,2 and for a long tirpe the mail vessel made

only one or two trips annually. Shortly before 1 780 four overland

mail routes, for letters only, were decided upon,3 but the scheduled

trips were not carried out with any regularity;4 a really organized

mail service within the country can hardly be said to have been

1 See for example government letter of May I, 1790, about the disposal

of the H61ar books (Lovsamling for Island V, pp. 678-680).

•See ordinances of Aug. 18, 1786, § 16 (Lovs. for Isl. V, pp. 310, 334),

and of June 13, 1787, 1, §§ 21-22 (ibid. V, pp. 432-433); cf. also letter of April

14, 1778 (ibid. IV, pp. 437-438)-

8 See ordinances of May 13, 1776 (Lovs. f. Isl. IV, pp. 296-302), and of

July 8, 1779 (ibid. IV, pp. 495-501; J6n Johnsonius, Vasa-qver 1782, pp.

223-239).

4 Cf. article by Sigur3ur Melste3 in N</ felagsrit VI, 1846, pp. 105-122

(Um bla31eysi og p6stleysi a fslandi).
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established until the latter half of the nineteenth century ;1 and in

the early mail regulations no provision is made for the carrying

of papers or collecting of subscriptions. There was no adminis

trative or commercial centre within the country. The govern

ment officials, secular and ecclesiastical, lived here and there all

over the island. The governor-general, who usually was a Dane,

had his official residence at Bessasta3ir in the South, and the two

lawmen lived on their estates, wherever these happened to be.

The Althing still met at Thingvellir for two weeks in the summer,

but it was no longer frequented by the general public as of old ;

only those came there who had some business to transact or

whose duty it was to be present. If there were any centres of

intellectual activity, these might chiefly be looked for at the two

sees, H61ar in the North and Skalholt in the South, each of which

had a cathedral school with a small collection of books which

hardly deserved the name of a library. At Holar the only print

ing press in the country was located for about two hundred

years, but being under ecclesiastical control, it was principally

devoted to the printing of religious works. On the part of indi

viduals there was, however, no lack of intellectual interest, yet

circumstances compelled every one to work by himself and de

pend chiefly on his own collection of books and manuscripts.

In the country there were no cities or towns, or hardly even vil

lages. In the last category might perhaps be classed the various

trading stations along the coast, but the shops there were as a

rule closed in winter and very few people lived there; in the

neighborhood of these were often found fishing stations, but they

were also usually abandoned at the end of the fishing season.

Town privileges were granted in 1786 to six of the trading

stations or ports,2 and these after a long time finally developed

into towns of some size, one of them being Reykjavik, the

present capital.3 The trade monopoly was the principal obstacle

to enterprise and progress, and had as bad an effect on the

intellectual life as on the material welfare of the people. The

iSee ordinance of Feb. 26, 1872 (Lovs. f. Isi. XXI, pp. 198-220). Cf.

Andvari, XXVI, 1901, pp. 174-194 (Um p6stmal a fslandi, by Vilhj. J6nsson).

3 See ordinance of Nov. 17, 1786 (Lovs. f. Isl. V, pp. 343-352).

3 For the early history of Reykjavik, see Bishop J6n Helgason, Pegar

Reykjavik var fjortdn vetra, Reykjavik, 1916. 8°, pp. 138, 4 p1s.—Cf. also

Vikverji II, 1874, pp. 133-134; Isafold XIII, 1886, pp. 97-98, 133-134,

139-140, XIV, 1887, pp. 95-96.
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merchants were all foreigners, ignorant of conditions in the

country and bent only upon their own profit.

From this it will be clear that there was no place within the

country itself which could be called the capital,—so far as an Ice

landic capital existed at all, this was to be found in Copenhagen.

There was the seat of the government of Iceland—several hun

dred miles away across the sea; there gathered all Icelanders

desirous of higher education; and, since the beginning of the

eighteenth century, there was located the most valuable collection

of Icelandic manuscripts and books, which was indispensable

to all those who occupied themselves with the history and

literature of the country, and which was the source upon which

depended chiefly the restoration and revival of Icelandic letters

as well as the national and political awakening of the people.

It was therefore natural that with the Icelandic colony in Copen

hagen originated in those early days most of the movements

which aimed at the intellectual, economical, and political progress

of the nation, and these reached the people at home through

periodicals or printed books. This explains why so many of the

Icelandic periodicals were printed in Copenhagen.

In some countries written news-sheets antedated the printed

newspaper; they seem also to have been known in Iceland,1

although they never were common there. No news-pamphlets

or news-books were printed there,2 but some of the Danish ones

treat of Icelandic events,3 and doubtless many of those printed

in Denmark and, perhaps, in other countries, found their way to

Iceland.4 To what extent foreign newspapers and periodicals

1 See Jon Jonsson, Skuli Magnitsson landfogeti, Reykjavik, 191 1, pp. 345-

352.—Poems were often made on recent events, domestic and foreign, and

they spread rapidly over the country, although they were not printed. These

are comparable to the broadsheet " ballads " in other countries (cf. J. B.

Williams, A history of Englishjournalism to thefoundation of the gazette, London,

1908, pp. 4-5).

2 The " Mor3brefa-baeklingar-' by Bishop Gu3br. Porlaksson (cf. Islandica

IX, pp. 42, 48) come nearest to the news-pamphlets, but can hardly be classed

as such.

3 Such were e. g. Sandferdig oc kort Iszlandiske Relation om . . . Jordskelff

. . . hoss Tyckebey Kloster, Copenhagen, 1627; Iszlandske oc Ferdesche Hylding,

Copenhagen, 1650, which event also was described in Latin by Run61fur

Jonsson, Homagii Islandici Icetus Mercurius, Hafniae, 1650 (cf. P. M. Stolpe,

Dagspressen i Danmark I, 1878, pp. XLV, LXXIV).

4 For instance the pamphlet about the Gowrie conspiracy (see Einar

Gu3mundsson, Skotlands rimur ed. by W. A. Craigie, Oxford, 1908, pp. 3-4).

For other pamphlets, see Islandica X, pp. 22, 29.
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were read in Iceland it is impossible to say ; they certainly were not

common there, only a few of the wealthier men may have received

some regularly. One is, however, surprised to find how well-

informed many people in Iceland were about foreign events, as

is clearly seen from annals and other similar writings. This

information must have been gathered partly from books and

news-pamphlets, partly through correspondence, and doubtless

to some extent also from merchants, sea-captains, and sailors.

Neither laws nor the government interfered in any way with

the development of the press in Iceland. No rigorous censorship

was exercised, and although certain rules were to be observed

regarding the press,1 they were of no practical consequence. It

was not until late in the period here treated that some difficulties

arose between the authorities and the press, and they were not of

a very serious character.

The earliest periodical publication in Icelandic was the report

of the yearly sessions of the Althing at Thingvellir which was

printed for the first time at Skalholt in 1696 under the title of

Alpingisb6ken,—this being changed from 1743 to that of Log-

pingisboken. Thenceforth it was printed annually until 1800,

when the Althing was abolished (by royal letter of June 7, 1800),

with the exception of the years 1698-1703, 1717, 1729-30, 1733,

I738~42. 1757. 1 759_64, 1770, and 1772; the reports for these

years must have circulated in manuscript as was customary

before 1696. The printed reports represent thin quarto vol

umes, only those after 1795 being in octavo; they were printed

at Skalholt the first two years (1696-97), at H61ar from 1704 to

1 77 1, at Hrappsey from 1773 to 1794, and finally at Leirargar3ar

from 1795 to 1800. They were, as a rule, signed by the Secretary

of the Althing {Landstyngisskrifari), some even having his auto

graph signature and seal; they were published at public expense;

the years 1795-98, however, were published by Bjorn Gott-

skalksson and the years 1799-1800 by Islands almenna Upp-

fradingarstiptun? The power and functions of the Althing had

1 Only a few of the Danish ordinances about the press were ever pro

mulgated in Iceland; see especially the one of Sept. 27, 1799, and circular

letter of the same date {Loos.}. Isl. VI, pp. 386-397, 404-409; Minnisv. ttd.

II, p. 456), cf. government letter of Feb. 25, 1837 (Lovs.f. Isl. XI, pp. 20-31).

See also privilege for Guðm. Schagfjor3 regarding the Leirargar3ar press of

Nov. 8, 1799 (ibid. VI, pp. 410-411).

a The Al\>ingis- and L6g\>ingisbmkur are practically all described in W. Fiske,

Bibliographical Notices, I, IV-VI, 1886-1907.—The Icelandic Historical
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been much restricted when the absolute monarchy was estab

lished in the island in 1662. Henceforth the proceedings con

sisted chiefly of disposing of legal cases which had been appealed

gofer Of! ca porbge &k$bh 09 aklbttt&fa* f&

zto& matt fti&fitiup* mm* 2fo>pftaw« 030^/

SBW> Gonfens og ©amfcKfe )kfe S?«fo|rfigfli OacelH CoHcjii J

Title-page of the first Al^ingisbok.

from the lower courts, of promulgating new laws, and of making

other announcements of public interest. Thus this venerable

institution had become a mere shadow of its former self; the

Society has now commenced to publish the transactions of the Althing from

1570, and two volumes have appeared down to date.—Bjorn Stephensen

published, during the years 1797-1803, the Acta Yfirrittarins in five octavo

volumes, covering the years 1756-96.
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abolition of it nevertheless was greatly regretted by the people,

principally because of its glorious past and of the traditions

connected with it; but under the circumstances it was probably

expedient to replace it by a National Superior Court situated

in Reykjavik, which was gradually developing into the capital

of the country.

Down to the second half of the eighteenth century there was

only one press in Iceland, which, as stated above, was under the

control of the bishops of H61ar; for a short period (1685-1703)

it was kept at Skalholt,1 and thereafter moved back to H6lar.

But by a royal letter of June 4, 1772,2 a privilege was granted to

Olafur Olavius to establish a printing press within the Skalholt

diocese, and he was permitted to print there books of every kind

except religious works and school books, this exception being

made to protect the H61ar press from competition. Being with

out means of his own, Olavius had to borrow money for the

press from Bogi Benediktsson, a wealthy farmer of Hrappsey in

Brei3ifj6r3ur.3 In 1773 Olavius landed with the press at

Stykkisholmur, a trading station on BreiSifjorSur, but as no

place was to be found for it there, it was brought to Hrappsey

where it remained for about twenty years. Soon there arose

some difficulties between Olavius and Bogi; the latter finally

bought Olavius' share in the press, thus becoming the sole owner

of it.4 Henceforth Bogi with the assistance of Magnus Ketilsson,

prefect of Dalasysla, had charge of it and its publications.

In many respects Magntis Ketilsson6 was in advance of his

age. He was a man of considerable learning and wide interests

both in literary matters and practical affairs. His connection

with the press gave rise to the first newspaper printed in Iceland.

In October 1773 appeared the first number of the Islandske

Maaneds Tidender, a monthly in Danish, which he continued

to edit for the following three years. Volumes one and two seem

1 See privilege of Feb. 14, 1685 {Lovs. f. Isl. I, p. 428).

2 Lovs. f. Isl. Ill, pp. 773-774.

3 For Bogi's life, see Bogi Benediktsson, Mfidgripfedganna Jons Peturssonar,

Bened. Jdnssonar, Boga Benediktssonar, etc. Videyarklaustri, 1823. 8°.

4 See Islandske Maaneds Tidender I, pp. 81-83.

6 Magnus Ketilsson was born Jan. 29, 1730, and died July 18, 1803. For

his life, see Bogi Benediktsson, S^slumannamfir II, pp. 718-733; P. Thorodd-

sen, Landfraftissaga Islands III, pp. 122-124. The portrait published here

is by S. M. Holm (cf. C>dinn VI, p. 45) and doubtless is bad.
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to have been issued from the Hrappsey press in regular monthly

numbers of sixteen pages in small octavo, until September 1775.

Volume three, covering October 1775 to September 1776, was

printed in Copenhagen; it has a title-page as the others

have not. With the exception of the first three numbers (Oct.-

Dec. 1773) which are in Roman characters, all three volumes

are printed in Gothic type.1 This novel publication made its

first appearance without a word of explanation as to its purpose

or plans, nor was the editor's name anywhere given. It was

not until the January number of 1774 that the editor addressed

his readers. He apologized there for not being able to write

Danish well, "least of all suitably to the taste of these en

lightened times," as he says;2 but he did not give any reason

for writing it at all—in other words for publishing his paper in

a foreign language. It was not because he sympathized with

those few misguided men of his day who actually advocated

the adoption of the Danish tongue by the Icelanders; on the

contrary, he strongly opposed that suggestion in a later article

(vol. Ill, pp. 81-87), m which he showed how difficult, even

impossible, it would be to bring about such a change, at the same

time pointing out what a great loss the dropping of Icelandic

would be. Through his paper he addressed himself, not to the

people at large, but to the educated men and the Danish officials,

and that must have been the reason for his choice of medium,

as very few of the Danes understood Icelandic. But he may also

have followed the example of periodicals in German and French,

which were published in Denmark and which were intended for

a similar class of people in that country. In this address to his

readers the editor also pointed out the difficulty of this journalistic

enterprise especially as to news gathering, and drew attention to

the impossibility of filling twelve sheets annually with domestic

or even foreign news; besides, he complained that the press and

its staff were not so well equipped and reliable as was to be

1 There is some confusion as to the numbering of the volumes and the

pagination. All the numbers from Oct. 1773 to Dec. 1774 are counted as

"Forste Aargang," while they have three separate page numbers: Oct.-Dec.

1773. pp. 1-48; Jan.-Sept. 1774, pp. 1-144; Oct.-Dec. 1774, pp. 1-48 which

is continued in the numbers for Jan.-Sept. 1775, although they are styled

"Anden Aargang." For full description of the volumes, see W. Fiske, Bibl.

Not. D7, 69; V, 50.

■ His style abounds in Icelandicisms of all kinds, such as Bceer, Vindemand,

Kiobemmnd, kiare sig, etc.
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ISLANDSKE

MAANEDS

T1DEND ER.

FORSTE AARGANG

for

OCTOBER.

Hrappsoe trykte udi det Kongl. aljernaadigfb

n/4 pitivilegerede Bogtrykkerie.

Ny heder.

Fra Sonderlandet,

^lan 'h6rer her endnu over alt, at baade

Hoie og Lave tillaegge de vidtberbirite Eng.

el fke hoie Herrer Bank og Solandeir fom

afvigte Efierhoft. anicorn i den Tankeatbefee

Landet, et almindeligt Roes for deresHuMA-

Nitee og Gavmildhed Iblandt andet beret-

tes at den Bonde f8m leedfagede Skjbet inJ

paa Havnefiorden hvor dine Herrer fandt

Paa Reifen til det ildfprudende Biacrg Hecfa

fkajde med ft<5rfte Noiagtighed havegivet

Agt paa alt hvad mxrkvsrdigt forefidt i

A Nat-

The first page of the Islandske Maaneds Tidender.

IraDBobr. Maanedi Begyndelfe 1773,

til

Septmbris IJdgang 1 774.
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desired.1 In place of news he proposed therefore to fill the

monthly numbers with various essays and articles which, al

though dry and imperfect, might give the sensible reader some

thing to think about. An examination of the volumes also

reveals that only a very small portion of them is filled with what

is usually called news. The far larger part is devoted to articles

and reports on topics about which the people were especially

concerned at that time, such as the trade, which was the burning

question of the day. Skuli Magnusson, the editor's uncle, had

then for about a quarter of a century fought the trade monopo

lists, and had at last succeeded in opening the eyes of the Danish

government to the harmfulness of the system, and also had

aroused his own countrymen to a more concerted opposition

against it. Magnus Ketilsson was a staunch supporter of his

uncle in this struggle; his articles on the subject were calmly

and clearly written, occasionally in the form of a dialogue. The

monthly also included much about various other practical ques

tions, such as horticulture, agriculture, farming, and fishing.

The editor was a good householder and much interested in the

improvement of rural conditions; on his farm he made experiments

with plants and various kinds of grain, and he communicated

the results in his paper, where he likewise published accounts of

the results obtained by other people. Reports on the new

industrial and other enterprises he also included. On the whole

he sided with the farmer as against the fisherman. There are a

few articles on legal topics and decisions of the courts, and

in the last volume a summary of new laws and ordinances.

Some abuses came in for severe criticism, such as the absurd

prejudice against the eating of horse meat (II, pp. 83-96), and

the great number of holidays. At times the editor published

half-humorous descriptions of contemporary affairs, like the

Oxara assembly (Feb. 1774) and the treatment of criminals

(March 1774). A few book reviews may be mentioned, but

these deal chiefly with the publications of the Hrappsey press.

Most of the articles were written by the editor himself, there

being only a few contributions fron^pthers. Considering the

novelty of the enterprise and the difficulties the editor had to

1 The editor lived at Buðardalur on the mainland, at a considerable dis

tance from Hrappsey. See the notice about misprint, I, p. 144, and also about

stories inserted without the editor's knowledge, II, p. 51.
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contend with, the Islandske Maaneds Tidender is a creditable

publication for its time; but it ought to have been published in

Icelandic.

The next periodical publication takes us to Copenhagen, where

a considerable number of Icelanders always lived. It appears

that in the year of 1779, two young Icelandic students, Olafur

Olafsson1 and P6rarinn Sigvaldason Iyiliendal,2 conceived the

idea of founding a society, the principal aim of which should be

to improve the literary taste among the Icelanders by publishing

writings in poetry and prose, as well as to spread useful informa

tion in other branches of knowledge.3 The plan was submitted

to J6n Eiriksson,4 who then held a high governmental position

and who beyond doubt was the most influential of his country

men in Copenhagen, besides being one of the most learned of

men. He eagerly embraced the plan put before him by the two

young men, and henceforth became the leading spirit of the

society until his tragic end. The society was formally established

on Aug. 30, 1779, under the name of Hid islenzka Larddmsltsta-

felag (The Icelandic Literature Society); later it added the

epithet of royal (konunglegt) to its name, in pursuance of the

royal letter of June 22, 1787.6 The by-laws bear the date of

Dec. 16, 1779,6 and their first paragraph provided that such a

society should exist for ever (mm alldr og cefi) among the Icelandic

students at the University. The society was to support all

arts and sciences which could be of any consequence to Iceland,

in particular those connected with household affairs, handicrafts,

1 6lafur 6lafsson (1753-1832) afterwards became professor in the Kongs-

berg mining school; about him and his writings, see J. B. Halvorsen, Norsk

Forfatter-Lexikon, IV, pp. 345-346.

• About Liliendal (1755-93), see Nyerup & Kraft, Aim. Litteratur-Lexicon

p. 345; Bogi Benediktsson, S$slumannaafir, III, p. 516.

• See 6l. 6lafsson's own account of the founding of the society, in Sveinn

Palsson, Mfisaga Jons Eyrikssonar 1828, pp. 148-154.

4 Jon Eiriksson was born in Iceland Aug. 31, 1728, and died in Copenhagen

March 29, 1787. For his life and work, see especially Sveinn Palsson, Mfisaga

Jons Eyrikssonar, Kaupmannahofn, 1828, 8°, pp. (4) + 187, with portrait;

C. W. Brunn, Til Erindring om Jon Erichsen, Kjobenhavn, 1887, 8°, pp. 37;

Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon, IV, pp. 535-538; Worm, Lexicon over Icerde

Mcend I, pp. 285-287, III, pp. 195-197, 924; Nyerup & Kraft, Aim. Lileratur-

Lexicon, pp. 153-154; The Foreign Quarterly Review IX, 1832, pp. 59-62.

6 See Bit VIII, pp. 287-288; Log^ingisbooken 1787, pp. 46-47.

'Ens Islendska Lcerdoms-Lista Felags Skraa, etc. Copenhagen, 1780, 8°,

pp. 51. See also Nfiar Sam\>ycktir of April 4, 1787, printed in Copenhagen,

1787, 8°, pp. 15. About various provisions, cf. also Kit I, pp. xxxix-xl; VI,

p. xxiv; DC, p. xxxvi.
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the livelihoods of the inhabitants, and the utilisation of the natural

resources of the country. The disciplines to which attention

should be given were enumerated as follows: natural theol

ogy/ philosophy including ethics, natural science, mathematics,

and belles-lettres. Especially noteworthy are the provisions

concerning the language. In its publications the society was

to use the Icelandic tongue, preserve it and purify it of all

foreign words and phrases which had crept in ; these were to be

replaced by new words if no old ones could be found, but words

of foreign origin which had been used by the writers of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries might be retained. There

were three classes of members: ordinary, extraordinary, and

honorary. The first managed the society and were required

to understand Icelandic; they were to submit to the society

every year some writing, original or translated, on the subjects

which they were most familiar with. All written contributions

were to be passed upon at the meetings; later this was delegated

to committees. No royalties seem to have been paid at first,

but later a remission of the annual dues was promised those who

contributed articles.1 Regular meetings were held every fort

night ; afterwards their number was reduced to one every month ;2

two extraordinary meetings were held annually. The first

printed list of members (1781) enumerates 47 members, of whom

30 were ordinary or regular; in 1787 there were 78, including

38 ordinary; while the last list (1796) gives 127 members, 46

of them ordinary. The presidency was occupied by J6n Eiriks-

son from the beginning until his death in 1787. Laurits Andreas

Thodal3 succeeded him as a president; he was a Norwegian by

birth and for many years had been the governor-general of

Iceland; thus he was fairly well acquainted with Icelandic

affairs, but his knowledge of the language was imperfect. The

secretaries were, first Liliendal who served until 1787, then

Benedikt J. Grondal (1787-92), and finally J6n Johnsonius.

The first treasurer was Olafur Olafsson who held the position

1 Cf. Rit IX, p. xxxvi.

1 In the supplementary by-laws of 1787. There it was also provided that

the secretary and treasurer should give their reports at the meetings in Danish!

This doubtless was the effect of Thodal's election as president.

3 Thodal (ca. 1718-1808) was governor-general of Iceland 1770-1785 and

discharged his duties better than most of the foreigners who occupied that

position. Cf. Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon XVII, pp. 202-203.
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until 1783; Magnus Stephensen served for two years (1785-87),

whereafter Hans Jensen, a Dane, was elected, remaining in the

office until the end.

The publications of the society began to appear in 1781, under

the title of Rit pess (konunglega) lslenzka Laerdomslistafelags.

Annually a small octavo volume was published of some 300

pages, exclusive of the preface and list of members, which were

printed at the front of each volume. On the back of the title-page

were printed in a line-border the words: "Gudi! Konunginum!

og Fodurlandinu ! "—a traditional phrase under the absolute

monarchy. Then came a dedication to Prince Frederick, fol

lowed by a preface in Icelandic with a Danish translation on the

opposite page giving an account of the contents of the volume;

this Danish translation was doubtless printed out of considera

tion for the numerous foreign members. There were published

fifteen volumes in all. Their contents are remarkable both as to

the variety of subjects treated and as to the quality of the articles.1

Among the authors were many of the leading men in Iceland

at the time; of them one may mention in particular Olafur

Stephensen, the governor-general, Stefan Porarinsson, governor

of the Northern and Eastern Provinces, Magnus Ketilsson,

Bishop Hannes Finnsson, and last but not least J6n Firiksson,

the president; each of these has written several contributions.

As to subjects the greatest number of the articles deal with farm

ing and fishing; this was in accordance with J6n Eiriksson's

policy of laying principal stress upon practical matters. There

are some thirty articles on farming and other things connected

with farm life; some dozen on fishing in its various phases; half

a score or more on different handicrafts and industries which

were or might be carried on in Iceland. With the view of incit

ing to enterprise, there were printed every year lists of those

who had distinguished themselves in these fields and had been

awarded prizes or some other kind of recognition by the govern

ment and the Danish Agricultural Society. Furthermore there

were lists of those subjects on which the society wished to receive

articles or to call attention to. Of great interest were the statis

tical reports on the population by Bishop Hannes and Stefan

1 The articles were frequently illustrated by plates. Many of these are

often lacking in the extant copies. The late Asgeir Torfason, who was a keen

observer of books, told me in 1914 that he had never found a copy which

contained all the plates. In the Fiske copy great many plates are lacking.
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P6rarinsson; and the historical treatises by the former were

most valuable. The question of trade was hardly touched upon

in this annual; there is only one article which deals directly

with it; but that it was thus neglected was apparently because

the question had received a temporary solution through the

royal ordinance of Aug. 18, 1786, whereby the trade monopoly

was abolished and freedom of trade established between Iceland

and the other parts of the Danish monarchy.

Of great value in those days were the treatises on medical and

sanitary topics, with special reference to conditions in Iceland,

by J6n Sveinsson, Sveinn Palsson, and J6n P£tursson, the leading

physicians of the time. Several articles are to be found from the

pen of Stefan Bjornsson on weights and measures, from physico-

mathematical point of view; others on subjects from natural

history by Olafur Olavius, also a translation of A. F. Biisching's

elementary text-book of natural history, and two essays on

meteorological and celestial phenomena. In the field of humani

ties there was included a series of articles on the Prophets, correct

ing and criticizing the Icelandic version of them, by J6n Olafsson

(Hypnonesius) ; furthermore an abstract of Pall Vidahn's philo

logical and juridical commentary on the Jonsbdk, a law-code of

the thirteenth century; a translation of Plutarch's treatise on

the bringing up of children, and some other minor articles. The

volumes contain also several poems, original and translated.

The former are represented by Islands vaka, a long retrospective

poem on Icelandic history, and Munaftarmal Islands, a poem

praising the different phases of Icelandic country life, both by

J6n Johnsonius, a poet of some merit, but one whose productions

usually were obscure and artificial and consequently not good

poetical models, although the editors made such a claim for them

and bestowed praise on them.1 Of the translations particular

mention deserve those of Pope's Temple of Fame by Benedikt

J. Grondal,2 and of the first two books of Milton's Paradise Lost

'Johnsonius (1749-1826) was very active as a member and official of the

society. About him see Bogi Benediktsson, S^slumannamfir II, pp. 242-243;

Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon VIII, p. 549, also the dictionaries of authors

by Worm, Nyerup, and Erslew.

'Concerning this translation the editors say (X, pp. xiv-xvi): "Med

sannri anaegiu hofum xssx m6ttekit bessari heppnu utleggingu af einu albecktu

meistarastycki, maelir bad fyrir henni, at hun er audskllin, nettord, og synir

at bydandi hefir vel varit styrkleika sinum i m6durmalinu; hvervetna framskma

baer trim hugmyndir hinns enska digtara, geymdar vid ordfimi og medfaedda
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by J6n Porlaksson ;* the others are of mediocre or inferior char

acter, many of them from the Danish by Johnsonius.2

The society displayed greatest activity under the presidency of

J6n Eiriksson. The finances, however, never were very good,

the members being few and the dues small (3 rixdalir), nor did

the publications sell well; government support was therefore

necessary. After J6n Eiriksson's death decline gradually set in ;

there was no one to take his place who exercised such an influence

or who possessed his authority, confidence, lively interest, wide

knowledge, and ceaseless energy, and the control unfortunately

passed to some extent into the hands of foreigners. Besides,

there were factions within the society, and the members were in

disagreement on many points, the question of whether the seat

of the society should be transferred to Iceland being perhaps of

greatest consequence. The fifteenth volume was never com

pleted,3 and although the society nominally continued to exist

for a number of years, it published nothing subsequent to that

volume, and finally the remainder of its publications and its

funds were transferred to Hid tslenzka Bokmentafelag1 which in

a way may be looked upon as its successor. Yet what it had

accomplished during the short period of its active existence will

always be remembered; many pages in its publications may

still be read with pleasure and profit. They show sincere and

intelligent efforts at awakening the people and improving their

condition. Not least praiseworthy was the attempt to reform

the language; it makes a good impression, although at times one

skaldskapar gafu litleggiara vors. Svo langt er fra bvi ad oss misHki, p6 Hr.

Grondahl hafi ei bundit sig til studla edr dfrs bragarhatts, at ver frvert im6t

6skum, at vor tilkomandi Skald vildu, istadinn fyrir ad kitefa meining og

andakrapt i gautsku klmgklangi af einshliodandi itrekudum adquaedum,

slita af ser 611 darlig, edr 6barflig bond, er midaldursins visnasmidir hafa a

sig lagt, svo ad segia til uppbotar, fyrir bat beir vildu hafa sig undan bvi er

natturliga heimtaz ma af einu Skaldi: at yrkia med andagipt og ordheppni."

1 This translation is from the Danish of J. H. Schonheyder.

2 In The Foreign Quarterly Review IX, 1832, pp. 53-63, there is an account

of the society and its publications, giving a list of the authors and their con

tributions, but it is unfortunately full of horrible misprints. It was originally

written by Finnur Magnusson, and translated from his manuscript by Sir

John Bowring.

3 The Fiske copy of vol. XV has only 226 pp. and no title-page or preface.

J6n Sigur3sson said that he knew no copy having more than 286 pp. (Hid

isl. Bokmentafel. 1816-1866, p. 33).

4 See ffi3 islenzka Bdkmentajilag 1816-1866, p. 33. Unfortunately most

of the papers concerning the Lxrdomslistafelag were burned in Copenhagen in

1847.
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has to take the will for the deed; such reform was bound to be

fumbling in the beginning. The influence of the Rit upon the

country has been considerable, and now Gomlu Jelagsritin, as

they are popularly known, are treasured volumes on Icelandic

bookshelves.

There was a growing desire for some literary organization in

Iceland, and the necessity of such was felt by many. The

LardomslistafMag did not altogether satisfy people there, espe

cially after J6n Eiriksson's death; many writers were reluctant

to send contributions to the publications of the Copenhagen

society, because they did not like to submit their writings for

criticism or rejection to the young men who sat there in judgment

on what was to be printed. After his return to Iceland, Magnus

Stephensen1 soon began to lay plans for a national organization

which would meet the wishes of the people, and before long these

plans took shape. It was on his initiative that Hid islenzka

Landsuppfraftingarfelag (The Icelandic Society for National En

lightenment) was founded on July 19, 1794. Among its founders

were Stephensen's father and brother, Olafur Stephensen, the

governor-general, and Stefan Stephensen, vice-lawman; the others

were Stefan P6rarinsson, Bishop Hannes Finnsson, Rev. Markiis

Magniisson of Gar3ar, and Bjorn Gottskalksson, who was then

the owner of the Hrappsey press. The by-laws of the new society

were printed in 1796.2 Its purpose was to spread knowledge

and encourage reading among all classes of the population by

publishing good, select works which would instruct as well as

entertain. All were invited to become members, both learned

and unlearned, men and women, natives and foreigners. The

annual dues ranged from ten rixdalir to one rixdalur according

to the membership one desired. The annual meeting was to be

held at Thingvellir on July 19, during the session of the Althing.

The management was in the hands of a president and a super

intendent, the latter having practically unlimited power as to

1 Magnus Stephensen was born Dec. 27, 1762, and died March 17, 1833.

For his life, see especially NJ filagsrit VI, pp. i-xiv (by Jon Sigur3sson)

with portr.; Timarit hins isl. Bokmentafelags IX, pp. 197-298 (fragment of an

autobiography); Sunnanfari XI, pp. 89-93, with portraits; Bricka, Dansk

biograf. Lexikon XVI, pp. 412-416, and the dictionaries of authors by Worm,

Nyerup, and Erslew. No biography worthy of this truly great man and

patriot has as yet appeared.

' Samfrycktir hins Islendska Lands- Uppfrcedingar Felags. Leirargor3um,

1796, 8°, pp. 46. Cf. Bibl. Not. V, 63.
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the selection of the books which were to be published. Olafur

Stephensen was elected president, while the office of superinten

dent was filled by Magnus Stephensen. The Hrappsey press was

placed at the service of the society and was moved from Hrappsey

to Leirargar3ar, a small farm adjoining the home of the super

intendent, who lived at Leira. This press had hitherto been

restricted in its activity because of the privilege enjoyed by the

Holar press of issuing religious works. This privilege was now

abrogated and the Hrappsey press was permitted to publish

such books.1 A few years later (1799) the H61ar press was

abolished and its material brought to Leirargar3ar and united

with the press there,2 which in the meantime had become the

property of the society. The society met with a good reception

from the people; the list of members which was printed with the

by-laws contains 1024 names from all parts of the country.

In the beginning the society was a private organization governed

by the founders, but four years later (Oct. r, 1798) through

their action it was made a public institution3 and its name

changed to Islands Uppfroeftingarstiptan, but the names Upp-

lysingarstiptan, Vtsindastiptan, and even Landsuppjraidingar-

felag are frequently used after that to designate it. By royal

letter of June 27, 1800, it came under royal protection and hence

forth used the epithet of royal (konungleg) .* It was granted

certain privileges by the government, such as free transport

on the mail and falcon ships of printing materials and other

necessities, and an exemption from postage forjts letters by the

overland mail.6

Among the different works which, according to its statutes, the

society was to publish, there were "good and instructive narra

tives, and an account of foreign and domestic events." Pursuant

to this there commenced to appear in the year 1796 an an

nual under the title of Minnisver3 ti3indi. During the years

1796-99 four numbers or parts were printed in succession, three

1 Letter of Sept. 13, 1794 (Lovs. f. Isl. VI, pp. 192-193; Minnisv. Ud. I,

p. 168).

' Rescript of June 14, 1799 (Lovs. f. Isl. VI, pp. 374-377; Minnisv. tid. II,

PP- I33-I34)- Privilege of Nov. 8, 1799 {Lovs.f. Isl. VI, pp. 410-41 1).

* Minnisv. tiS. II, pp. 134-136; Minerva, May 1799, pp. 253-255.

4 Minnisv. tid. II, pp. 459-460; Lovs. f. Isl. VI, pp. 461-462.

'Letter of Nov. 1, 1800 (Lovs.f. Isl. VI, pp. 486-487; Minnisv. Ud. II,

pp. 461-462).
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of which form the first volume. Then there was some confusion

and delay; the fifth part (the second half of volume two) was

not printed until 1806, while in the meantime the first part of

volume three had appeared in 1803, a second part being added

in 1806; after this the publication was discontinued and the
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last volume left unfinished (without title-page and table of

contents). The volumes are all in small octavo and vary some

what as to the number of pages, the first two being of some 500

pages, the third nearly 300 pages. Each part was issued in

bluish covers, on which usually was printed a notice from the

author or the editor. The first volume and the latter half of the

second were written by Magnus Stephensen, the first half of

volume two being by Stefan Stephensen,1 and the third volume

by Finnur Magnusson who at that time lived in Iceland. The

contents of these volumes represent a record of the events which

took place in Iceland and other countries from the beginning of

1795 to the end of 1803; by far the greater portion is devoted to

foreign news, as might be expected. As an introduction the

first part contains a fairly full account of the French revolu

tion down to 1795. The foreign news, as one of the writers

admits, was to a large extent drawn from the Danish monthly

Minerva. The writers seldom express their individual opinions

or sympathies; they seem, however, to look with favor upon the

liberal movements of the time; Finnur Magnusson apparently

had a strong liking for Napoleon. The story is told as fully as

space permitted, is fairly accurate and on the whole is tolerably

well set forth, although frequently the presentation suffers from a

certain heaviness due to the longwinded, intricate sentences which

Magnus Stephensen in particular used and which sound so

unnatural in Icelandic, the order of the words often being that

of the Danish. But the volumes must have been very welcome

to the people, who have always taken great interest in the doings

of the world, in spite of their isolation; now for the first time

they could read in their own tongue in printed form the history

of contemporary events. It is therefore surprising that the an

nual did not last longer or appear more regularly, and one is

inclined to blame the editor. Still those were difficult times

in Iceland as elsewhere; money was scarce and books brought

little or no profit.

The accounts in the Minnisverd tidindi of Icelandic affairs

and events are often quite extensive, although they represent

but little variety, as they deal mostly with weather conditions

1 For life of Stefan Stephensen (1766-1820), see memorial volume published

by his elder brother in 1822 (cf. Catal. of the Icel. Coll. 1914, p. 554); Bricka,

Dansk biograf. Lexikon XVI, pp. 416-417.
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and the like, the hay harvest and the fishing, disasters, and

deaths, to which often are added long obituary notices on promi

nent men, and epitaphs. Then there is always a long list of

government appointments, likewise a summary or enumeration

of laws and ordinances promulgated during the year. Not to be

forgotten are the stories about strange and mysterious happenings

which are to be found there. At the end we often find appendices

(fylgiskjol) which deal with various things; sometimes these are

useful instructions for different occasions, like directions for

resuscitating people from drowning, or keeping potatoes from

freezing in winter ; at other times they are poems, advertisements,

or other contributions defending or attacking new books;1 on

occasion we find information for a better understanding of

the foreign news. Reports of the Society and lists of members

are also to be found there. With the primitive means of com

munication at that time, news gathering was a troublesome thing

in Iceland; the editor had to depend on his friends and govern

ment officials in the various parts of the country for information,

and he gives a due credit to them for their assistance. Magnus

Stephensen had originally intended to include as a part of volume

two his history of the eighteenth century in Iceland (Eptirmceli

Atjdndu aldar), and as a matter of fact it had been printed as

such with continuous pagination, but before publishing it he

very properly decided to issue it as a separate work.

The other provision in the statutes concerning the publication

of good and instructive tales and narratives Magnus Stephensen

was not slow in fulfilling.2 In 1797 there appeared an octavo

volume of some 320 pages, called Skemtileg Vinagle3i, the con

tinuation of which was to follow the next year, provided the first

volume was well received. In this the editor presented himself

as the advocate of enlightenment in the true eighteenth century

style, nor did he spare those who had opposed him. The general

public in Iceland had hitherto been accustomed to the reading of

old sagas or other similar tales, the popular epic poetry called

rimur, and to the perusal of the religious works which issued

from the H61ar press. Here Magnus Stephensen wished to bring

1 See Minnisv. tid. I, pp. 3348.; II, pp. xxii-xxvi.

2 Hannes Finnsson's Qvold-vokurnar (1797-98) belongs to this category,

but can not be classed among periodical and therefore does not concern us

here.
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about a change; he had determined to reform the habits and

taste of the people. Their religious views he wished to modify,

and especially repugnant to him were many of the expressions

commonly used in religious books. He opposed the pietistic

tendency which of late had gained ground in Iceland, and he

tried to bring the people to more rationalistic ideas in matters of

religion. Their reading he was anxious to divert from the old

traditional subjects to foreign literatures and to what he consid

ered useful, instructive, and 'entertaining. His first attempts in

these lines had immediately met with strong opposition, especially

in the field of religion. In the preface, postscript, and various

other places in the Vinagledi he explained his aims and described

his opponents as they appeared to him. "To instruct and bring

joy, to kindle a little light in the darkness, to draw the veil from

disgraceful vices, to glorify the majesty and goodness of virtues,

and to show how nature sings the Creator's praise"—this, ac

cording to his own somewhat pompous words, was his feeble

attempt in the Vinagledi. He says that he had tried to write

the language with taste and neatness, thus avoiding two ex

tremes, the one which indulges in a mixture of foreign tongues

and bad grammar, and the other which prides itself on an un

natural and affected style full of neologisms or imitations of the

ancients. The poems included in the volume, he says further

more, had been selected for the purpose of improving the taste

for poetry among the people, and intentionally the original met

rical form of these poems had in some cases been preserved,

although unknown in Icelandic, in order that the foreign airs

might be made familiar to the Icelanders.1 The framework of

the book consists of a conversation between four men. Filodemus

is the principal character. The other three, Matthias, Kandidus,

and Hilaris, have come to his house to seek information and to

be entertained. Hilaris seems to be a doubtful character, or he

suspects, at least, that he is considered so by the others. It is

noteworthy that the names of the dramatis persona are all foreign.

Filodemus first delivers a speech on enlightenment, which he

1 The dedication which follows the preface is as follows:

Veri Vina-Gledi Hlin Li6ss-vinum

vaenum Baenda-mdnnum holla skemtun liai,

eignud Isalanz, hygginda beir tign og notin siai,

sem med glodu gedi

gefa fr6dleik sonnum

heidur, hylli, ans!

heilraedanna f Vina-Gledi gai,

giaefu, backir, saemd ad launum fail

M. Stephensen.
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praises in high terms; then follow stories, historical narratives

(Vasco da Gama, etc.) essays on natural subjects (the solar sys

tem, etc.), reflections on various topics, poems, and finally a sermon

and a hymn.1 Included we find two of Marmontel's tales, several

poems by Gellert, Baggesen and others, translated by different

hands. The prose part of the volume, which to a very large

extent consists of translations, is written entirely by Magnus

Stephensen, from whose pen also come some of the poems. The

volume winds up with a "Pro memoria to all men of darkness and

haters of light in Iceland," signed by Filodemus, in which the

author addresses his opponents in very strong terms. The de

fiant character of the book doubtless made it very unpopular in

certain quarters, and probably for that reason no more was

published.

But Magnus Stephensen was undaunted. The next year

(1798) saw another publication of his on similar lines. This was

Margvislegt Gaman og alvara,2 an octavo volume of 176 pages.

In a note on the cover he announced that he intended to publish

a part of this work every year.3 This plan he did not carry out ;

the second and last part was finally issued in 181 8, in the preface

to which the editor declared that the first part had been sold out

in a short time. These two parts were to form volume one,

and a title-page was to be printed, if a sufficient number of sub

scribers ordered it; apparently this was never done; I know at

least no copy with such a title-page. He said furthermore that

paper and printing were then so expensive that only a goodly

number of subscribers would make possible the continuation.

We may presume that these were not forthcoming. The two

1 The first verse of this hymn has often been misquoted and misunderstood.

It runs thus:

Alfadir! hvorn um aldir allar, vor Gud! Jeh6va! Juppiter!

attir himins og jardar her, alls voldug orsok, ae lofud,

villtir, helgir, visir akalla, 6ransakanleg, Drottinn Gud!

2 For a description of it, see Bibl. Not. I, 98 and 106.

3 On the cover is also printed a poem by J6n Esp61in in praise of enlighten

ment, addressed to Magnus Stephensen. The first and fifth stanzas run as

follows:

Heidur veri peim, sem bj6dum Upplysingu st6rum stundar

Paega vill upplysmg fa, Stephensen! a vorri tid;

Sa med storum, sa med godum Haldt bvi fram til fremstu stundar,

Sannarlega teljast ma; Fa skalt lof af hyggnum 1yd;

Sa vill Fodurlandi lysa, Packa skal pjer bessi visa,

Leida vanvits burtu sky; Pyck sem vanvits rifur sky;

Pann skulum allir, allir prisa, Pig skulum allir, allir prisa,

Andinn sem ad frjals er i. Andinn sem ad frjals er i.
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parts of the Gaman og alvara are attractive and deal with a

variety of subjects. They include numerous poems, mostly

translations from Frankenau, Gellert, Horace, Thaarup, and

others, by J6n Porlaksson, J6n Esp61in, Porvaldur Bo3varsson,

etc. ; several tales and stories rendered into Icelandic by different

hands, such as Hallgrimur Scheving, J6n Jonsson (lector), and

the editor; three essays on legal topics, at least one of them by

the editor, the other two being signed by pseudonyms; treatises

on medical subjects by Oddur Hjaltalin and Sveinn Palsson;

a brief history of the Reformation by Rev. Arni Helgason;

articles on iron and steel, and alcoholic beverages by the editor,

and so on. The aggressive spirit of the Vinagledi is absent from

this publication.

Magnus Stephensen has always been held largely responsible

for the royal letter of June 7, 1800, which abolished the old

Althing at Thingvellir, and for the subsequent ordinance of

July 11, 1800, which established the National Superior Court

(Landsyfirrettur) in Reykjavik.1 The court was organized in

the following year and Magnus Stephensen became its presiding

officer.2 In this capacity he edited from time to time, at the

expense of the court, announcements and proclamations from

government officials, which had been read in the court, as well as

a few royal letters and ordinances which had been promulgated

there. These publications were without a title but had continu

ous numbers (Nos. 1-5) and pagination (52 pp.) and were printed

at intervals during the years 1806-09.3 They seem sometimes

to have been included under the name of Magnus Stephensen's

Tilskipanasafn, but that is not really an appropriate title for

them and belongs to other publications from the same source.4

The Napoleonic wars caused distress in Iceland, as all imports

were greatly reduced. There was very little printing done

during the first two decades of the nineteenth century, mainly

because supplies were not obtainable. The second decade, how

ever, is of great interest to us in this connection, not only on

account of a few periodicals which were published, but because

1 See Lovs. f. Isl. VI, pp. 445~447. 464~473-

8 For his address when the court was opened, see Minnisv. tiS. II, pp.

viii-xxii.

3 See Bibl. Not. V, 80. The Fiske Collection has not the first two numbers.

4 Cf. Bibl. Not. I, 103 and 109; V, 102-103. Catal. of the Icel. Coll., p. 342.
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the foundations were then laid for a further literary progress.

It opens with the publication of the first Icelandic grammar of

consequence, from the pen of Rasmus Christian Rask, the

Danish philologist; this was soon followed by other important

philological researches of his into the history and nature of the

Old Norse or Icelandic tongue, by which the study of the lan

guage and its literature was placed on a scientific basis.1 Down

to that time the lack of such knowledge had made the attempts

towards a literary and linguistic reform unsuccessful.

In 1815 the Icelandic Bible Society was founded through the

efforts of Rev. Ebenezer Henderson, the Scotch divine. Con

nected with his visit to Iceland is also the foundation of Hid

islenzka evangeliska Smdbokafelag (The Icelandic Evangelical

Tract Society). Its founder was Rev. Jon J6nsson,2 minister of

the Grund parishes in Eyjafj6r3ur. It was, of course, modeled

upon similar societies abroad, and thanks to Henderson it became

the recipient of some support from the Religious Tract Society

which had been established in London in 1799. A prospectus

was circulated throughout the Northern Province in 18 15, and

some 700 subscribers were obtained. The plan was to print ten

sheets (160 pages) every year. It is to be noted that this move

ment was confined almost entirely to the North of Iceland. The

reasons for this, I believe, are to be sought, not only in the fact

that the founder lived there, but more particularly in a certain

antagonism between the North and the South. Whether the

Northlanders on the whole were more religious or more attached

to the earlier traditions in matters of religion than the South-

landers, I shall not attempt to decide. But they were very dis

satisfied with the changes which had of late been brought about.

They had all at once been deprived of the see, the cathedral

school, and the press, and they felt the loss keenly. They blamed

Magnus Stephensen and his followers for this, and certain it is

that the tendencies in letters and religion which found expression

in many of the publications of the Landsuppfrwdingarfelag met

1 For an account of the earlier Icelandic grammars and an estimate of

Rask's works by Dr. Bjorn M. 6lsen, see Timarit hins isl. BdkmentafSl. IX,

1888, pp. 39-ff.

2 J6n J6nsson was born Aug. 4, 1759, and died Sept. 4, 1846. For his life,

see Ver&i ljds II, 1897, pp. 12-15, 29-32, 45-48; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon I,

pp. 796-797, Supplem. I, p. 970; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon VIII, pp.

549-550.
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with little response among the Northlanders. Rev. J6n J6nsson

was one of the severest critics of some of the new books on

religion, especially of the new hymn-book,1 and his aim in found

ing the Tract Society was doubtless to counteract more effectively

the rationalism which emanated from the South. The Society

was supported by voluntary contributions from its members,

but they seemingly never amounted to very much, and the grant

from the London society was its principal source of income,

besides what the sale of the tracts brought. These were published

in small octavo numbers under the title of Rit bess islenzka

evangeliska Smabokafelags (popularly known as Sm&rit) ; the

printing could not begin in 1815 as had been planned, because

on account of the war nothing was then printed in Iceland,2 and

the first tract was printed in Copenhagen in 18 16. They seem

to have appeared regularly during the first years, but afterwards

they were issued at irregular intervals; they were as a rule

printed in Copenhagen, only a few bearing the imprint of the

Icelandic press. The by-laws were printed in Copenhagen in

18 1 8,3 and a circular about the purpose and activities of the

Society was probably printed in the following year,4 when also

a financial report was issued; another report bears the date of

1 82 1. At the death of the founder and president in 1846,

sixty-seven numbers had been published, but there appeared

thirteen more, making the total number of eighty, the last one

having the imprint of Copenhagen, 1854. The tracts were

almost all translations of foreign tracts; only a few original

contributions are to be found among them, chiefly hymns and

other religious poems. Most of the translations were made by

the founder. What impression these tracts made upon the

people I am unable to say, but they probably were not without

some influence. They have now become scarce, at least in

complete sets.6

1 See extracts from his letter on the hymn book, dated May 12, 1821, in

Verdi Ijos I, 1896, pp. 195-199.

2 Cf. Rit, No. 16, p. 9.

3 Vidtektir \>ess islendska evangeliska smdrita-fSlags. Kaupmannahofn,

1818, 8°, pp. 3.

* Um uppruna, augnamid og framgdng hinna andligu smdrita-felaga yfir

hofud og par ntzrst \>ess islendska serilagi. N. p., n. d.. but probably printed

in 1819, 8°, pp. 16.—See also about the society, Jens Moller's article in Theolo-

gisk Bibliothek XIX, 1821, pp. 304-334; Sunnanposturinn II, pp. 94-96.

6 The Fiske Collection has a complete set. Cf. Bibl. Not. VI, 134.
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In 1816 Hid islenzka Bdkmentafelag (The Icelandic Uterary

Society) was founded on the initiative of Rasmus Christian

Rask and Rev. Ami Helgason. Its purpose was "to support

and maintain the Icelandic language and literature, and the

civilization and honor of the Icelandic nation, by the publication

of books or by other means as circumstances would permit."

It consisted of two sections, one in Reykjavik, the other in Copen

hagen, the latter being by far the more productive of the two;

as a matter of fact the first book issued by the former was not

printed until 1849. This division existed until 191 1, when

the society permanently established its headquarters in Reykja

vik. This is not the place to dwell upon the history of the

society which has for more than a century been one of the

important factors in the intellectual life of the Icelandic nation,

especially as recently there has been published a very full his

torical account of it.1 We are only concerned here with its

activities so far as they come within the sphere of periodical

literature. In the first by-laws of the society there is to be found

the following paragraph (Chap, i., art. 4): "The society shall

publish each book separately, but no collective works which are

to be continued every year, except news leaflets which are to

contain the principal news about political affairs, noteworthy

events, economical conditions, commerce, and literature both

at home and abroad; no Icelandic book, however, must be

praised there or found fault with, but its contents only given

briefly; on the other hand, it is considered appropriate to

express one's opinion about books in other languages which

people in Iceland later can form their own judgment about." 2

This clearly shows that literary criticism in Iceland was at that

time in a precarious state, and that the society wished to steer

clear of all controversy and keep aloof from the different factions.

In conformity to this provision the Copenhagen section issued, in

the spring of 1817, the first part of the Islenzk sagnablo3, in

300 copies, and sent it to Iceland to be distributed free among the

members, while it was sold to others. The first part contained

a summary of foreign news from 1804, where the Minnisver<5

1 Hid islenzka Bdkmentafelag 1816-1816. Minningarrit aldarafmalisins

IS- dgUst iqi6. Reykjavik, 1916, 4°.—On the fiftieth anniversary was pub

lished Hid islenzka BokmentafUag. Stofnan felagsins og athafnir pew fyrstu

fimmtiu drin 1816-1866. Kaupmannahofn, 1866, 4°.

2 Log hins islenzka BokmentafSlags. Kaupmannahofn, 1818, p. 6.
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Uhindi had stopped, down to the spring of 18 17, and for ten

years (until 1826) these small quarto parts were issued every

spring and sent with the early merchantmen to the different

Nr. I. 1816.

I s 1 e n z k

SAGNABLOD

utgefin af pvf Islenzka Bokmentafelagi.

1 — —n—infinjini

bvo ad almennfngi & hlandiei feu ad olio fidlfan fig, og kollvarpadi pannig t>vi af.

leiti dkunnugar patr merkiligustu biltlngar gamla pyzka edr fvonefnda he i lag*

er sked hafa utanlanz fra.endfngu peirra rdm v e r fka r i ki, hvora fyrrverandi keii-

Srlenzku tldinda, er prentud voru 1 Leit- ari padanaf einungis nefndi fig keisara af

irgordum, (edr frS nyari 1804) til uppbyr- Auftrriki.

ionar pefsara ad nyu, vilium ver leitaft vid Urn hauflid 1806 kviknadi ftrfdid ad

ad leida parr i Koa i styzta Wtt er ordid nyu i Nordralfunnar meginlandi , fyrft

getr, og byrium pannig' med: milium Frakka ogPrussa. peir (waat

Frdnkar/ki. Arid 1804 lit Naprf- nefndu hlutu hraparligan ikada, einkum {

I ep n Bdn a par te velia fig til Frsenk- bardaganum vid Jena farm i8da okto-

is manna keifara og fkpmmu eptir kon- ber, og innan drfkamms tlma v»t hold

ing's I Val landi (ItaHu), og fialfr, pafinn stadrinn, Berlin, og meftr hluti hins

var vidftaddr kryningu hans. pad mikla pruisifka rikis i Franskra valdi. Um fama

frfd vid England' fern drinu ddr hafdi bil Urdu Rufsar fiandmenn Frakka, en

brotizt lit ad nyu , vard mi ikilfiligra peim var ei heldr neitt dgeingt, pangadtil

enn fyrr, par nxr pyf allar veraldarinnar megintier peirra' var yfirbugadr' vid Frid«

pjddir urdu, hvor eptir adra, ad eiga pdtt land pann I4da junii 1807. pa vopna-

i (jvi, viliugar eda naudugar. Fyrst fner- hie komst a, og pann oda julii algiordr

uft pfzkalanz og R u a I a n z keifar- fridrf Tilfit.paPrufsakdngrmiftifrek-

ar, ' auk margra annara minnihattar fursta, an helihmg landa finna, er Bdnapartt flcipti

ihdt Frokkum, feirt p6 padu ffyrk af yms- ad egin potta milium frxnda og virta, en

um pyzj<um piddum, og vard peirra hlutr annann helming Prufsarikis vaktadi hann

driiSgari. V f e j» var inntekin af peim fidlfr fer I parfir, med fronsku herlidi,

um hauftid 1 805 , en fullkommim figri er hafdi 611 umrad peirra fterkuftu kaftala

hrdfudu 'peir yfir Auftrrikflcum bg Kufsum { landjnu.

vid Aufterlitz pann a desbr., og neyd- Adr hafdi Bonaparte (igoj) rekid

du pd til fridarfamnfngs 1 Preab org pann Ferdinand konung 4da ur Neapdlis

37 f. m. pd Auftrriki misti nokkur lond. til Sikileyar hans annara kongsrfkis,

180S ftofnadi Bonaparte af ymfum p^zkum hvar: flotar enfkra vordu hann- ad mefhi.

furftum hid fvo kallada Rinar-famband, KdngirikidNeapdiia gaf hann fyrst brdd-

ad hvor* foringia og ftidrnara hann giordi ur' ffnum Jdfep, en hafdi fkgmmu

A

The first page of the first part of the Islenzk sagnablod (2d ed.; reduced.)

ports of Iceland. The parts were later collected into two

volumes, each volume comprising five annual parts (deildir)

which varied as to length anywhere from some 30 to 60 pages,

each page being divided into two columns. The first part soon
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ran out of print and a new edition was printed in 1826. The

news, both foreign and domestic, during all these years was

written by Finnur Magnusson1 who had recently been made

professor in the University of Copenhagen. There is, however,

to be found in the second part a long contribution from Bjarni

Thorsteinsson and Rev. Arni Helgason dealing with events in

Iceland from 1804 to 181 7, including a detailed account of the

famous Jorgensen episode of 1809. With the 1820 issue the

Icelandic portion was suppressed because, as the author stated,

domestic news could be found in Klausturposturinn, but the

Sagnablod continued to give an account of literary activities among

Icelanders in Copenhagen. All this was written in the peculiar,

stiff style of Finnur Magnusson, and it does not always make

easy reading. In the SagnabUfo were also published the annual

reports of the society, lists of members, and besides a few obituary

poems, epitaphs, and other poems written for special occasions.

The Sagnabldd doubtless found favor with the reading public in

Iceland,2 and as will be shown below, they have been continued

practically down to the present day under a different name.

In the same year as the Icelandic Literary Society was founded,

the Leirargar3ar press was moved to Beitista3ir, where it re

mained until the summer of 18 19, when it was transferred to

Vi3ey. At Beitista3ir was printed the first year and half of

the second year of a new periodical called Klausturposturinn,

the title of which was derived from the name of the residence of

its publisher and editor, Magnus Stephensen. He had taken up

his abode at Vi3ey in 18 13, where in Catholic times there had

been a monastery of the Augustine order, and hence the place

was usually called Vi3eyjarklaustur. Klausturposturinn was to

appear monthly in small octavo numbers of sixteen pages, closely

printed in Gothic type. In this form it was continued for nine

years (1818-26), the last volume, however, being issued as an

annual.3 It was not a profitable enterprise for its editor and he

1 Finnur Magnusson was bom Aug. 27, 1781, and died Dec. 24, 1847. For

his life, see especially N$ felagsril IV, 1844, pp. i-xii (by J6n Sigur3sson), with

portrait; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon II, pp. 204-215, Supplem. II, pp. 304-306;

Oversigt over det Kgl. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Forhandlinger 1850, pp.

59-67; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon XI, pp. 57-63.

2 So Jon Sigur3sson states in the 1866 memorial volume, pp. 26-27 (cf-

the 1916 memorial volume, pp. 43-44). The opposite is claimed by J6n

Guomiindsson in Pjodolfur XIV, 1862, p. 82.

' For description of the volumes, see Bibl. Not. I, 107.
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foffabur 04 utftnfcttr of

tBlagntfft <5 t« p i) e n f e n,

tonfecen<eto&i 09 3u(htiart0 f$ •

fonunglega £«nt>ej>fta:etu'.

NO. 1.

Sdntiattu* 1818*

$r<at«Mit ab 23eitift$&ttm, af gaftpri 94

©kfcilcgt 5fc ! g6Dir 8an&*menn!

Urn cefrar (Tam&cgi 5 eat (I meiri cartur pcivrat

lifanbi riatturu ^Ijdbur, 09 fern agnbofa- g?mi$(<g

Syr, fugfat og ffribqmfinbi fcwfa; (iggja fern ft

ttocfur^fonar Dai, cba foo pungum fcefni, ab ftonu

Itfjofi md t>1t> Caaba. @x»i og al>int alltetn*,

an* bagintt 6»rtir og folargdngurinti tognar a J>w

Hum begi um $ab (dnga ^amufet, er atmenm'nguc

raioar bag«aufann »ib. €n—• nii tc nocftib frant

gfup nottdv fomib. @fambcgi$ comma 09 pan
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09 Doba>bagur ndtturunnar, (afa put ab fliWatf,

«& frprtaft upp, ab. laba 09 unbirOua aQt I;uab I iff

it, mm, iTcpnur, qoifinOi 09 iflriarinnas fetoab*

The first page of KlausturfSsturinn.
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frequently complained of the burden it was on his shoulders

both financially and otherwise;1 at the end of the fourth year he

offered to hand it over to any one who was willing to continue

it, but there apparently was no one forthcoming. This first

monthly in the Icelandic language was far superior to its Hrapps-

ey predecessor, and it was for a long time looked upon by the

people as one of their best periodicals.2 The subject matter in

the nine volumes is of great variety. The news from home3

and from abroad fills a considerable space. Particularly promi

nent in the contents are the abstracts or summaries of new laws

and ordinances,4 and the decisions of the Superior Court. This

was the only way of bringing such things before the public, as

no other provisions were made by the government for their

publication in a general way, and they must also often have

provided welcome filling for the overburdened editor. Many

treatises and short articles were published there on farm and

household problems, the editor being much interested in subjects

of that kind; a series of buskapar-hugvekjur from his own pen

runs through all nine volumes. Oddur Hjaltalin contributed

many articles on medical and sanitary topics. Then there are

to be found there several essays on different matters, imitative,

as it sometimes seems, of the English eighteenth century essays ;

it is noticeable that they often have as mottoes or include in the

text quotations from the writings of English authors. They

were written by the editor himself and generally were published

as a greeting from him to his readers at the beginning of a new

year. A number of poems were printed in the pages of this

periodical, some of them excellent, as those by Sveinbjorn Egils-

son, Bjarni Thorarensen, and others. Those written by the

editor, and they are many, form a class by themselves; they are

usually interesting as far as the subject is concerned, but the

1 "Eptir pvi sem naest hefir komizt, pa mun upplag Klausturp6stsins vart

hafa fari3 framur 700, en naumlega gengi3 ut nema nal. 600 mest, og erpa

au3saett, að vart hefir hafzt upp prentunar og pappirskostna3ur auk heldur

neitt fyrir ritlaun, fyrirhdfn og utsendingu." Pjodolfur XIV, 1862, p. 82.

2 See N$ t&indi 1852, No. 7, p. 25; Islendingur I, i860, p. 122.

3 "Peir, sem girnast tilfallandi merkis vidburda, um hvorja eg annars seint

fae odlast areidanlega vissu, ur fjarlaegum landsplatzum, getid i Klaustur-

p6stinum, umbidjast ad senda hingad, mer kostnadarlaust, stutta, en fullvissa

avisun bar um." Klausturposturinn I, p. 48.

4 Some of these were not selected with proper criticism according to J6n

SigurBsson, Bref, 191 1, pp. 365-367.
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form and the language frequently leave much to be desired;

Magnus Stephensen's poetic vein was more a product of cultiva

tion than a true natural gift. Many epitaphs likewise saw

the light there, but they represented doubtless a very small

portion of those sent to the editor from various parts of the

country; he had time and again to warn people that only good

ones would be included; others had to be paid for if they were

to be printed at all. A few advertisements may be found in

these numbers, but not enough to help much in defraying the ex

penses of publication.

After the starting of Klausturpdsturinn Magnus Stephensen

published in the year 1822 Utvaldar smasogur, almenningi til

frddleiks og skemtunar, which were to be issued now and then,

and therefore must be classed as a periodical. The second part

appeared in the following year,1 but the third, which was to com

plete the volume, never was printed. This was a publication

on the same lines as the Vinagledi and Gaman og alvara. The

two parts contain besides a few historical stories or anecdotes,

a long article on Socrates, an account of Willem Bontekoe's

voyage to the East Indies, the story of Gustavus Adolphus and

Valves, a long essay on Peter the Great, czar of Russia, based

upon Voltaire's work and other sources and written by the

editor himself—on the whole good and interesting reading.

With these two periodicals practically came to an end Magnus

Stephensen's long and meritorious publishing activity. In 1826

attacks were made in Danish newspapers upon his management

of the Landsuppfradingarfelag which were soon followed by

others from one of his own countrymen.2 This led to an investi

gation which finally resulted in a decree that the society had

1 For description of the two parts, see Bibl. Not. IV, 108.

2 A contemporary (Finnur Magnusson) writes on this affair as follows :

"Would we could report the continued activity of the Icelandic press, but,

as we have hinted above, it is sleeping a long, dull sleep, and for the present

we see no signs of its awakening. Literature is involved in litigation; vexa

tions, delays, expenses are the present portion of those whose better part it

were to follow the peaceful pursuits of literature. A fierce battle is at this

moment raging between two separate factions. Crimination and recrimina

tion are the order of the day, and amidst the howling winds, the eternal snows,

the volcanoes and the earthquakes of Iceland, the voice of bitter controversy

may be heard—the filching of good names—the slander whose tongue is sharper

than the sword—the jealousy 'whose eyes are fierce as the sea monster'—

and 'the hubble, bubble, toil and trouble,' which omnipresent witches stir

up in the cauldron of human passions all over the world." The Foreign

Quarterly Review IX, 1832, pp. 67-68.
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ceased to exist and that the Vi3ey press was public property

and should therefore be under the control of the government.1

It was, however, rented to Magnus Stephensen, who managed

it until his death in 1833. Because of all this his last years were

embittered and he felt disappointed over the results of his work.

He was doubtless often arbitrary and domineering, thus challeng

ing people to oppose his plans and reforms. He had devoted all

his industry and wide knowledge to the service of his country,

but he often thought that this was but little appreciated. His

influence was transitory, which was due to the character of

his work. He had wished to direct new currents into the life

of the nation ; but he did not realize that most importations only

bear fruit when they are grafted on the stock of national culture

and traditions; this Magnus Stephensen failed fully to under

stand, like so many of the eighteenth century men. His work

consequently formed no solid foundation upon which future gen

erations could construct on national lines. Nevertheless he will

always be counted among the great men of his country. If he

did not build, he paved the way and opened new vistas.

At the meeting of the Copenhagen section of the Icelandic

Literary Society on April 3, 1827, it was decided to change the

name of the Islenzk sagnabldd to that of Skirnir, and for the

sake of convenience to reduce the size from quarto to small

octavo; from 1855 this was again changed to large octavo.

Thus came into existence the periodical which has had the longest

life of all Icelandic periodicals, and is now in its ninety-second

year.2 From the beginning down to 1904 it preserved always

virtually the same character, being an annual record of foreign

events, to which as a rule was appended some additional matter.

In accordance with the provisions in the by-laws of the society

which were quoted above, the first volume of the Sklrnir con

tained a list of the principal books published during 1826 in

Denmark, by Porgeir Gu3mundsson. This was an innovation

which became a permanent feature in all the successive volumes;

later (from 1866) was added a list of the more noteworthy books

published in Sweden and Norway. With the exception of the

list for 1830 (vol. iv.) there was no criticism or analysis of the

books included. With the volume for 1 867 there was introduced a

1 Government letter of Oct. 1, 1831 (Lovs. f. Isi. IX, pp. 790-793).

2 For the history of Sklrnir, see Hi5 isl. Bokmentafelag 1816-IQ16, pp. 44-45.
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SKIRNIR,

Wi TIB1NDI

HINS ISLENZKA

BdRMENTAF^LAGS.

FYRSTI ^KGANGR,

er nmt til •nmarnii* 1827.

W»tu m54 Skbsir!

«K SkeUUi blalki

Heyplu til Frons m«fr Wttit I

•f mOtutun og iMortm*

og bi9 J>i( to* Virta' vel*

KAUPMANNAHOFN, 1827.

Frentaffr fcj* "BarSvig Fri.&rel Popp.

Title-page of vol. i. of the Skirnir.

list of Icelandic books published during the year—a most desir

able addition, as these were nowhere else recorded. Later there

was included a list of foreign books dealing with Iceland and the

Icelandic or Old Norse literature; but no analysis of these was
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made either. The Copenhagen section suggested in 1839 that

reviews or criticisms of Icelandic books should be published in

the Skirntr, but the Reykjavik members strongly opposed this

and the matter was dropped. With the Skirntr there have from

the first been issued the reports of the society (minutes of the meet

ings, financial statements, lists of members); from 1840 on these

usually had a separate pagination, and for some years (1859-85)

they were even issued in separate covers under the title of

Skyrslur og reikningar. The first year of the Skirntr was written

by Finnur Magnusson, but after that there have been different

writers. The writer for the coming year was usually elected at

the annual meeting of the society, and hence they changed

frequently.1 As might be expected, the different volumes vary

considerably as to style, exposition, and presentation of the

subject, according to the taste and ability of the writer ; but on

the whole the society was successful in its choice of writers, and

the annual throughout these many years has been popular

with the reading public in Iceland, which looked forward to a

volume from Copenhagen every spring with the early ships.

In the presentation of the subject, one will notice in the earlier

volumes a puristic struggle in dealing with foreign words and

names which sometimes was carried to extremes; in some volumes

these names are either translated or modified so as to give them

an Icelandic appearance, or they are all put in quotation marks,

which looks clumsy.2 But gradually the writers emancipated

themselves from these exaggerated notions. Usually only political

news and other items of general character were recorded, it

being an exception when literary events were mentioned. Icelandic

news was included only in 1870 when Fr&ttir frd Islandi were

published in the same volume. In the earlier volumes are occa-

1 The authors of the volumes for 1827-74 were as follows: Finnur Mag

nusson, 1827; P6r3ur J6nasson, 1828-29, 1831-35; Baldvin Einarsson, 1830;

Konra3 Gislason and Jonas Hallgrimsson, 1836; J6n Sigur3sson and Magnus

Hakonarson, 1837; Magnus Hakonarson, 1838; Brynj61fur Petursson, 1839-

41, 1843; Jon Petursson, 1842; Gunnlaugur P6r3arson, 1844-45, 1847, 1849-

51; Grimur Thomsen, 1846; Gisli Magnusson and Halld6r Kr. Fri3riksson,

1848; J6n Gu3mundsson, 1852; Arnlj6tur 6lafsson and Sveinn Skulason,

1853; Sveinn Skulason, 1854; Arnlj6tur Olafsson, 1855-60; Guðbrandur

VigMsson, 1861-62; Eirikur J6nsson, 1863-72; and Bjorn J6nsson 1873-74.

8 This is most conspicuous in the volumes shortly before and after 1840;

especially noticeable in 1836. To mention only a few of these translations or

modifications of names: Robert Peel, is called Hr6bjartur Pill; Lord John

Russell, J6n Hrisill; Portugal is rendered Hafnarland, etc.
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sionally to be found poems or other items which the writer or

the editor found worth recording. In 1 890 the Reykjavik section

took over the publication of the Skirnir, and in 1905 it was

changed into a quarterly magazine of miscellaneous contents.

The two Cathedral Schools at Skalholt and H61ar which had

been established after the introduction of the Reformation

shared the fate of the sees with which they were connected.

The Skalholt School, in accordance with the ordinance of April

29, 1785, 1 was transferred to Reykjavik, which at that time was a

small trading station. By a later ordinance, of Oct. 1, 1801,2

the Holar see and school were abolished. The Latin School, or

College—as it might be called hereafter, remained in Reykjavik

until 1805, when for certain reasons it was moved to Bessasta3ir,3

the old seat of the governors-general. There it remained until

1 846,* when it was brought back to Reykjavik, where it has been

located ever since. Down to 1828 no publications had been

issued under the auspices of the Cathedral Schools or the College.

At the suggestion of the Icelandic authorities it was ordered on

Sept. 8, 1827,6 that the College should celebrate the king's birth

day, which in the reign of Frederick the Sixth fell on Jan. 28,

and in connection with that celebration it should issue a program

"suitable to awaken the Icelanders' patriotism as Danish citizens,

as well as to encourage scholarship among the teachers in the

school." Thus was introduced into Iceland a custom which had

been practised for a long time in Denmark, and henceforth was ob

served with a few interruptions by the Icelandic school until 1895.

An ordinance of Sept. 14, 1839,6 directed that the program be

accompanied by a report of the College for the year, and a letter

of Dec. 5, 1840,7 that the program thereafter should be issued

as an invitation to attend the annual examinations which took

place towards the end of May. Later, after the transfer of the

College to Reykjavik, the date of the examinations was changed

1 Lavs. f. Isl. V, pp. 182-187.

2 Lovs.f. Isl. VI, pp. 530-53I-

3 Lovs. f. Isl. VI, pp. 680-681 (Sept. 18, 1804), 752-755 (May 18, 1805).

4 Cf. ordinances of June 7, 1841 and April 24, 1846 (Lovs. f. Isl. XII, pp.

1 10-135; XIII, pp. 389-414).

5 Lovs. f. Isl. IX, pp. 208-209.

6 Lovs. f. Isl. XI, pp. 392-393.—The first printed report is for the year

1840-41.

7 Lovs.f. Isl. XI, pp. 710-71 1.
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to the end of June,1 and some time afterwards it was ordered

that the program be issued in Icelandic and Danish;* but this

was never observed so far as the program itself was concerned;

and soon it was decided3 that only the report should be printed

with a Danish translation on the opposite page, an arrangement

which was followed from 1847 to 1873, when it was discontinued

at the request of J6n Porkelsson.4 The programs were issued

from 1828 to 1840 under the title of Skolahati3, etc., or, if they

were in Latin, as a few of them were, Solemnia academica, etc. ;

thereafter until 1851 under the title of Boosrit, etc., but since

that time they appeared under their individual titles. They

were as a rule distributed gratuitously; occasionally, however,

they seem to have been offered for sale.6 As time went on the

program and the report were printed during the summer vacation

and issued at the opening of the College in the beginning of

October. In 1895 the Althing withdrew the appropriation for

publishing a program, or as it was styled "a scientific treatise to

accompany the school report," giving the amount hitherto

granted for that purpose, to Dr. J6n Porkelsson, then retiring as

rector, for lexicographical work, and on his death it was dropped.

It is to be deplored that the legislative body should thus abolish

a time-honored custom which always had been observed to the

credit of the institution.

The programs were from the beginning of high quality and

have always been the work of one of the teachers.6 They have

mainly been of a philological character, either editions of old

Icelandic poems, or commentaries on the stanzas and poems in

the sagas, or lexicographical works, or the like. A few of the

early ones, written by Bjorn Gunnlaugsson, dealt with mathe

matics and astronomy, and one contained a teleological poem

by him (Njdla). Especially worth mentioning is Sveinbjorn

Egilsson's prose translation of the Odyssey, the first part of which

'See "Forelobigt Reglement for den laerde Skole i Reykjavik," May 30,

1846 (Lovs. f. Isi. XIII, pp. 435-463).

2 Letter of Dec. 7, 1847 (Lovs. f. 1st. XIII, pp. 774-775).

3 Letter of July 24, 1849 (Lovs. f. Isl. XV, pp. 324-325, cf. also letter of

April 28, 1849 (ibid. pp. 256-257).

* Vikverji, No. 44, 1874, pp. 7-8.

6 Pjdddlfur I, pp. 49-50.

8 A review and list of the programs down to 1870, by Konrad Maurer, was

printed in Germania XVI, 1871, pp. 442-449.
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appeared in 1829, and which was finally completed in 1840.

It was in a sense an epoch-making publication in the history of

Icelandic letters, as it was the forerunner of the renaissance in

the language and literature of Iceland which will be referred to

below. Never before in recent times had so elegant Icelandic

prose been seen in print, and it revealed to outsiders a new

tendency within the school. Icelandic was not one of the

disciplines taught there; hence direct instruction in reading and

writing the language was not given, but of late it had been given

indirectly, and effectively at that, as some of the pupils later

showed. This indirect method was especially practised by

Sveinbjorn Egilsson, who insisted upon that his pupils translate

the classics into good and correct Icelandic. His translation of

the Odyssey gives us an indication of what he required of his

pupils. He later brought out a good edition of the Snorra Edda

with the treatises. During the rectorship of Bjarni Johnsen

(J6nsson) the publishing of programs was for many years

neglected, and that caused considerable dissatisfaction and was

frequently criticized in the press.1 Although a good administra

tor and disciplinarian, he appears not to have encouraged pro

ductive scholarship, and the few programs published during

his tenure of office were written by other teachers. Some of his

reports, however, were longer than those of his predecessors and

successors, and in them he often discussed at length various

educational questions. During the rectorate of J6n Porkelsson

all the programs were from his learned and industrious pen.2

1 See Nordri V, 1857, p. 51.—Cf. also Pjodolfur XV, pp. 40-43 (review of

the report for 1861-62); reply, signed x + r, in Islendingur III, pp. 133-136;

rejoinder in 'PjSdSlfur XV, pp. 67-68, 70-71 (cf. 82-83), to which an answer

was published as supplement to Islendingur III, No. 23, pp. 4.—Pjodolfur

XVI, pp. 21-23, 45-46, 50-52, 79-8o, 100-103, 106-107 (review of the report

for 1862-63).

2 A full list of the programs is as follows: 1828, Regulas quasdam simpliciores

ad computandum motum lunce, by Bjorn Gunnlaugsson; 1829-30, 1835, 1838-

40, Homeri Odyssea, translated^by Sveinbj. Egilsson; 1831, Hugsvinnsmdl,

ed. by Hallgr. Scheving; 1832, Olafs drdpa Tryggvasonar, by HallfreoV Vand-

rxctaskald, ed. by Svbj. Egilsson; 1833, Brot af Placidus-drdpu, ed. by Svbj.

Egilsson; 1834, De mensura et delineatione Islandice interims, by Bjorn Gunn

laugsson; 1836, Toblur yfir solarinnar synilega gang d Isiandi, by Bjorn

Gunnlaugsson; 1837, Forspjallslio\>, ed. by Hallgr. Scheving; 1842, Njola,

by Bjorn Gunnlaugsson; 1843 and 1847, Islendskir mdlshceUir, collected and

ed. by Hallgr. Scheving; 1844, Fjogur gomul kvmdi, ed. by Svbj. Egilsson;

1845-46, LeiQarvisir til ad fyekkja stjornur, by Bjorn Gunnlaugsson; 1848-49,

Edda Snorra with the treatises, ed. by Svbj. Egilsson; 1851, Tvd brot af
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In 1828 two Icelanders in Copenhagen, Baldvin Einarsson,1

a law student in the University, and Porgeir Gu3mundsson,s

a theologian, sent out a prospectus of an annual, which they

were about to start under the title of Armann a Alpingi. The

prospectus was accompanied by a specimen number (Sfnishorn)

of the proposed periodical. In 1829 the first volume appeared,

and in 1832 the fourth and last was published; they were in

octavo, each of some 200 pages. The framework of the compo

sition in the Synishom, as well as in all four volumes, is a dialogue

between four characters, Sighvatur, Pj6361fur, Onundur, and

an aged stranger who turns out to be Armann, the guardian

spirit who is alleged to live in Armannsfell, a mountain north of

Thingvellir by the Oxara. It is at that place of the ancient

Althing that the meetings of the four dramatis persona are made

to take place during the four successive years in which the annual

was published. The three men belong to three different types

which in the opinion of the editors were to be found among the

Icelanders of the time. Sighvatur is a tall, well-built, handsome,

alert farmer from the North of Iceland, a good husbandman and

in tolerable circumstances, an intelligent, thoughtful and well-

behaved man, progressive, though cautious. Pj6361fur is a

short, stocky, dark-haired farmer from the district of F16i in

the South, rather gloomy, not very keen intellectually, well-

Haustlaung og Vorsdrdpa, ed. by Svbj. Egilsson; 1857-58, were included in

the reports a specimen of translations from Old Norse into English and

French, by Bjarni Johnsen; 1861, Nogle Bemarkn. om C. Iversens Isi. Formlare

by J6n Porkelsson; 1863, Um r og ur I nidrlagi orda og ordstofna i islenzku,

by Jon Porkelsson; 1865-67, Xenophon's Austurfor Kfrosar, transl. by

Halld6r Kr. Fri3ftksson and Gisli Magniisson; 1868, Sk$ringar d visum i nokk-

rum islenzkum sogum, by J6n Porkelsson; 1870, Skjringar d visum i Njdls

sogu, by the same; 1871, Sk$ringar d visum i Grettis sogu, by the same; 1872,

Sk$ringar d visum i Gubmundar sogu Arasonar, by the same; 1873, Skfringar

d visum i Gisla sogu Surssonar, by the same; 1874, Athugasemdir um islenzkar

mdlmyndir, by the same; 1875-76, Supplement til islandske Ordboger, by the

same; 1879-1885, Supplement til islandske Ordboger, 2. Samling, by the same;

1886, Horace's BrSf, transl. by Gisli Magnusson and Jon Porkelsson; 1887,

Breytingar d myndum vidtengingarhdttar i fornnorsku og fornislenzku, by J6n

Porkelsson; 1888-94, Beyging slerkra sagnorda i islenzku, by the same; 1895,

Islenzk sagnord meQ fcdlegri mynd i niitid, by the same.

1 Baldvin Einarsson was born Aug. 2, 1831, and died in Copenhagen

Feb. 9, 1833. For his life, see Bogi Th. Melsteð's biography in Timarit hins

isl. Bokmentafelags XXV, 1904, pp. 142-197; also N$ filagsrit VIII, pp.

v-xiv (by J6n Sigur3sson) with portrait; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon IV,

pp. 471-473; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon I, pp. 366-367.

2 About Porgeir Gu3mundsson (1794-1871), see Bricka, Dansk biograf.

Lexikon VI, p. 283, and the 1916 memorial volume of the Icelandic Literary

Society, pp. 154-155. with portrait.
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Title-page of vol. i. of the Armann & Altyngi.

to-do, closefisted and industrious, but hostile to all innovations,

insisting upon the old-fashioned order in everything. Onundur

is a man of middle size, light of complexion and slender, a

dandy, quick of mind but superficial ; he is a cottager from Sel-

tjarnarnes in the neighborhood of Reykjavik, who has imbibed
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what he takes to be the fashionable ideas current in the town,

looks down on every thing Icelandic but imitates foreign manners,

and his speech is full of foreign words and phrases mostly cor

rupted. The description of these characters led to the belief

in Iceland that the author reflected on the inhabitants of the

districts from which the last two came, and this caused some

opposition to the periodical.1 But the author denied that he had

had any such intentions; the characters, he said, represented

not any particular localities, but different types which could be

found almost anywhere. In the dialogue published in the Sfnis-

horn the program of the periodical was clearly laid down ; it was

above all to impress upon people the necessity and value of

education. It was of a paramount importance to bring up the

children well, to give them good instruction and training in

whatever vocation they chose or were expected to follow, and to

make them appreciate the value of new things, wherever these

were serviceable; but besides this, the editors urged reforms and

changes in various fields. There was really nothing novel in

the program itself; Magnus Stephensen had laid stress upon

the same things, but the application was different. Here the

progress was to be based upon national foundations which

Magnus Stephensen and his adherents often had overlooked and

neglected. To see the difference one needs only compare the

names of the dramatis persona in the Armann a Al]ringi with

those in the Vinagledi. Here they are genuine products of the

native soil, there they were importations with foreign names;

here they meet on the most historical spot in the country, there

the conversation took place within the four walls of Filodemus'

room. To us the Armann d Alpingi reveals the first awakening

of the national spirit combined with a desire for increased knowl

edge and practical experience. Baldvin Einarsson, an un

commonly gifted and energetic man, wrote by far the larger part

of the volumes, while Porgeir Gu3mundsson primarily was a

financial supporter. After the appearance of the first volumes

the editors received some support from the government.2 The

publication was discontinued after Baldvin Einarsson's untimely

1 An opposition to the periodical in Iceland was also due to the controversy

between Baldvin Einarsson and R. Chr. Rask, cf. Islandica III, pp. 35-36;

Tlmarit hins isl. Bokmentafil. IX, pp. 29ft.

'Lovs.f. Isl. IX, pp. 548-549 (Aug. 28, 1830).
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death in 1833. The surviving editor, to be sure, intended to con

tinue the periodical,1 but this apparently he was unable to do.

In the dialogues of the Armann d Alpingi there were inserted

numerous treatises and articles and a few poems. Among the

latter may be mentioned the Bunadarbdlkur by Eggert 6lafsson,

and some poems by Finnur Magnusson and others, all with the

same purpose, that of praising the country and the various

occupations of its people. In the second volume is a long com

parison between the ancient and modern Icelanders, which shows

the latter in a rather unfavorable light. The treatises deal

mostly with farming, fishing, agriculture, and the handicrafts.

Noteworthy are two articles on agriculture and horticulture by

Baldvin Einarsson, which form the first two installments of a

series giving the history of the various livelihoods in Iceland,

but this he left unfinished. The contents, especially of the last

two volumes, represent several contributions from residents of

Iceland. The editors laid a particular stress upon the purity of

the language and a good style, and ridiculed the affected and

corrupt speech which was altogether too common at that time

(cf. vol. Ill, pp. n-19).

In a class by itself is a treatise in the last volume by Baldvin

Einarsson, on consultative assemblies which had been introduced

into Denmark by the ordinance of May 28, 183 1.2 There were

to be two such bodies, one for Jutland, and the other for the

Danish islands which met at Roskilde. In the latter Iceland

was to have two representatives. In a separate pamphlet,

written in Danish, Baldvin Einarsson had opposed this arrange

ment maintaining that if Iceland was to benefit from the

new order of things, it would be necessary for the Icelanders

to have an assembly of their own, meeting in the home country.

In the treatise in the Armann (IV, pp. 13-66) he explained to his

countrymen the nature of these assemblies and strongly advo

cated the establishment of a national assembly for Iceland.

He was not listened to by the authorities at the time, and some

dozen years passed before such an assembly was founded. But

the treatise is of particular interest as the first assertion of

nationality in the political life of Iceland, the first effort to

secure to the Icelanders a voice and control in their own affairs.

1 Skirnir VII, 1833, pp. 97-98.

*Lovs.f. Isl. IX, pp. 706-712.
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We are here at the heart of the mission of the Armann. It was

to bring to Iceland the liberal movement and the national

revival which stirred the continent of Europe before and after

1830.

There were Icelanders in Copenhagen who soon felt the need

of a new periodical by which they could reach their countrymen

at home and impart to them their ideas and those of the outside

world. The leader of this group was T6mas Saemundsson,1 a

young theologian, who, after receiving his degree, had started on a

trip through Europe which lasted for two years. On this journey

he learned much and saw many things which opened his eyes to

reforms and changes which he thought ought to be introduced into

his native country. Returning to Copenhagen he associated

himself with three students of his age and they decided to publish

an annual. These three were Konra3 Gislason,2 a student of

philology, Brynj61fur P£tursson,3 a student of law, and J6nas

Hallgrimsson,4 a naturalist and poet. Before the printing was

1 T6mas Saemundsson was born June 7, 1807, and died May 17, 1841. For

his life, see Fjolnir VI, pp. 1-6 (by J6nas Hallgrimsson); Erslew, Forfatter-

Lexicon III, pp. 279-80, Supplem. Ill, p. 325; Andean XIV, pp. iii-xvi (by

Steingr. Thorsteinsson) ; Skirnir LXXXI, pp. 97-116 (by Gu3m._Finn-

bogason) ; Eimreidin XIII, pp. 195-205 (by Gu3m. Fri3j6nsson) ; Sameiningin

XI, pp. 98-106 (by J6n Bjarnason; cf. Verdi Ijos II, pp. 44-45); Odinn III,

pp. 21-22, with portr.; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon XVII, pp. 32-33.—

His Bref edited by Bishop J6n Helgason, his grandson, Reykjavik, 1907, 8°,

pp. viii + 296, with portrait. Extracts from his letters had previously been

published in Timarit hins isl. Bdkmentafel. XVII, pp. 166-199. Extracts

from the account of his European travels, ed. by Jon Helgason, in Andvari

XXXII, 1907, pp. 25-74.

'Konra3 Gislason, born July 3, 1808, died Jan. 4, 1891. For his life,

see the biography by Dr. Bjorn M. 6lsen, in Timarit hins isl. Bdkmentafel.

XII, pp. 1-96, which gives the best account of the Fjolnir movement; see also

Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon I, p. 496, Supplem. I, pp. 561-562; Bricka, Dansk

biograf. Lexikon VI, pp. 24-27; Arkiv for nord. Ftiologi VII, pp. 293-303

(by Finnur J6nsson), 378-383 (autobiographical sketch, ed. by Kr. Kaalund) ;

Sunnanfari VI, pp., 69-72 (by H. Kr. Fri3riksson) with portrait; Odinn IV,

pp. 25-27 (by Jon Olafsson) with portrait; Skirnir LXXXII, pp. 97-109 (by

P6rhallur Bjarnarson).

3 Brynjolfur Petursson, born April 15, 1810, died Oct. 18, 1851, chief of

the Icelandic department in Copenhagen. See Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon II,

562, Supplem. II, pp. 665-666; Hid isl. Bokmentafelag 1816-IQ16, p. 155.

For some letters of his, see P. Thoroddsen, Mfisaga PSturs Piturssonar, 1908,

PP- 293-307.

* Jonas Hallgrimsson, born Nov. 16, 1807, died May 26, 1845. His Ljod-

mali were first published by the Icelandic Literary Society in 1847, a second

enlarged edition, with biography by Hannes Hafstein, Copenhagen, 1883;

new edition, Reykjavik 1913. For his life and work, see Fjolnir IX, pp. 1-74;

Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon I, p. 557, Supplem. I, pp. 647-648; Bricka, Dansk

biograf. Lexikon VI, pp. 514-516; P. Thoroddsen, Landfrcedissaga Isl. IV,
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begun Tomas Saemundsson left for Iceland to take charge of a

benefice, but in 1835 the first volume of the Fjolnir, as the

annual was called, appeared in Copenhagen, "written, published,

and edited" by the four partners. There was a long introduc

tion from the pen of Tomas Saemundsson. It opens with

praise of the native land and points out what this means to the

Icelanders; the author dwells upon the beauties of nature which

meet the eye everywhere at home. But the inhabitants, he

says, do not make as much out of the land and the opportunities

which it offers as they could, nor even what their own ancestors

did. "What the nation chiefly suffers from is want of will,

lack of courage, and in many respects ignorance, and every one

who wishes to bear the name of Icelander must desire to break

the dam and let the national life unfold itself in word and deed."

In these words he expressed the aim of the four young editors,

to break the fetters which held the people, prevented progress

and stifled initiative. It was a call such as the nation had never

heard before. With regard to the publication the editors laid

stress upon four points : firstly, that what it contained be useful,

both as regards man's fight with irrational nature, and the organ

ization and management of human society; in the second place,

that beauty be observed in language and style ; thirdly, that the

truth be always followed irrespective of whether it would expose

the periodical to the enmity of men; fourthly, that it include

only what was good and moral. Articles from outsiders would be

published if they treated of subjects timely for discussion or con

sideration and were in agreement with the principles of the peri

odical. The main emphasis was laid upon topics which had some

actuality and were of importance for the present and the im

mediate future. The aim was not only that of instructing;

entertaining matter was to be included in the form of poems and

stories. Articles were to be published anonymously unless the

authors expressed a desire to the contrary. Each volume was to

be divided into two sections, the Icelandic, and the Foreign or

pp. 2-20; Nyja oldin III, pp. 181-200 (by Jon 6lafsson); Skirnir LXXXI,

PP- 3i5-325 (by Gu3m. Finnbogason) ; JSnas Hallgnmsson, fyrirlestur, by

Porsteinn Gislason, Sey3isfjor3ur, 1903, 8°, pp. 32; Illustreret Ttdende XXIV,

pp. 523-528, 540-543 (by C. Rosenberg); Eimreidin VIII, pp. 1 18-12 1 (by

(Helgi Petursson); XI, pp. 92-94 (by Matth. Por3arson); XIII, pp. 184-195

(by Gu3m. Fri3jonsson) ; XIV, pp. 100-105 (by Porv. Thoroddsen) ; XV, pp.

14-19 (by Stefan Stefansson); 6&inn III, pp. 81-83 (by Matth. Jochumsson);

IV, pp. 17-19 (by Matth. Por3arson) with portraits; V, p. 98.
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General, according to the subjects treated ; and in addition there

was to be a special news section; but these divisions were not

strictly followed throughout. The first four volumes (1835-38)

appeared under the editorship of all the four original partners,

while the fifth (1839) was written, published, and edited by T6mas

Saemundsson alone. The reason for this was pecuniary, as he was

the only one able at the time to defray the expenses of publication.

Then the periodical was suspended for three years, and in the

meantime T6mas Saemundsson died. When it reappeared it was

somewhat changed, and was then published by an organized

society with by-laws.1 In the case of the first four editors then-

relations were personal, and there seems not to have been any real

organization back of the annual in those earlier years. The sixth

volume saw the light in 1843 and the publishers styled them

selves "Nokkrir Islendingar," and so they appeared on the

title-page of the three following volumes, while Gisli Magnusson2

was called "responsible editor" of volume seven, and Halld6r

Kr. Fri3riksson3 of volumes eight and nine. The ninth and

last volume (for 1846) bears the imprint of 1847, and contains

principally posthumous writings of J6nas Hallgrimsson. The

volumes are all of uniform octavo size, but they vary considerably

as to the number of pages. They are neatly printed and their

whole make-up is attractive.4

There are probably few examples in literary history where a

publication has had such a rapid and decisive influence upon

language and literature as the Fjolnir had, and that in spite of a

strong opposition which it met with from the very beginning.

The editors firmly believed in their mission and had the ability

to give expression to it in a beautiful style and at the same time

with force and fearlessness. Greatest, perhaps, was the influence

it exercised upon the language, and in that part of the movement

Konra3 Gislason was the leader; he had " philological knowledge

1 See Timarit hins isl. Bokmentafel. XII, pp. 93-96.

2 Gisli Magnusson, born July 15, 1816, died Aug. 24, 1878. See Erslew,

Forfatter-Lexicon Supplem. II, pp. 307-308; Sunnanfan XI, pp. 75-77, with

portr.; N$tt kirkjublad XI, pp. 145-150 (by Janus J6nsson).

3 Halldor Kristjan Fri3riksson born Nov. 27, 1819, died March 23, 1902.

See Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon Supplem. I, pp. 513-514; Bricka, Dansk biograf.

Lexicon V, pp. 390-391; Sunnanfari I, pp. 69-71, portr.; Andvari XXVIII,

pp. 1-24 (by Jon Porkelsson), portr.

4 There was some disagreement between the editors about the size and the

type, see T6mas Saemundsson, Bref, 1907, pp. 144S.
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combined with the acutest judgment and the keenest sense for

what was correct language, pure and beautiful." And what he

wrote on the subject is of permanent value, such as the paper

on the Icelandic language in volume four, and the introductory

paragraph to the reviews in volume seven. They contain so

exquisite and strong an appeal to the people to preserve their

language that they will be turned to by future generations. In

his reviews of books he dwelt exclusively upon the language,

exposing without mercy the faults, and he gave thus a most

salutary lesson to writers and readers alike. But like almost all

ardent reformers Konra3 Gislason was apt to go too far in his

demands and criticisms. Thus the translating or putting in

quotation marks of all foreign proper names was certainly

going too far. Unsuccessful were also his endeavors to intro

duce a new orthography based upon the pronunciation. This

met with so determined an opposition from the majority of the

people and some of the leading philologists, such as Sveinbjorn

Egilsson, that the editors of the Fjolnir had to abandon it.1

Even T6mas Saemundsson had never fully approved of it.s

Konra3 Gislason's articles on the subject are nevertheless very

interesting.

The Fjolnir initiated a renaissance in the literature of Iceland.

This was at that time at a low ebb, and little was printed beyond

new editions of older works. The literary conditions were

analysed and criticised in a long essay by T6mas Saemundsson

in volume five. He showed the worthlessness of many of these

older works, and made many suggestions with a view to bringing

forth new literary products; he considered it the duty of the

directors of the printing office at Vi3ey, which was public prop

erty, to show interest in the furtherance of new literary projects

rather than to make money by publishing old and antiquated

books merely because they still were in popular favor.3 The

reviews in the Fjolnir excelled anything in that line which had

been printed before in Icelandic. Suffice it to mention T6mas

Saemundsson's review of Ami Helgason's Helgidaga predikanir

1 Cf. also J6n Sigur3sson, Bref, 191 1, pp. 1-5.

J See his Brif, 1907, pp. 185-186, 197s., 217ft.

* This and other things in Fjolnir caused the publication of Dr. J6n Hjalt-

alin's pamphlet: Adfinning md Eineygda-Fjolnir, Vi3eyarklaustri, 1839, 8°,

pp. 28, to which T6mas Saemundsson replied by Fjolnir og Eineigdi-Fjolnir,

Vi3eyarklaustri 1840, 8°, pp. 38 + (2).
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(vol. V, pp. 1 16-127), J6nas Hallgrimsson's review of Sigur3ur

Brei3fj6r3's Rimur af Tistrani og Indidnu (vol. Ill, pp. 18-29).

The latter greatly offended all the friends of the rimur, and they

were many; but it gave a staggering blow to the rimur-poets from

which they never recovered; it opened men's eyes to the shallow

ness and bad taste displayed in the works of these poets.1 But

a literary revival can not be brought about by destructive criti

cism alone; nor was this the case with the Fjolnir. The renais

sance had primarily its origins in the poems of J6nas Hallgrims-

son, which were printed in the pages of the annual. They set

the standard by which poets were to be measured, and their

influence was remarkable.2

Especially noteworthy are T6mas Saemundsson's annual re

views of Icelandic events, and the account of his travels through

a part of Iceland in 1834, which were published in the first five

volumes. In these he touched upon almost everything—farming

and fishing as well as literature and intellectual life; and they all

show the author's keen judgment and unprejudiced views, as well

as his desire to improve things, when he thought it necessary.

Nothing escaped the observation of this ardent and progressive

spirit, and he was anxious that no opportunity be neglected from

which the country and the inhabitants might benefit. There is

not much about politics to be found in the volumes of the Fjolnir,

although the editors avowedly were in favor of a separate con

sultative assembly for Iceland; when this had finally been granted

by the king, they strongly advocated that the assembly be held

at Thingvellir; to the question of the meeting place they attached

great importance, and therein they showed more of a romantic

spirit than of practical sense. The organization of the re-estab

lished Althing and other matters connected with it form the sub

ject of an article by Brynj61fur P£tursson in volume seven, in

which he expressed the opinions of his associates. Some other

public questions were also discussed in the Fjolnir, but space

does not permit us to dwell upon them. The temperance ques-

'Jdnas Hallgrimsson was not the first to attack the rimur. T6mas

Saemundsson had done so before in an article which he sent to his co-editors in

Copenhagen, but they suppressed the passage; see Bref 1907, pp. 187-188.

Sunnanposturinn had also touched upon the matter, see I, p. 133.

2 About this, see especially Olaf Hansen, Islandsk Rencessance. I Hundred-

aaret for Jonas Hallgrimssons Fbdsel. Et Stykke Litteraiurhistorie. Koben-

havn, 1907, 8°, pp. (2) + 123.
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tion was first raised by the editors of this annual, who in a

long article, principally based upon an American pamphlet, pre

sented the matter to their readers and strongly endorsed it.

They founded a temperance society themselves, branches of

which they hoped to see established in various parts of Iceland.

The movement lasted for some years, but it was really of no

further consequence. The foreign section, which was kept sepa

rate in the first volumes, soon disappeared. To it belong several

articles written or translated by J6nas Hallgrimsson, on geology

and other subjects from natural history, a few translated stories,

and a long article on Kosciusko.

The original editors of the Fjolnir constituted a most fortunate

group of men for the task they set out to perform. T6mas

Saemundsson was, of course, the moving spirit, who with his

energy and enthusiasm kept things going and paid more than his

share of the expenses. His mind was full of ideas, and he was

eager to put them into practice or see them tested out. His pen

was constantly in motion, and such was his ardor that he often

could not spare time to revise his writings or give them as polished

a form as was desirable; he therefore sent them for revision,

before they were printed, to his co-editors in Copenhagen.

Occasionally he became impatient with their labors, and sus

pected that they neglected the practical side and put too much

stress upon the outward form. Towards those who opposed or

disagreed with the Fjolnir he showed more tolerance than his

collaborators abroad, which may be explained by the fact that

the latter lived detached from the people and at times were apt

to push their principles too hard. Konra3 Gislason's profound

philological knowledge and fine literary taste, and Jonas Hall-

grimsson's poetic genius, made the volumes of the Fjolnir a mon

ument of the greatest literary importance. Brynj61fur P£turs-

son was least prominent in the pages of the annual, but he was

not without influence, and by those who knew, he is said to have

been perhaps the noblest character of them all. These four

men with one exception died young and did not see the fruit

of their labors. T6mas Saemundsson died in 1841, J6nas Hall

grimsson in 1844, and Brynj61fur Pe'tursson in 1851. Konra3

Gislason alone lived to old age, but he soon buried himself in

philological researches, and during the last forty years of his

life wrote hardly anything in the tongue which he had done so

much to reform and reshape.
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Eight years passed after the discontinuation of Klaustur-

posturinn before another periodical came into existence in Iceland.

In the same year as the Fjolnir first appeared, a monthly was

started in Reykjavik by some members of the Icelandic Literary

Society, and it was the intention of the founders that if any

profit were derived from the publication, it should go into the

treasury of the society.1 This was Sunnanposturinn, which

was published monthly in small octavo numbers of sixteen pages,

from January, 1835, to December, 1836, and after a suspension

of one year, again from January to December, 1838. The first

volume was edited by P6r3ur Sveinbjornsson,2 associate judge

and later chief justice of the Superior Court, the second and third

by Rev. Ami Helgason,3 minister of Gar3ar and president of the

Reykjavik section of the Icelandic Literary Society. These two

were also the principal contributors to its pages.4 In its exterior

as well as in the arrangement of the text, Sunnanposturinn was

visibly modelled upon its predecessor from Vi3eyarklaustur.

It was a fairly good newspaper, at least as to domestic events,

but, as was to be expected, the reports of these were not in

frequently somewhat belated. Otherwise the contents represent

mostly poems, stories, and essays on different subjects, many of

these being translations. The poems are chiefly by P6r3ur

Sveinbjornsson, but there are also some by Sveinbjorn Egilsson,6

Bjarni Thorarensen, and others. Of prose translations may be

mentioned selections from B. Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanac.9

There are only a few original treatises, and these deal particularly

1 Sunnanpdsturinn II, p. 192.

2 PorBur Sveinbjornsson, born Sept. 4, 1786, died Feb. 20, 1856. His

autobiography has recently been published by the Icelandic Historical Society,

Reykjavik, 1916, 8°, pp. (4) + 115, with portrait. See also Erslew, Forfatter-

Lexicon III, pp. 270-272, Supplem. Ill, pp. 312-313; Bricka, Dansk biograf.

Lexikon XVI, pp. 618-619.

8 Ami Helgason, born Oct. 27, 1777, died Dec. 14, 1869; was with Rask

the founder of the Icel. Lit. Soc. See his Mfiminning [by Grimur Thomsen],

Reykjavik, 1877, 8°, pp. 71 ; also Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon 1, 625-626, Supplem.

I. PP- 75I_752.' Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexicon VII, pp. 289-290; Hid isl.

Bokmenntafjel, 1816-1016, pp. 143-145, portr.

*Arni Helgason writes in a letter to Finnur Magnusson, March 3, 1836:

"Pegar per lesi3 No. n. af Sunnanp. i. 1835, pa siai3 per orsokina til að

Sveinbidrnsen redigerar ei petta bla3 lengur Pa3 fauk 1 mig a3 fa dylgiur

bar, sem hvergi eiga heima. Me3an eg hen nokku3 me3 ba3 bla3 a3 s^sla,

skal eg sialfur ra3a, hva3 i bvi ver3ur prenta3."

5 Among translated poems by him is one of a Danish paraphrase of Thomas

Gray's Elegy in a country churchyard, vol. Ill, pp. 29-30.

• Vol. Ill, pp. 97-108 (Vegur til velmegunar).
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with some medical topics (by J6n Thorstensen, surgeon-general) ;

there is, however, one on the education of children, and another

on a literary subject. Ordinances of the government and the

decisions of the Superior Court were printed from time to time.

Sunnanpdsturinn is now chiefly remembered as the contemporary

and opponent of the Fjolnir. The Sendibref eins Borgfirings,1

by Eirikur Sverrisson, was the longest and most thorough

criticism of the Fjolnir which was published at the time; this

was a declaration of war against the editors of the Copenhagen

annual, and they were not slow in turning their attention to

Sunnanpdsturinn, where they found enough to criticize.* In the

question of the new orthography which Konra3 Gislason tried

to introduce, Sunnanpdsturinn got the better of the controversy,

thus scoring its only victory.3 The language and style in Sunnan

pdsturinn was as a rule open to severe criticism; but the editors

can not alone be blamed for it, they were in that respect the

children of their age; their publication was a representative of a

period which was dying, while the Fjolnir was the herald of a

rising generation. The principal charge which may be brought

against the editors of the former is, perhaps, their lack of imagina

tion. They seem to have had very little of importance to com

municate to their readers. Like most Icelandic periodicals Sunn

anpdsturinn had a hard road to travel. Because of lack of

support it had to be discontinued after two years; then the gov

ernment granted it exemption from postage by the overland mail,4

which privilege revived it and kept it going for one year more.6

1 Sunnanpdsturinn II, pp. 4-9, 23-28, 62-64, 89-94, i55_I6o. 170-173,

185-189.

1 See Fjolnir I, pp. 81-82; II2, pp. 45-46; V1, pp. 115-116, V2, pp. 27ft.

Tomas Saemundsson says about Sunnanpdsturinn, "me3 pvi a3 hann hugsa3i

ekki hxrra i fyrstu enn a3 ver3a ekki f61ki til ama ne neinum til meins, held

eg honum hafi tekizt hvorttveggja." He compares it, on account of its

insignificance, to Diaro di Roma, the papal paper. Amusing was J6nas Hall-

grimsson's trick of rewriting one of P6r3ur Sveinbjornsson's poems (Sunnan

pdsturinn I, pp. 127-128; Fjolnir III, pp. 291-32).—See also Jonas Hall-

grimsson's epitaph on Sunnanposturinn, printed in Sunnanfari XI, p. 43.

8 See the Arnabjorn articles in Sunnanposturinn II, pp. 124-126 (by Svb.

Egilsson?), 177-185 (by Ami Helgason).

4 Letter of May 6, 1837 (Lovs.f. 1st. XI, pp. 48-49).

1 In a letter, dated April 5, 1838, Ami Helgason writes to Finnur Magnus-

son: "Eg alpa3ist til a3 halda afram Sunnanpostinum petta ari3; aetla3i af

bvi a3 komast i stri3 vi3 Justitiarius, en ba3 for alt laglega milli ockar.

Timarit, sem Yfirretturinn aatla3i a3 gefa ut, lag3ist fyrir 63al. Auglysing

var prentu3 en er aldrei utsend. Riti3 atti a3 heita Logretta. Inmnaldi3

atti a3 vera juridiskt politiskt, en so kom ogso bar fram sundurlyndi3, og alt

datt um koll."
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The editor then thought of continuing'it as a quarterly, but

he had also to abandon that plan.1

In 1 836 the first Icelandic Almanak was published, for the year

1837; it was issued at the expense of the University of Copen-
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af
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Ctlff tftnfeft, 1 Jtaupmannafafn , d einnti avt, fttfr

8 Slift6banfafKlvinga ftlfutS.

ttmangtrgtnn pg $!iffot<in« S«Ft>rpttioT4.

Title-page of the first Almanak.

hagen which had been granted the privilege of publishing al

manacs.2 This first almanac was computed for the latitude

of Reykjavik by Professor Chr. Friis R. Olufsen, and was

translated into Icelandic and edited by Finnur Magntisson.3

1 Sunnanposturinn III, pp. m-112.

1 See Lovs.f. 1si. X, pp. 697-698 (Feb. 3, 1836), 703 (Feb. 13, 1836), 712-713

(March 12, 1836). The University sold its right to print the first almanacs to

Schultz, the Danish printer, but from 1842 it published them at its own

expense (cf. Lovs.f. 1st. XII, p. 173; XIV, p. 368).

3 Bogi Benediktsson of Sta3arfell, under the date of Aug. 15, 1836, writes

about the new almanac to Finnur Magntisson as follows: "Almanak y6ar
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Since that time the almanac has been printed every year. Pro

fessor Olufsen wrote it until 1856; the next year was by Professor

P. Pedersen, but thereafter, from 1858 to 1888, it was written

by H. C. F. C. Schjellerup. Finnur Magnusson translated the

almanacs down to 1848,1 being succeeded by J6n Sigur3sson

who translated them down to 1880—that being the last to appear

under his name. The arrangement of the contents of the

almanacs has remained virtually the same through all these

years; in 1861 the size was changed from sextodecimo to duo

decimo. Before these annual almanacs were published the Ice

landers had for chronological computations made use partly of

the various calendary works which from time to time had been

printed in Icelandic, partly of printed Danish and Norwegian

alamancs, and partly of written Icelandic ones.2

Much as had been written upon economic and agricultural

questions in Icelandic since the middle of the eighteenth century,

it was not until the fourth decade of the nineteenth century that

a society was founded with the purpose of promoting these

interests. On Jan. 28, 1837, the Huss- og Bustjårnarfelag SutSur-

amtsins was formed, with the view of furthering the welfare

of farmers and fishermen within the Southern Province; this

was to be done by instructive publications, by pecuniary support

and prizes, and by improving the old methods and introducing

hefe eg yfirfari3, og hefe ecke vit å betr enn ba3 sie a3 ollu ågiaett, og naerre

{jvi ofmiki3 haft fyrir pvi, bar bxndur flestir hér skifta sér ecke af 63rum

månu3um enn Porra, G6u, Einmånu3e og Horpu, enn allur fjolde mun hafa

veri3 oviss urn års og månaða ni3urskipan beirra gomlu. Enn nu hangir

bað vi3 hiå baendum, einkum gomlum, að bdr vilja hafa spådoma veBurattu-

fars å almanokum, hva3 omogulegt sem er a3 gjora harm årei3anlegan ;

p6 hefe eg lagt merke til, a3 igda hvort år ver3ur likust ve3urått hér i landi

(er t>vi ei aldeilis marklaust beirra gomlu tunglaldar år i bvi tilliti, e3a sogn

beirra bar um). Lika måtti i beim gomlu almanokum donsku athuga, bå

aspecter og conjunctioner etc. hniguðust saman (almanakanna teikn) visa3i

jafnan 6r61egt ve3urlag."

1 Finnur Magnusson did more than to translate; he added the old Icelandic

chronology, as he explains in a letter to J. H. Schroder of Uppsala, dated April

3, 1837: "... tager jeg mig ved denne saerdeles gode Lejlighed, den Frihed

at vedlaegge den Islandske Almanak for 1838, tildeels affattet ved mig, for

den Curiositets Skyld, at den foruden den kristelige Tidsregning, ogsaa inde

holder den aeldgamle hedenske, uden Tvivl fra Asien nedstammende, som

fordum (med forskjellige smaae Forandringer f. Ex. ved Nytaarsterminen)

har vaeret fulgt i de nordiske Riger, og som endnu folges i Island, men som dog

ikke for end ret nylig, er bleven fuldstaendig udgivet som passende for bestemte

Aarslob." (Schroders Brefsamling VIII, 243, Uppsala University Library.)

' See Catal. of the led. Coll. 1914, pp. 4-5 (cf. p. 679). See also J6n Porkels-

son's article on the almanacs in Almanak hins (si. Pjodvinafélags for 1914, pp.

lxxx-cl, which is the first truly Icelandic almanac printed.
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new ones in farming, fishing, and the handicrafts.1 The society,

of course, was modelled upon the Danish Agricultural Society,

which since its foundation had included Iceland within its sphere

of operation. In 1839 the first part of the society's publication,

the Buna3arrit, appeared, this being followed in 1843 by the

second part, completing volume one.2 The first part of volume

two was printed in Reykjavik in 1846, and this was the last to

be published. These two octavo volumes contain some valuable

contributions. T6mas Saemundsson published there a long ar

ticle on the leasing and management of farms; an experienced

sailor gave rules for the guidance of helmsmen; Bjorn Hall-

d6rsson's work called Arnbjorg, a guide for housekeepers,* with

a biographical sketch of that worthy parson, was printed here

for the first time. Dr. J6n Thorstensen contributed an essay

on the treatment of children. An article on birch forests in

Iceland was likewise included. The reports of the society are

to be found there, but sometimes they were also printed sepa

rately. Later the name of the society was changed to Btinadar-

fttag Suduramtsins, and after 1856 its reports were regularly

published, occasionally accompanied by treatises or brief articles.4

In 1899 the society was incorporated in the Btinadarfelag Islands.

The liberal ideas which spread through Europe after the

overthrow of the French monarchy, in 1830, found their way to

Iceland and aroused the people in some degree to political

activity. Baldvin Einarsson first voiced the claim of Iceland

to a special consultative assembly. Further demands could

hardly be made so long as an absolute monarchy existed in

Denmark. In 1837 a petition was presented to the king by the

Icelanders, asking for a separate consultative chamber. The

only result of this was that the old king by a royal letter of Aug.

22, 1838, directed that a committee of a few government officials

should meet in Reykjavik every other year to consider various

questions and give their advice as to them. These sessions

'See Sunnanposturinn III, pp. 9-1 1 ; BunaSarrit I, pp. 1-26. The by

laws were printed separately in Viðey, 1837, cf. Catal. of the Icel. Coll. 1914,

p. 80; Bibl. Not. V, in.

2 Part one was reviewed in Fjblnir VI, pp. 60-61 ; for part two, see Bibl.

Not. I, 133.

* This corresponds to the author's Atli (Hrappsey, 1780), a guide for

husbandmen (cf. Bibl. Not. I, 83).

4 See Catal. of the Icel. Coll. 1914, p. 80.
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took place in the summers of 1839 and 1841, and their proceed

ings were issued in print under the title of TiVnndi frd nefndar-

fundum Islenzkra embattismanna i Reykjavik drin 1839 og 1841

(Copenhagen, 1842, 80).1 They were edited under the super

vision of Arni Helgason and P6r3ur Sveinbjornsson, members of

the committee, but the reports were written for 1839 by P6r3ur

J6nasson, and for 1841 by Kristjan Kristj&nsson, who had acted

as secretaries of the committee during the meetings.2 Before

the second session took place King Frederick the Sixth had died

(Dec. 3, 1839), and King Christian the Eighth had ascended the

throne. He soon showed himself favorable to the cause of the

Icelanders. On May 22, 1840,3 a royal letter was issued

directing the committee of government officials, which was to

meet in the following year, to take under consideration whether

it would not be more advantageous for Iceland to have a con

sultative body of its own, and in case the committee thought so,

to advise as to the organization of such a body. This led to the

ordinance of March 8, 1843,4 by which the Althing was re-estab

lished as a consultative assembly.

The ordinance of 1840 called forth great enthusiasm on the

part of the Icelanders. Many pens were set in motion to discuss

the future assembly, but much of what was written at the time

proved to be of little practical value. There were those who

wished the new body to be composed in much the same way as the

ancient Althing, thus disregarding the entirely changed condi

tions of the country and the different spirit of the times. Many

of the most prominent men demanded that the assembly should

under all circumstances meet at Thingvellir. At this juncture a

new man came to the front, who was destined to become the

1 Cf. Lavs. f. Isi. XI, p. 701.

2 During this time Iceland was also represented at the estates in Roskilde

by two Icelanders who were appointed by the king. No official report was

issued in Icelandic about the proceedings there concerning Icelandic affairs.

The full proceedings were, of course, published in Danish. For the guidance

and information of their countrymen J6n Sigur3sson and other Icelanders in

Copenhagen translated the portions dealing with Iceland, and published them

as Frettir frd Fulltrtia-binginu i Hroarskeldu vidvikjandi mdlum Islendinga,

Copenhagen, 1840, 8°, pp. (4)^+ 72, and FrUtirfrd Fulltrua\>ingi I Hroarskeldu

1842, vidvikjandi mdlefnum Islendinga, Copenhagen, 1843, 8°, pp. 256. The

latter is much longer, as at that session the re-establishment of the Althing

was under discussion.

8 Lovs. f. Isl. XI, pp. 614-628.

' Lovs. f. Isl. XII, pp. 451-525.
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leader of his nation in the political struggle which now was

beginning. This was J6n Sigur3sson,1 then thirty years of age,

who had hitherto devoted himself to historical and philological

studies in Copenhagen. He felt called upon to advise his coun

trymen on the questions which now lay before them, and in order

to be able to do so a periodical was required by which he could

reach them. He and his followers first thought of reviving the

Fjolnir, which had been suspended for two years; but the negotia

tions with the Fjolnir-men were unsuccessful as the latter were

unwilling to yield on some principal points, such as a change in

the title and the aims and contents of the periodical.2 Therefore

J6n Sigur3sson and several other Icelanders founded a new

annual called Ny felagsrit,3 the first volume of which appeared

in 1 84 1 and which continued to be published yearly in Copen

hagen until 1873, with the exception of the years 1865-66 and

1869. Thus thirty volumes in octavo were published, their

size varying from some 150 to 200 pages, neatly printed and well

made up. On the title-page the publishers styled themselves as

"Nokkrir Islendingar," 4 but the editing was in the hands of a

board of five members who were elected every year. J6n

Sigur3sson was always on the board, while the others changed

continually.6 He directed absolutely the policy of the annual;

1 J6n Sigur3sson was born June 17, 181 1, and, as was often customary at

the time, was prepared for the University by his father and privately graduated

1829. He was immatriculated at the University of Copenhagen in 1833, but

never took any final degree there. He spent the rest of his life in Copenhagen,

making frequent visits to Iceland. He was member of the Althing from 1845

until his death, and usually Speaker of the House when he attended the

sessions. For his lifer see especially Jon Sigurdsson. Um cevi hans og starf.

Aldarminning Skirnis. Reykjavik, 1911, 8°, pp. (4) +208, illustr.; Timarit

hins isl. Bokmentafel. Ill, 1882, pp. 1-30 (by J6n Porkelsson: Um visindalega

starfsemi J. S., etc.); Andvari VI, 1880, pp. 1-43; Jon SigurtSsson, the Ice

landic patriot. A biography. Reykjavik, 1887, 8°, pp. (2) + 63 + 16;

Konrad Maurer, Zur politischen Geschichte Islands, Leipzig, 1880, pp. 301-318.

—Selection of J6n Sigur3sson's letters was published in 191 1 by the Icelandic

Literary Society: Bref Jons Sigurdssonar. Urval. Reykjavik, 191 1, 8°,

pp. viii + 698, illustr.

2 See Timarit hins isl. BokmentafSl. XII, 1891, pp. 4lff., 89-93.

3 Called so in distinction from Gomlu felagsritin, see above p. 16.

* In vols. IV-VI are to be found lists of those who shared the expenses of

publication; they number a little over twenty.

6 The members of the board, besides J6n Sigur3sson, were the following:

Porvaldur Bjornsson, vols. 24-25; Gunnlaugur Blondal, 22-23; Larus

Blondal, 23; Gisli Brynjulfsson, 8-19; Magnus Eiriksson, 2-16; Vilhjalmur

Finsen, 7-11; J6n GuBmundsson, 9, 11-12; J6n Hjaltalin, 1-5, 13; SigurBur

L. J6nasson, 20-30; Bjorn J6nsson, 29-30; Eirfkur Jonsson, 26-30; Porsteinn

Jonsson, 6; Skapti J6sefsson, 26-28; Sigur3ur Melste3, 2-5; Arnlj6tur
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it was his organ, founded to carry on political propaganda in

Iceland, to guide, instruct and shape public opinion there, and

to keep the people united in the fight for political liberty. The

periodical never paid and for financial reasons was often on the

point of being discontinued. J6n Sigur3sson and his fellow-

workers kept it going at a personal sacrifice; it was only occa

sionally that they received some pecuniary support from sym

pathizers in Iceland. In spite of the popularity which the annual

enjoyed from the beginning, its sale seems never to have been

very large.1 Every spring, however, people looked eagerly forward

to a new volume of the Ny" felagsrit.

The editors stated their program in the preface to volume

one. In this stress is laid upon the fact that the knowledge of

oneself is as important for nations as individuals, and to

contribute to the spreading of such knowledge within the Ice

landic nation was the purpose of the editors. The knowledge

of oneself, however, does not consist merely in knowing one's

own conditions, but also those of other nations and one's relations

to them. Being published outside of Iceland, the Ny fSlagsrit

was to devote itself particularly to the latter; conditions at home

were deemed a proper subject for a periodical issued there. Of

foreign countries Denmark was the one which it was of most

importance for the Icelanders to know, because of their close

relations with it, which were therefore especially to be dealt

with in the annual. Thus the political program was clearly

stated and it was consistently adhered to throughout the existence

of the Ny felagsrit, and from the beginning the editors stated

their opinions frankly and fearlessly. Some people seemingly

thought that they were too outspoken and sharp in their utter

ances; this was referred to in the preface to volume two, but the

editors declared that they had nothing to apologize for, as their

words had conveyed their convictions. In the preface to volume

6lafsson, 15-19; Bjorn M. 6lsen, 30; 6lafur Palsson, 1; Bjarni Sivertsen,

1-2; Brynj61fur Snorrason, 7, 10; Magnus Stephensen, 24-25; Oddgeir

Stephensen, I, 3-8; Grimur P. Thomsen, 6, 13-17; Bogi Thorarensen, 12, 14;

Bergur Thorberg, 20-21; Steingrimur Thorsteinsson, 18-22, 25-29; and

Gu3brandur Vigfusson, 17-24.

'"Ver ffitlum, a3 alt upplag Felagsritanna hafi aldrei yfir stigi3 800

exemplor, og p6 megum ver fullyr3a, að varla hafi gengi3 ut af peim helmingur,

pvi si3ur a3 andvir3i hafi komi3 inn fyrir helminginn a ari." Islendingur

III, 1862, p. 74.—The lists of subscribers in vols. V-VIof N$ filagsrit account

for some 250 copies, but this probably fell off later, cf . vol. XVI, pp. 197-198.

See also Nordri IV, 1856, pp. 91-93.
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three they asked for consideration on the part of readers, in

view of the difficulty they had in the gathering of material for

articles on public affairs; because in this respect they had entirely

to depend upon their own collections and labors, since the govern

ment did not publish any satisfactory reports or statements

regarding the affairs of Iceland.

Most of the articles on political questions were written by J6n

Sigur3sson. It has been calculated that from his pen come about

3200 pages of the Ny felagsrit, or about two-thirds of the thirty

volumes.1 To analyze or even to enumerate all these contribu

tions here would carry us too far, and I shall confine myself to

mentioning only the principal subjects which he wrote about.

First of all was the question of a separate constitutional govern

ment for Iceland. To the first volumes he contributed articles

on the organization of the Althing as a consultative chamber,

laying down the principal rules to be followed in its re-establish

ment so as to make it as useful and modern an institution as

possible; his views were in divergence from those of most other

writers on the subject; but his suggestions were finally recognized

and in the main carried out. This question took a totally differ

ent aspect when Danish absolutism was abolished in 1 848 and

Denmark received a constitutional government. Then Jon

Sigur3sson immediately demanded the same or a similar form of

government for Iceland, independent of the Danish parliament.

In the volume of the Ny" felagsrit which appeared that year, he

published a Hugvekja til Islendinga, where he stated briefly and

clearly the principles of political autonomy for Iceland, and gave

form to the demands which henceforth figured as the fundamental

issues in the long political struggle which ensued. Before taking

any definite step in settling the question, the Danish king prom

ised to consult the Icelandic nation through its representatives on

the subject. A national convention was convoked in the sum

mer of 1 85 1, but through the interference of the representative

of the crown, it ended without results, and for the following six

teen years the Danish government ignored the matter. J6n

SigurQsson, on the other hand, kept the question alive by his

writings, and never lost an opportunity to bring it before the

people. The solution which was finally arrived at in 1874, when

a constitution was granted, was therefore due more to him and

1 J6n Porkelsson, in Timarit hins isl. Bokmentafel. Ill, pp. 17-20.
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his untiring efforts than to any other man. Not that he was

entirely satisfied with it; he considered it only as one step for

ward and a foundation for a further advance. The second great

question, and one closely connected with the first, was that of the

financial relations between Iceland and Denmark. The state

ments which the government issued regarding the revenue which

the Danish treasury received from Iceland were very unsatisfac

tory, and usually showed that the government appropriated larger

amounts to Iceland than were received; in other words, that Ice

land was not self-supporting. This Jon Sigur3sson questioned,

demanding clearer and more detailed statements, with the result

that the government gradually gave out more minute accounts,

which before long showed a balance in favor of Iceland. As time

went on, he demanded a complete separation of the finances of

the two countries, and this led to a long and wearisome struggle

in which some of his own followers wavered ; but he stood firm,

and in the end won out; the final settlement was on the lines he

had formulated. The third question was that of freedom for

Icelanders to trade with all nations. In 1786 the pernicious

commercial monopoly had been abolished and all subjects of the

Danish king had been allowed to carry on trade with Iceland,

while men of other nations could only do so occasionally and by

special permission. This, of course, was a most unsatisfactory

arrangement, and the Icelanders very soon petitioned the king to

extend the freedom of trade, but without avail. J6n Sigur3sson

took the matter up in the N$ felagsrit as well as on the floor of

the Althing, and thanks to his illuminating writings and persistent

efforts the Danish government finally yielded; the law of April 15,

1854, was issued, granting full freedom of trade. The fourth im

portant question which was discussed in the Ny felagsrit was that

of schools and education. Here Jon Sigur3sson also took the

leading part and directed the action. We find in those pages

articles on the history of schools in Iceland, on reforms of the

existing schools, on the establishment of theological, medical,

and law schools, on agricultural schools, and on elementary

instruction. Many of these were written by J6n Sigur3sson, and

he lived to see several reforms, which he and his adherents had

advocated, carried out. The Latin School was transferred from

Bessasta3ir to Reykjavik in 1846, and various changes for the

better introduced at that time and afterwards. The Pastoral
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Seminary was founded in 1847, and the Medical School in 1876.

It will be clear from all this what an important part the Ny

felagsrit played in the history of Iceland during the decades in

which it was published.1

The writings of J6n Sigur3sson are a model of lucidity, and

bear witness to his profound scholarship; they are always founded

on a thorough knowledge of the subject which they deal with, and

display a clear view of the useful and practical side of things.

Once having formulated his demands or outlined his program he

never yielded. He repeated himself over and over in his writ

ings, so as to keep the issues before the people and spur men

on to action; his articles were propaganda literature of the best

kind, and they had a great influence on public opinion. But

often he had to contend with lack of interest and enterprise on

the part of his own countrymen, who did not see so clearly or look

so far ahead as he. In the end, however, all recognized his

services and disinterestedness. He lived as a private citizen

all his life, declining to accept office from the government on

condition that he gave up his political activities. He was not a

man of means and this meant consequently a great sacrifice on

his part. The first legislative Althing (1875) unanimously voted

him an honorary annual salary for the rest of his life. He died

December 7, 1879. He was a great man and a patriot in the

truest and noblest sense.2

Besides political questions various other topics were discussed

in the Ny felagsrit. Much space was devoted to agriculture and

farming, representing contributions from various hands. Several

1 " N£ Felagsrit hafa i svo morgum efnum verið Alpingi omissandi lei3-

arvisir, og sk^rt svo fyrirfram og sundurli3a3 me3 ljosum rokum flest e3a 611

hin atkvae3a-meiri mal, er hafa fyrir bingi3 komi3, a3 segja ma, a3 bau hafi

veri3 raedd og undirbiiin meir en tU halfs, achiren bingi3 fekk bau til me3fer3ar;

hefir bvi timarit betta veri3 f6turinn undir Albingi i barnaesku sinni og ljos

bess og sto3 a svo margan veg." Pjodolfur XIV, 1862, p. 83.

2 In his obituary on J6n Sigur3sson, Konrad Maurer writes as follows:

"Als politischer Fiihrer, als gelehrtester Kenner der islandischen Geschichte,

als stets bereiter He1fer und Berather jedes einzelnen seiner Landsleute,

endlich als uniibertrefflicher Leiter der islandischen gelehrten Gesellschaft,

wird Jon Sigur3sson in seiner Heimath auf lange hinaus schmerzlich vermisst

werden. Auch im Ausland werden Viele mit Bedauern den Tod dieses Mannes

vernommen haben, der in wissenschaftlichen oder anderen Fallen auch ihnen

mit grosster Zuvorkommenheit zu dienen pflegte. Ich aber, der ich mit dem

Verstorbenen seit dem Jahre 1856 in engem Verkehr stand und gar manche

wissenschaftliche Forderung, gar manche frohe Stunde, gar manchen ernsten

Freundesdienst ihm verdanke, ich betraure in ihm einen der edelsten, ehren-

haftesten und grossartigsten Manner, mit denen ich je das Gluck hatte zu-

sammengefuhrt zu werden." Zur polit. Geschichte Islands, 1880, p. 318.
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articles on medical and hygienic matters are to be found there,

mostly from the pen of Dr. J6n Hjaltalm, the surgeon-general

of Iceland and the founder of the Medical School, who with J6n

Sigur3sson brought about medical organization throughout the

country. Dr. Hjaltalin also contributed two long articles on his

travels in Iceland, dealing largely with minerals to be found there.

Numerous reviews of books were also printed in the Ny felagsrit,

many of them of considerable length, written chiefly by J6n

Sigur3sson and Guobrandur Vigfusson. Of foreign contributors

to the periodical may be mentioned Professor Konrad Maurer,

who wrote on the constitutional question and an historical essay

on Icelandic commerce. Almost every volume of the Ny fSlagsrit

contains a report of the decisions of the Danish Supreme Court in

Icelandic cases. This came within the sphere of the relations

between the two countries, and consequently fell within the scope

of the periodical; nor were these decisions published anywhere

else in Icelandic.

The editors had declared in their program that entertaining

matter would be either left out entirely or kept within narrow

limits. Consequently there is not very much in the volumes

which falls within that category. Here, however, are to be

classed the accounts of travels in Germany and Norway by

Gu3brandur Vigfusson, and a description of papal Rome by

Olafur Gunnlogsen.1 And almost every volume contains one

or more poems, original or translated, by Benedikt S. Grondal,

Grimur Thomsen, Gisli Brynjulfsson, Steingrfmur Thorsteinsson,

and others. The translations include such poems as the Dies irae,

the Stabat mater dolorosa, a canto from Dante's Divina Commedia,

Schiller's Das Lied von der Glocke, and others. In a few of the

earlier volumes were portraits of prominent Icelanders, together

with biographical sketches, but these number only six. Thus the

Ny felagsrit offered their readers considerable variety, and what

ever was printed was well presented.

In 1872 Hid islenzka J?jd<ivinafelag (The Icelandic Patriotic

Society) was organized; it was originally planned that this

should take over the publication of the Ny fSlagsrit. This it

did not do, but it started another annual on the same lines with

1 There was a strong anti-Catholic feeling in Iceland at that time, and

therefore some people found fault with N$ felagsrit for publishing this interest

ing essay, which they looked upon as a link in the missionary work of Djun-

kowsky; cf. Pjddolfur X, 1858, pp. 110-111; XI, 1859, p. 67.
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the title of Andvari which first appeared in 1874, and consequently

belongs to a later period than the one treated here.

The new consultative Althing met for the first time in Reykja

vik in the summer of 1845, and henceforth every other year.

The transactions were published immediately after the end of

each session under the title of Ti3indi fr& Alpingi; these com

prise thus fourteen volumes, down to 1873, when the last con

sultative assembly was held. They were edited by two members

elected by the Althing,1 and contain a full report of the speeches

delivered at the sessions and all the bills which were introduced ;

each year forms a stout octavo volume.2 In 185 1 no regular

session was held, although one was due then; the reason was

that the National Convention (Pjddfundurinn) met that year

and its transactions were published in a separate volume : Ti&indi

frd Vjddfundi tslendinga drid 1851}

What an enterprising and energetic man was able to accom

plish even in a sparsely populated rural district, was shown by Dr.

P£tur Pe'tursson,4 minister of Sta3arsta3ur and dean of Snasfells-

nessysla, when he organized the clergy of his district, and with

their support founded an annual, called Arsrit presta i P6rsnes-

bingi, of which two thin octavo volumes were printed in Reykja

vik, 1 846-47.6 The articles in these were practically all on

subjects of interest to the clergy, and most of them were doubt

less written by the dean himself. In the second volume an

appeal was made for a new hymn-book in the Icelandic church,

on the ground that the one then in use was out of date because of

changes which had taken place within the church since it had

1 The editors for 1845-73 were: J6n Johnsen, 1845; J6n Sigur3sson, 1845-

47; P6r3ur Guðmundsson, 1849; J6n Gu3mundsson, 1847, 1853; P6tur

Petursson, 1853-61, 1865; Halld6r Kr. FriBriksson, 1855-59, 1869^-73; Pall

Melstefl, 1861-63; Sveinn Skulason, 1863-67; J6n P6tursson, 1867-71;

and Egill Egilson, 1873.

* The first legislative Althing met in 1875. From that year on the trans

actions bear the title of Altringistidindi.

3 Edited by P6tur Pétursson, Jens Sigur3sson, and Gisli Magnusson.—

About the National Convention, see Andvari XXVII, 1902, pp. 1-34 (by

Hannes Hafstein); XXXI, 1906, pp. 32-90, XXXII, 1907, pp. 146-160 (by

Klemens Jonsson).

4 P6tur Petursson, born Oct. 3, 1808, died May 15, 1 891; was director of

the Pastoral Seminary 1847-66, bishop of Iceland 1866-89. F0r h's hfe, see

Porv. Thoroddsen, JEfisaga Pjeturs Pjeturssonar. Reykjavik, 1908, 8°, pp.

(4) + 349, portraits; and Andvari XVIII, 1892, pp. 1-11 (by Grimur

Thomsen).

' Reviewed in Reykjavikurposturinn I, 1847, pp. 179-184.
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been first introduced. Two of the articles in the annual are of

historical interest, as they give descriptions of the singing in the

churches and of contemporary behavior at church and during

the services, but they are probably somewhat overdrawn. The

annual met with considerable criticism from outside, at least

two pamphlets being published in protest against certain state

ments in it.1 It ceased to appear when Dr. P£tur P£tursson

moved from the district.

In 1833 Rev. Olafur Sivertsen and his wife J6hanna Fri3rika

presented to the Flatey parish in Brei3ifj6r3ur a library of 100

volumes, with 100 rixdalir, this being the nucleus of the so-called

Flateyjar Framfara-stiptun, the object of which was "to spread

useful knowledge, good morals, and the spirit of enterprise" among

the inhabitants of the district.2 In 1841 an affiliated society was

organized by a few men in Flatey and the neighboring communi

ties, called Hid brefiega fttag (the Correspondence Society), the

members of which were to write an essay or treatise annually on

some topic of general interest. These were to be sent to the

secretary of the society who kept them and supervised their

circulation among the members.3 A few years later some mem

bers of this affiliated society, which was known by the awkward

name of the Flateyjar Framfara-stofnfelags Breflega felag, decided

to publish an annual in which, among other things, some of these

essays were to be printed. Thus there appeared from the Reyk

javik press in 1 847 the first volume of Arsritid Gestur Vest-

fir3ingur, in octavo, the first periodical, excepting the Ttdtndi

frd AVpingi, printed in Iceland in Latin type throughout.4 In

each of the three following years (1848-50) a new volume was

forthcoming, but thereafter it was suspended, until in 1855 the

fifth and last volume was issued from a Copenhagen printing

1 About the Arsrit and the pamphlets, see Thoroddsen, Mfisaga P. P.,

PP- 36-53-

2 See Lovs. f. Isl. X, pp. 565-567 (Oct. 3, 1834); cf. XVII pp. 665-666

(Oct. 13, 1859). See also Sunnanposturinn I, 1835, pp. 190-191; Pjodolfur

XII, 1859-60, pp. 30-31, 41-42, 45-46. Three reports of the Flatey Founda

tion with a catalogue of the library were printed in 1842, 1844, and 1858

(cf. Bibl. Not. I, 132 and 135; Catal. of the Icel. Coll., pp. 158-159).

3 About the organization of this society, see the first report of the Flatey

Foundation (1842), pp. 5-6; the by-laws were printed in the second report

(1844), pp. n-14.

4 Like the Skirnir it has a stanza on the title-page :

"Hef bu nil, Gestur, gaungu bina fr631eiks og menta fromu3ur vertu,

um f6sturfold, og frettir tjaðu; kurteys me3 einur3 kynn hi3 sanna."
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office. The Gestur Vestfirðingur was edited by a board consisting

as a rule of four members.1 Most of the volumes, apparently in

imitation of the arrangement in the Fjölnir, were divided into

three sections, one containing news, the second miscellaneous

matters, and the third essays. The news section dealt exclusively

with the Western Province and took its beginning from the year

where Sunnanpdsturinn had stopped; it is on the whole well

written. The miscellaneous part consists of various minor items,

some of a controversial character, while in practically all the

volumes the essays treat of economical questions, like farming,

fishing, and commerce; some of them are in the form of a dia

logue.2 In the last volume are to be found biographies of Hall-

grímur Pétursson, the hymnologist, and Olafur Sn6ksdalín, the

genealogist, by Gísli Konrá3sson, who at the invitation of the

Flatey Foundation had taken up his residence in Flatey and

whose writings subsequently became the property of the founda

tion. It was the intention of the editors to continue the annual,

but no more was ever printed.

After the disappearance of Sunnanpdsturinn at the end of 1838,

no periodical of a general character saw the light in Reykjavik

for the next eight years. Chief-justice P6r3ur Sveinbjörnsson

had planned a juridico-political quarterly which was to be

published by the Superior Court, but it failed to materialize;3

and thereafter T6mas Sæmundsson, together with Olafur

Stephensen of Vi3ey and others, proposed to issue a quarterly in

which among other things were to be printed the proceedings

'The editors were Ólafur Sívertsen, vols. 1-5; Brynjúlfur Benedictsen,

1-5; Eiríkur Kúld, 1-5; Gu3mundur Einarsson, 1-3; Jon P. Thoroddsen, 5.

—Ólafur Sívertsen was probably the principal contributor, cf . Erslew, Forfatter

Lexicon, Supplem. Ill, pp. 188-189. He was born May 24, 1790, and died

May 27, i860; see Stutt œfiágrip Olafs Sivertsens. Reykjavik, 1862, 8°, pp. 31.

* In one of the dialogues, the anonymous writer makes a farmer express his

opinion about the periodicals then current, in the following way: "Reyk-

javíkurpóst-greyið er þó skást, þvi hann er fréttafróðastur. Alþingistíðindin

eru tómur hraerigrautur og stapp, sem einginn botnar í. Pjóðólfur er mest-

megnis að deila á aðra. Lanztíðindin þekki eg að eingu, en heyrt hefi eg á

máli manna, að þau séu kostalétt. Félagsritin nýu eru ekki sem verst, þó

eru í þeim öfgar, sem ná eingri átt; eg held, að þeir, sem skrifa þau, haldi, að

við Islendingar séum almáttugir, og hver bóndi í Papeyjarbuxum (verði

aldrei févana). Gestur er heldur ekki upp á marga fiska, og ekki fyrir sau3-

svarta almúgann töfluverkið í honum, þegar prestarnir okkar sumir hverjir

fara jafnnaerir frá að skilja það. Ritin þau arna eru ekki til annars en draga

út peninga" (vol. IV, pp. 78-79).

' See the letter from Ami Helgason quoted above, p. 51, note 5.
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of the meetings of the Committee of Government Officials, but

this also proved abortive through a disagreement between the

prospective supporters.1 Unwillingness to co-operate pre

vented the carrying out of any further schemes of the sort,2

until finally Pall Melste33 and his brother, Sigur3ur Melste3,4

together with P6r3ur J6nasson,6 associate judge of the Superior

Court, entered into a partnership to publish and edit a monthly

paper. Thus Reykjavikurposturinn was founded, which ran for

three years, from October 1846, to September 1849, and was

published in monthly numbers of sixteen pages in octavo.

Sigur3ur Melste3 severed his relations with it at the end of the

first year; the second year was edited by the other two, while

the third year was edited by P6r3ur Jonasson alone, except that

Pall Melste3 appeared by name as editor of the last two numbers

(Aug.-Sept., 1849). Reykjavtkurpdsturinn was the best news

paper which down to that time had appeared in Iceland, and it

was doubtless due to Pall Melste3 that the news sections were

so extensive and well written. This was his first entrance

into journalism; he returned to it from time to time, and the

papers which he was connected with always maintained high stand,

ards. His contributions to this paper were probably quite a

few. Reykjavikurposturinn published several good articles on

various topics, both original and translated. Legal matters were

treated by P6r3ur J6nasson, and different questions of the day

were discussed there by several contributors. To political mat

ters considerable space was devoted, but the paper was of a

conservative tone and gave utterance to P6r3ur Jdnasson's own

1 T6mas Saemundsson, Bref, 1907, pp. 270-271, 280-281, 284-285; J6n

SigwxJsson, Bref, 1911, p. 20; Pall Melste3, Bref til J6ns Sigurdssonar, 1913,

pp. 3, 8, 11, 13; Lovs.f. 1si. XI, p. 701.

2 Pall Melste3, Bref til Jons Sigurdssonar, 1913, p. 39.

3 Pall (Palsson) Melste3, born Nov. 13, 1812, died Feb. 9, 1910. He

occupied various positions; for a long time he was teacher of history in the

College. About his life, see especially his own Endurminningar, Copenhagen,

1912, 8°, pp. viii + 118, with portraits; Andvari XXXVI, pp. 1-21 (by Bogi

Th. Melste3); Erslew, Forfalter-Lexicon, Supplem. II, p. 359; Bricka, Dansk

biograf. Lexikon, XI, pp. 257-258.

*SigurBur Melste3, born Dec. 12, 1819, died May 20, 1895. He was long

director of the Pastoral Seminary. SeeKirkjublaSid V, 1895, pp. 125-126;

Minningarrit 50 dra afmeelis Prestaskola Islands, 1897, pp. 8-10, with portrait;

Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon, Supplem. II, pp. 361-362.

' P6r3ur J6nasson (or J6nassen) born Feb. 26, 1800, died Aug. 25, 1877;

chief-justice from 1856 to 1877. See Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon VIII,

p. 528; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon, Supplem. I, p. 967.
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views. He was probably somewhat domineering towards the

other editors and that led to difficulties.1

Two young poets living in Copenhagen, Gisli Brynjulfsson2

and J6n P6r3arson Thoroddsen,8 had in the year 1848 decided to

publish a booklet containing poems and essays on the liberal arts

with the exclusion of everything connected with national and

international politics. In the meantime, however, the February

revolution broke out in Paris and disturbances and revolutionary

movements spread from there to most European countries. In

view of this the editors made in the contents of their publication

a compromise between poetry and contemporary events, and put

side by side dreams and realities, at the same time hoping

that their booklet might develop into an annual. This was the

Nor3urfari, of which only two volumes were printed, 1848-49.

They contain a number of poems, chiefly by the editors, and some

translated stories, like Franklin's The whistle. Jon Thoroddsen

contributed a short story entitled Ferdasaga, but otherwise

almost all his contributions were poems. The editors wrote in

collaboration a political article, printed in volume two, in which

they strongly advocated autonomy for Iceland under a common

king with Denmark. The other prose writings are from the

pen of Gisli Brynjulfsson. His first essay dealt with the Uni

versity of Copenhagen as a place of study for future Icelandic

officials, in which he pointed out its disadvantages in various

respects and the desirability of professional schools located in

Iceland. This involved him in a controversy with Reykjavtkur-

pdsturinn* By far the larger part of the two volumes of the

1 See Pall Melste3, Endurminningar 1912, p. 70, and his Bref til Jons Sig.

r9i3. PP- 68, 71, 81-82; J6n Sigur3sson, Bref, 1911, pp. 123-124, 139-140.

2 Gisli (Gislason) Brynjulfsson, born Sept. 3, 1827, died May 29, 1888.

He was docent of Icelandic history and literature in the University of Copen

hagen from 1874. His Ljodmali were published in Copenhagen 1891. For

his life, see Sunnanfari V, pp. 73-75, with portrait; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon,

Supplem. I, pp. 262-263; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon III, p. 190;

Historisch-politische Blatter (Mtinchen), CII. Bd., pp. 757-762 (by Alex.

Baumgartner).

3 Jon P. Thoroddsen, poet and novelist, born Oct. 5, 1819, died March 8,

1868. His first novel Piltur og stulka was printed in 1850, his KvcetM in 1871,

and his unfinished novel MaSur og kona in 1876, with a biography of the author

by Jon Sigur3sson. See also Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon, Supplem. Ill, pp. 412-

413; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon XVII, pp. 282-283; Sunnanfari XI,

PP- 53-54. with portrait; New Englander and Yale Review X, 1887, pp. 469-476

(by W. H. Carpenter).

* Reykjavikurposturinn II, pp. 177-184; III, pp. 121-131 (by 0[ddgeir]

St[ephensen]), cf. P. Petursson's protest, III, pp. 6-8. Gisli Brynjulfsson's

reply was printed in vol. II of Nordurfari.
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Nordurfari is filled with an account of the revolutionary move

ments of those years, by Gisli Brynjdlfsson. It is written with

enthusiasm for the cause of liberalism ; he dwells at length upon

the revolution in Hungary; the cause of the Magyars was espe

cially close to his heart at that time and long afterwards.1 He

also shows admiration for England and the United States wher

ever he has occasion to mention them. To make his readers fully

understand the narrative, the author preceded it in the second

volume by a long exposition of the different races and nationalities

in Europe. In this volume is also to be found a list of Icelandic

books published in 1845-48, with some remarks on the literature

of the day. The volumes of the NortSurfari are attractive in

appearance, if one overlooks the numerous misprints in the first,

and they make entertaining and instructive reading. It is to

be regretted that no more appeared.

The revolutionary movement of 1848 is reflected in various

ways in the literature of Iceland, but it is of especial interest to

us in this connection as having given rise to the first real news

paper there, a paper which for a long time remained the principal

organ of the political opposition. On January 20, 1848, King

Christian the Eighth died and was succeeded by his son, Frederick

the Seventh. In announcing his accession to the throne the

new king gave his subjects a promise of a liberal constitution, a

matter that was further explained in a government letter of

Jan. 28, and according to which Iceland was to take no part in

the convention which was to be called together for adopting a

constitution for Denmark and the Duchies. This was gratifying

to the Icelanders, but their joy was of a short duration, as the

law of elections for the Danish convention, dated July 7, 1848,

provided that there should be five members representing Iceland

and that these were to be selected by the king, if possible from

the members of the Althing. This news caused considerable

stir in Iceland, and exaggerated reports of the popular dissatis

faction there soon reached the Danish capital.2 The Icelanders

finally decided to send a petition to the king, asking him to allow

them at least to elect their representatives in the convention.

. This the government refused by a letter of Sept. 23, 1 848, declaring

'See his various poems on the Magyars from the years 1848-49, Kvadi

1891, pp. 121-150, and the last from ca. 1866, p. 150.

2 Cf. Nffilagsrit IX, p. 34.
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that it would delay the convocation of the Constitutional Con

vention, and, considering the threatening conditions in the Duch

ies, any postponement was inadvisable; but the letter, on the

other hand, announced the intention of the king that no

binding constitutional regulations should be adopted so far as

Iceland's own internal affairs were concerned until a convention

in that country had been consulted. This declaration was re

ceived with satisfaction, and the people awaited further action

in fulfillment of the king's promises. At that time there was

only one periodical published in Reykjavik, the monthly Reykja-

vikurpdsturinn, a cautious, conservative organ, and then tottering.

Pall Melste3 left it at the end of September 1848, and soon con

ceived the idea of starting a new paper which he was to edit and

three citizens of Reykjavik were to publish.1 Before the arrange

ments regarding the new enterprise were finished, Pall Melste3

was obliged to leave Reykjavik on official duty, and he put the

matter therefore into the hands of Sveinbjorn Hallgrimsson, an

assistant pastor of a neighboring parish.2 He completed the

plans for publication, and on November 5, 1848, the first

number of Pj6361fur3 appeared in Reykjavik, a four-page paper

in quarto; it was to be published fortnightly. The editor

addressed himself to the public in a long editorial, where he said

that these were times when people ought to be awake and on

guard, and he openly declared in favor of a national government

for Iceland and full freedom of trade. This he followed up with

other articles in support of the liberal movement, attacking

the government and criticizing the general conduct or individual

actions of government officials. The paper immediately aroused

hostility in official circles, as was to be expected, and in the

second year of its existence the authorities tried to prevent its

publication by excluding it from the printing office, the only one

1 These were Egill J6nsson, the bookbinder, Einar P6r3arson, and Helgi

Helgason, printers. Their connection with the paper lasted only one year,

whereafter Sveinbjorn Hallgrimsson became the owner as well as the editor

of it.

1 Sveinbjorn Hallgrimsson, born Sept. 25, 181 5, was a nephew of Sveinbjorn

Egilsson; died as pastor of Glaesibsr, Jan. 1, 1863. . For his life, see Nordanfari

II, pp. 8, 16; Pjodolfur L, p. 207, portr.; .Odinn III, pp. 72-73, portr.; Erslew,

Forfatter-Lexicon, Suppl. I, pp. 648-649; Bricka, Dansk. biograf. Lexikon VI,

PP- 5I6-5I7-

3 The paper was named after one of the characters in the Armann & Alfcingi,

the conservative Pj6361fur; the name does not therefore seem particularly

well chosen for a liberal paper.
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1. Ar. 9. .November. %.

Cad ffffi ydur aodan dag!

Vjer getum ekki neitaft fivi, aft pa* hefur

lengi verift svo aft orfti kveftift um oss Islend-

inga, aft vjer svxfum og byrftum endilega

aft vakna. Og vjer getum ekki heldur borift'

a mftti |)vi, aft baft hafa hljomaft til vor radd-'

ir, sera hafa eins og haft baft mark og mift,

aft vekja oss af foessum 6vefni. .Skyldi baft

nu ekki vera bess vert, aft skofta, hvaft meint

muni- vera meft pessum svefni, og undir eips

tilvinnandi, aft gefa peim rftddum' gaum, sem

.hafa tekift sig saman urn baft, aft vekja pjftft-

ina af honum ? pcgar vjer ba heyrum petta

utan aft oss: mikift sofift bjer, Islendingar! er

ba meiningin su, aft vjer' sjeam ut af dauftir i

yfirtroftslum? efta begar vjer heyrum hrftpaft

til vor-: vaknift bjer. nu, Islendingar! eigiim

vjer ba aft skilja baft hrop 1 sftrau meiniri'gu,

og betta avarp nja- salmaskajdinu: vaknift

upp, kristnir allir, og sjaift. syndum yiftt Jeg

fyrir mitt leyti held, aft vjer. eigum ekki a5

skilja betta a ba leift. J>a5 er saint engan

veginn meining min, aft vjer islendingar purf-

um best ekki meft, aft beyra neinar raddir,

sem hropi til vor af 61 1 u alii, aft vjer skulum

vakna af svefni syndanna, og lata Ijds oris

Krists tysa ae betur og betur a vegnm vorum.

Hverjum getur dottift i hug, aftsegja oss svo

gofta! Engum, sem pekkir oss. Vjer erum i

pvi tilliti, eins og aftrir braeftur vorir i heim-

inum, hvorki beitir nje kaldir, heldur half-

-volgir efta halfsofsndi; vjer hftfiim, begar

bezt lastur, viljann til bins g6Sa, en oss vant-

ar styrkleikann til aft framkvsema baft. Og

baft vantar ekki, baft fcljdma si og as fyrir

eyruro vorum fra1 prjedikuna'rstdlnum .{uer

raddirnar, sem brjna fyrir oss, hvaft, tit frift-

ar vors heyrir j bessu efni. Meft beim svefn-

inum, sem hjer raeftir am, man' ba heldur

meint vera deyfft a bjftftlyndinu; mok a bjoift-

arandanum, sve.fi> a bjoftllfinu. Og bar radd

ir, sem jeg segt aft hafi eins og tekift sig

fram urn baft, aft vekja fojftftina af pessum

svefni, baer hljftma ekki fra prjertikunaretoln-

um; parr hafa komift til vor langan veg aft;

parr hafa borizt oss utan af hafi. Og hvaft

meina nu bessar raddir, begar baer kvefta sv6

aft orfti vift' oss: sofift nu ekki lengur Islend

ingar, heldur vaknift! Jeg held, aft p*r meini

hjer om bil betta: latift baft ekki lengur dyljast

fyrir yftur, aft bjer ghift bjoft ut af fyrir ydur!

leyfift ekki, aft (tjofterni ytar renni hurt og

tynist innao uih hinar bjoftimar! LAtift yftur

ekki einu gilda, hvort bjer verftift t a. ra.

Hussar efta Prussar efta hvaft! Heldur sja

ift baft sjalfir, aft bjer eigift veglegt bjofterni

at verja, it yftur byrjar aft fa ast a bju6-

fjelagi.yftar, aft bjer megift ekki hugsa til at

verSa neitt ' anhat , en sannir Islendingar)

Eins Og ba raddirnar fra prjedikunarslolnum

lata sjer annt um, aft vekja oss- af svefni

syndonna, pg gbefta hjd oss kristilegan anda,

svo reyna 'lika raddirnar utanaf hafinu til. aft

vekja oss af dvala bugsunarleysis 'og hirftn-

leysis um bjofterni vort, og lata sjer annt

um aft.gUefta hja oss bjoftlegan anda. En

hver rok era til bess, aftjegsegi raddir bess

ar ur hafi komnar? Mjer virftist (em paer

gaetu ekki komift Ar. landinu sjalfu. Efta

skyldi baft ekki fara eptir likum lftgnm met

hverja pjoft, sem sefur, og syslar ekkert um

bjftfterni sitt, eins og me* hvern einstakan

mann, sem sefur og veit ekki neitt af sjjlf-

um sjer? Sa, sem sefur, getur ekki vakift sig

sjalfur, heldur hljota.aft koma utan aft honum

annarstafta'r fra hrftp efta hnippingar, eigi

hann aft vakna a vissum tima. Eins heW

jeg aft sje meft hjAftina; meftan ban sefar,get-

The first page of the PjotSolfur (reduced) .
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in the country at the time being public property and under

government control. But at once the editor, with the support

of some friends, went to Copenhagen and had there printed a

double number of the paper, which he called Hljd<$dlfur (II, nos.

30-31, April 25, 1850), and at the same time appealed his case

to the Danish minister of justice, who rescinded the action of the

Icelandic officials, but without giving the editor any indemnity.1

The paper was then again printed in the Reykjavik press, but

the editor had to pay in advance the cost of printing; and during

the latter half of the year 1851 no number of the paper was

printed, the editor having hurried to finish the third volume

before the end of June of that year, doubtless because he feared

that there was not smooth sailing ahead. Sveinbjorn Hall-

grimsson edited the Vjdddlfur until November 1852, when the

fourth volume was completed. During his editorship it was a

strong opposition paper. He had on frequent occasions shown

considerable journalistic ability. He had many qualities of

the agitator; his articles were fiery and well adapted to arouse

people, but sometimes they were too longwinded and wordy and

showed a lack of good taste ; nor was his wit as a rule successful.

But the paper doubtless served a useful purpose at the time.

Most of the subject matter bore directly or indirectly on the

political questions then uppermost in people's mind. The paper

published, for instance, translations of the French and the

Norwegian constitutional laws and other similar things which

might serve to guide its readers with reference to their own

national affairs. The editor himself seems to have leaned towards

republicanism; he at least favored a suspensive veto for the

king. News items were rather limited in the paper, and articles

on other subjects than political questions were mostly contributed

from outside.

With the beginning of volume five (November, 1852) J6n

Gu3mundsson2 became owner and editor of the Vjdddlfur, and

so he remained for more than twenty years. Under his direc-

1 Lovs.f. Isl. XIV, p. 641 (Dec. 12, 1850).

2 Jon Gu3mundsson was born Dec. 10, 1807, and graduated from the

Bessasta3ir School in 1832. For his life and work, see Andvari VII, pp. 1-17

(by Porvaldur Bjornsson) with portrait; PjodSlfur L, p. 207, portr.; Odinn

III, p. 72, portr.; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon Supplem. I, pp. 612-613; Bricka,

Dansk biograf. Lexikon VI, pp. 280-281; Isafold XXXIV, p. 305; Logretla II,

p. 229; Reykjavik VIII, p. 275.
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tion the paper acquired stability and firmness so that it gradually

became the leading newspaper in the country. He soon en

larged it; for several years there were published forty num

bers annually, and from 1862 these were increased to forty-

eight, besides a few extra numbers. The number of subscribers

which at the time of the change of ownership was about 700 or

a little above, was increased afterwards to some 1200; it re

mained stationary at that figure for the rest of the period.

J6n Gu3mundsson was the sole editor all this time, except

that Pall Melste3 was listed for some time as assistant editor

(1865-67), but he never took an active part in the management

of the paper, as the two did not agree.1 Halld6r Kr. Fri3riks-

son twice acted as an editor in the absence of the owner (1868-

69, 1873-74).2 When J6n Gu3mundsson entered upon his jour

nalistic career he had acquired much experience in politics.

He had been a member of the Althing since its re-establishment ,

and he also had a seat in the National Convention of 185 1. He

was one of the three members chosen by the representatives to

present to the king the address of protest against the conduct

of Count Trampe, the governor-general. He was at that time

prefect of Skaptafellss^sla, but without hesitation he accepted

the mission entrusted to him by his fellow members and went

to Copenhagen. This led to his dismissal from office, and he

was never again appointed to any government position, excepting

that of attorney at the Superior Court. He associated himself

with J6n Sigur3sson and his party, and he was one of this

political leader's staunchest supporters until they disagreed about

the financial settlement between Iceland and Denmark during

the session of the Althing in 1865. Being the editor of the most

widely-read paper in the country, J6n Gu3mundsson's services

to the party were, of course, of the greatest importance. He

was unsparing in his criticism of the authorities whenever there

was good reason for such; on certain occasions his utterances

may have been unnecessarily sharp; at other times they were

well-applied and had a wholesome effect. The government

officials were naturally rather hostile to the paper and showed

'See P&ll Melste3, BrSf til Jons Sigurdssonar 1913, p. 121; Pjodolfur

XX, p. 9.

2 Pjodolfur XXI, Nos. 9-23; XXVI, Nos. 6-21.
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their displeasure in various ways;1 they frequently supported or

started competing papers. The privilege of printing official

announcements was, however, given to it,2 but that was pre

sumably because this was the only paper at the time in which

such things could be published. J6n Gu3mundsson was a man

of strong character and unusual energy, had firm convictions and

was persistent in every thing he undertook. But he had a poor

pen; his style was clumsy and lacked clearness; the sentences

were long and foreign in their construction; his opponents

often properly made fun of certain expressions and phrases

in the Vjdddlfur.3 Nevertheless his contributions to the paper

had weight and substance and commanded attention, and there

is no question about the influence which they exercised upon the

people. Another thing which appealed to the public was the

regularity with which the paper appeared, and the great pains

which the editor took to distribute it quickly, a serious problem

at that time when means of communication were so bad in the

country.4 The paper published numerous contributions from

outside; some of them were long and had therefore to be published

in installments; it would sometimes be months before the whole

article was printed so the readers had to exercise patience as

well as to train their memories under such conditions. These

contributions were not paid for, although upon taking over the

paper the editor had offered a remuneration for original poems

and stories—one to two rixdalir a page. The news columns

in the paper were as good as could be expected, since domestic

news had, as a rule, to be gathered in a haphazard way, there

being, of course, no organized news service. The foreign news

was well reported, the correspondents abroad being such men

as J6n A. Hjaltalin, GucJbrandur Vigfusson, and Bjorn M.

Olsen. Thus the Vjdddlfur became a popular paper with an

established reputation which enabled it to stand the competition

of other and in some respects better papers. That it was always

1 Thus the chief-justice of the Superior Court refused to give the editor a

copy of the decisions of the court for publication in the paper. The cost of

printing had also to be paid in advance, and occasionally attempts were made

to supervise the contents of the numbers (cf. Lovs. f. Isl. XVIII, p. 306,

Jan. 22, 1862).

1 Lovs. f. Isl. XVII, pp. 591-592 (June 27, 1859); cf. also pp. 480-482.

* See e. g. Vikverji I, pp. 133-134.

4 See Nordanfari III, p. 43.
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in opposition to the government doubtless carried weight with

the people and contributed to its popularity. J6n Gu3mundsson

finally sold it in 1874 to Matthias Jochumsson, who continued it

on somewhat different lines.1 J6n Gu3mundsson is really the

founder of Icelandic journalism and in various ways might serve

as a model for the profession. He died on May 31, 1875.

It was evident in the summer of 1 849 that the days of Reykjavlk-

urpdsturinn were numbered, and in view of the aggressive con

duct of the Vjdddlfur, the higher government officials and their

followers found it very desirable to have a paper which could

present their views on the various questions which were then

under discussion. Of course, no political parties in the true sense

existed at that time in Iceland, and interests and opinions were

chiefly determined by the social and official position of the in

dividual. Through the agency of the highest authorities in

Reykjavik the fortnightly Lanzti3indi was founded, under the

editorship of Dr. Pdtur P£tursson, then director of the Pastoral

Seminary. The first number was published on Sept. 3, 1849,

four pages in quarto, and the paper was continued for nearly

two years, the last number appearing on May 5, 1851. The

forty-nine numbers form two volumes, each with a separate

title-page, but with continuous pagination. In the introductory

article of the first number the editor dwelt upon the necessity of

newspapers and periodicals in general, and showed the desirability

of having more than one paper in the Icelandic capital. The

program of the paper he declared to be that of supporting every

thing which in any way might further the progress and prosperity

of the country; the principal news from home and abroad was

likewise to be published in its pages. He announced that the

paper would gladly open its columns to articles expressing

opinions different from those of the paper, provided they were well

written. Most of the contents of the two volumes have direct

or indirect reference to the questions which were to be discussed

in the National Convention which was soon to be convoked, in

particular the questions of constitution and freedom of trade.

1 For the history of the Pjodolfur, see the memorial number of the paper

published on the fiftieth anniversary, Nov. 5, 1898 (L, Nos. 51-52); also Pall

Melste3, Endurminningar 1912, pp. 70-71, 72; t'jodolfur XL, No. 51.—

T?j65dlfur was published until Jan. 26, 1912 (LXIV, No. 3) and then it was

supposed to be permanently discontinued, but in 1917 it was resurrected at

Stokkseyri, and later transferred to Reykjavik, where it is still running.
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The editor naturally supported the demand for a constitution,

but he was reserved in his utterances and the more so as time

went on, the reason being, as has been claimed, that he, on the one

hand, knew of a change of feeling in Copenhagen governmental

circles unfavorable to the granting of a separate constitution,

and that, on the other hand, he was apprehensive of the agitation

in Iceland and the extravagant demands made by certain people

there.1 He also represented a rather conservative standpoint

as to freedom of trade, and seems to have favored certain

restrictions or control in the matter. Before the National Con

vention met he retired from the editorship and that brought

about the discontinuation of the paper. Dr. P£tur Pe'tursson

was doubtless the best man available for directing a government

paper, and it had a wide circulation during the first year of its

existence, chiefly, it may be presumed, on account of the editor's

reputation.2 In the second year the subscriptions fell off, be

cause, as the Vjdddlfur put it, it had not lived up to popular

expectations. People had supposed it would publish govern

mental reports and other statements regarding the administration

of the country and of the various institutions; in this they were

deceived and they soon realized that they were left in the dark

as before.3 This explanation seems plausible, and it may be

added that the political attitude of the paper always disclosed

half-heartedness and bore a striking similarity to the conduct of

the majority of the representatives selected by the crown in the

National Convention—as might be expected, since they were

chosen from the group which stood behind the LanzUdindi. Of

other matters contained in this paper, the long and feeble story

Bodvar og Asta, by Magnus Grimsson, may be mentioned; it

was printed in volume two.

The Lanzttdindi was soon followed by another paper of the same

or a similar policy but of less prominence. This was the Ny tioindi,

the first number of which appeared on Dec. 24, 1851, and the

last on Dec. 16, 1852; thus twenty-two four-page numbers in

quarto were published. The choice of editor was not so fortunate

1 See P. Thoroddsen, JEfisaga Peturs Peturssonar 1908, pp. 96-127.

2 Jakob Gu3mundsson was also closely connected with the paper, cf. Gisli

Thorarensen, Ljodmali, Reykjavik, 1885, pp. 43, 158.

' See PjodSlfur V, pp. 30-31.
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as in the former case. Magnus Grimsson,1 the editor of Ny

tidindi, was a young theologian of some literary talent, who

hitherto had taken no interest in public affairs, a man of little

experience who was anything but fit for editing a political paper.

In his address to the public, printed in the first number, he

declared that the aim of the paper was to acquaint the readers

with different opinions on public questions, and to print news and

other instructive matter. He hoped that the government would

permit him2 to publish official reports and decisions concerning

the administration of the country, so that the people might

know these and read them undistorted—a sly thrust at the

Vjdddlfur. He knew, he said, that it often caused dissatisfaction

and misunderstandings between the government and the people,

when the latter were not given an opportunity to inform them

selves properly about the actions of the former. In a later

article (March, 1852) the editor expressed his satisfaction over

the reception accorded to his paper ; in three months four hundred

subscribers had been found in the southern part of the country;

he also said that many had advised him to make his paper as

similar to Klausturpdsturinn as possible, but in this he hardly

could expect to succeed, where other more experienced men had

failed. The paper printed only a few political articles, but it

actually published many government letters, ordinances, deci

sions of the courts, and the like. It defended the authorities

against the attacks of the P/d3d//wr, especially in the controversy

about the College.3 Most of the articles were contributions

from outside and the editor seems to have written comparatively

little. The news reports were not very satisfactory.

A third effort to establish a paper in Reykjavik in opposition

to the Vjdddlfur was made in the year 1853. On Jan. 12 of that

year there appeared the first number of the Ing61fur,4 under the

editorship of Sveinbjorn Hallgrimsson, the former editor of the

1 Magnus Grimsson, born June 3, 1825, died as minister of Mosfell, Jan. 18,

i860. He is best known as Jon Arnason's collaborator in collecting and

editing Icelandic folk-tales. For his life, see Sunnanfari V, pp. 57-59, portr. ;

Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon VI, p. 203; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon Supplem.

I, pp. 584-585-

8 It was of course easily obtained since the paper was subsidized by the

government; cf. t'jobolfur IV, p. 295.

8 For criticism of the N$ tvHndi, see Pjodolfur V, pp. 9-13, 17-19, 29-30.

4 It was named after Ingolfur Arnarson, the first settler of Reykjavik.
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Vjdddlfur. Up to May 30, 1855, when the last number was

issued, twenty-seven numbers were printed, each of four or eight

pages in quarto.1 It was no little surprise to J6n Gu3mundsson

to see the father of his own paper thus go over to the other camp.

Consequently there were perpetual quarrels and controversies

between the two papers; Sveinbjorn Hallgrunsson was especially

violent in his attacks, and his controversial articles were fre

quently in bad taste. The Ingdlfur represents many of the same

qualities as the Vjdddlfur during its first four years, with the

difference that the editor now defended what he then had

attacked or criticized. One of the most interesting things in

the Ingdlfur is a series of articles on Reykjavik. When it

ceased no further attempts were made for some years to start

another paper in Reykjavik.

In 1850-51, prior to session of the National Conven

tion, Halld6r Kr. Fri3riksson and Jakob Gu3mundsson edited

Undirbuningsbla3 undir bj63fundinn a3 sumri 1851. It was

published in six quarto numbers of eight pages each, of which

the first and the last numbers were printed in Reykjavik and the

rest in Copenhagen. The paper was founded pursuant to a

decision of the Conference at Thingvellir in 1850. Its contents

consisted almost entirely of propositions and reports from the

various district committees regarding the questions to be dis

cussed at the Convention; it also published a summary of the

proceedings of the two Conferences at Thingvellir in 1850 and

1851.

The unusually great number of subscribers to the Arrit

Prestaskolans shows clearly the reading public's great interest

in religious matters about the middle of the nineteenth century.

A prospectus had been sent out and no less than 750 subscriptions

were received in advance. The first and only volume of this

Arrit, written and edited by Dr. Pe'tur P£tursson and Sigur3ur

Melste3, was printed in Reykjavik 1850, an octavo volume of

some 200 pages. Besides a report on the Pastoral Seminary, it

included two sermons, articles on religious movements within

the German Church (by Professor Wiggers), and on the sacra

ments (by Bishop Martensen), a biography of Bishop Gu3-

brandur Porlaksson, a circular letter from the bishop of Iceland

1 According to T'jdddlfur VI, pp. 196-197, there were printed 500 copies

of the Ingdlfur. Cf. also Pjodolfur V, pp. 30-32.
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to the deans, and a resume' of some recent theological books—

contents which, all in all, one would hardly have expected the

general public to take much interest in. The volume became

immediately the object of bitter attacks, both on account of its

style and because of certain opinions expressed in its pages.1

It was probably due to these that no more was published.

The Northlanders, to their great sorrow, had in 1799 been

deprived of the H61ar printing office, but under the conditions

then prevalent in the country they could do nothing but acquiesce

in the dispositions of the government. With the political and

intellectual awakening about the middle of the nineteenth cen

tury the need of a printing press in that part of the country was

again felt and with it a desire for a periodical. This movement

was headed by Bjorn J6nsson, formerly a farmer, but at that

time a business manager in Akureyri.2 He collaborated with

several others and subscriptions were collected for buying a press.

Royal permission was granted April 14, 1852,3 and in the same

year the whole printing outfit arrived at Akureyri. Being

bought through popular subscriptions the press was looked upon

as public property of the Northern and Eastern Provinces and

was under the direction of a board of managers.4 With the

beginning of the following year (1853) a fortnightly paper, called

Nor3ri, was started ; it was issued for some time in twenty-four

double numbers of eight pages in quarto, and was thus really

a monthly. The editors were Bjorn J6nsson and J6n J6nsson of

Munkabvera, a member of the Althing.6 The latter retired

from the paper at the end of the first year, although his name

still appeared as editor on the first five numbers of the second

year. The principal aim of the periodical was to publish domes

tic and foreign news, especially every thing relating to the Northern

and Eastern Provinces; in addition to that it was to contain

'See PjSddlfur- II, pp. 140-143 (signed: Jeg); reply, pp. 159-160, 163-165

(signed: 36 + 7); rejoinder by Jeg, pp. 166-168, 170-172, 181-184.—

LanzttfHndi II, pp. 109-1 10, by P. Petursson. See also P. Thoroddsen, Mfisaga

P. Peturssonar 1908, pp. 79-82.

2 Bjorn Jdnsson, born May 12, 1802, died June 20, 1886; was a member of

the National Convention of 1851. For his life see Odinn III, pp. 73, 102,

portr.; Isafold XIII, p. 118; J6h. Kristjansson, Al\>ingismannatal 1906, p. 13;

Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon, Supplem. I, p. 969.

3 Lovs. f. Isl. XV, pp. 226-227.

4 For the history of the press, see Jon Jonsson (Borgfir3ingur), Sogudgrip

um prentsmidjur og prenlara d Islandi 1867, pp. 54-65.

6J6n J6nsson, born March 13, 1804, died Jan. 22, 1859; see Joh. Krist

jansson, Atyingismannatal 1906, pp. 34-35.
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articles on all sorts of subjects, and these generally filled a far

greater portion of its pages than the news items. The matters

chiefly dealt with were of an economic and commercial char

acter. During Bjorn J6nsson's editorship very few editorial

contributions were published, and the standpoint of the paper

on the questions of the day was not clearly defined. After three

years, Sveinn Skulason,1 who had for some time been a student in

the University of Copenhagen, bought the paper and became

the editor of it in June, 1856.2 Under him it improved greatly,

its editorial policy became more pronounced and in line with

that of the liberal party. Although the Nordri in most respects

was of the same political color as its southern contemporary, the

Vjdddlfur, frequent squabbles took place between them. The

editor wrote a great deal for the paper, and some of his articles

are of interest, such as the account of his travels through the

Northern and Eastern Provinces. There are many reviews of

books to be found in its columns, and feuilletons were introduced,

mostly consisting of translated stories and historical narratives,

among them, for instance, selections from Washington Irving's

Mahomet. Much space was occupied by discussions on the

affairs of the Akureyri press. Some heated articles were pub

lished there on the homeopathic method in medicine, which found

adherents among some noted men in that part of the country,

and which was attacked by Dr. Hjaltalin. Among the frequent

contributors to the paper were Rev. Einar Thorlacius, author of

articles and poems, and Rev. Sigur3ur Gunnarsson of Hallorms-

sta3ur. With the fifth year (1857) the paper was enlarged so as

to include thirty-six annual numbers, but it seems never to

have had a wide circulation, and the editor had a hard struggle

to keep it going. The last number (vol. IX, Nos. 35-36) is

dated Dec. 31, 1 86 1 , the paper thus having had a run of nine years.

At the suggestion of Gisli Brynjulfsson, the Copenhagen

section of the Icelandic Literary Society in 1851 decided to

publish a magazine which was to contain historical writings,

documents and deeds, poems of earlier and recent times with

commentaries, and treatises, old and new, concerning ancient

1 Sveinn Skulason, born April 12, 1824, died as minister of Kirkjubaer in

Hr6arstunga May 21, 1888. See O&inn III, p. 73, portr.; J6h. Kristjansson,

Albingismannatal 1906, p. 62; Erslew, Forfalter-Lexicon Supplem. Ill, pp.

194-195, 772; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon XVI, p. 94.

2 Bjorn J6nsson edited in Sv. Skulason's absence Nos. 3-13 of vol. IV.
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and modern Icelandic literature and history.1 A committee of

three was elected by the society to pass on the writings which

were sent in for publication. In 1853 the first part of the maga

zine, with the title of Sain til sogu Islands og islenzkra bokmenta

a9 forau og nyju, was published, the second part in 1855, and the

third in 1856, completing the first volume. The first and second

parts of volume two appeared in i860 and 1861 respectively,

but the third was not printed until 1 876, and the volume was at

last completed in 1886. Two other volumes have since that

time been published, and the fifth is in progress. This magazine

is the most important Icelandic serial publication of historical

and literary content, and has always maintained a high standard.

In the volumes that appeared within the period with which

we are dealing have been published lists of Icelandic bishops

with documents bearing on their history, by Jon Sigur3sson;

Jon Egilsson's Bishops' Annals, and Jon Gizursson's treatise on

the period of the Reformation in Iceland, both edited by J6n

Sigur3sson; Dr. J6n Porkelsson's important essay on the Fagr-

skinna and Olafs saga helga, refuting the claims of the Norwegian

historical school; and Dr. Gu3brandur Vigfusson's momentous

treatise on the chronology of the Icelandic sagas. The second

volume included a list and brief biographical sketches of Icelandic

lawspeakers and lawmen from the earliest times down to the end

of the eighteenth century, by Jon Sigur3sson, and several essays

by different hands on topography and place-names in the Ice

landic sagas. The magazine is well-printed and provided with

good indices.

In the fight for home rule and popular participation in the

government of the country the lack of full and reliable informa

tion about the administration and the laws was keenly felt.

The editors of the N$ fttagsrit had complained of this, as we

have seen ; and J6n Sigur3sson realized perhaps better than any

one else how important such knowledge was in order to awaken

the people to full appreciation of their condition and to spur them

on to more active interest in the political questions. A proposal

of the Icelandic Department in Copenhagen to publish annually

a work (Departements-Tidende) containing the laws and the

principal letters of the government,2 was in 1849 rejected

1 See Hid islenzka BokmentafUag 1816-1916, pp. 57-59.

2 Lovs.f. Isl. XIV, pp. 303-304 (June 16, 1849).
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by the Minister of Finance as involving too much expense.

Two years before, however, the government had granted a

stipend to Jon Sigur3sson and Oddgeir Stephensen, to enable them

to collect and edit the laws of Iceland,1 which as Lovsamling

for Island was issued in twenty-four volumes from 1853 to 1889.

But this was a critical work, published in Danish and very

expensive, so that it did not reach the general public in Ice

land. Hence other publications were required for that purpose,

and therefore the Copenhagen branch of the Icelandic Literary

Society, of which Jon Sigur3sson was president, took the matter

up. It was first suggested that these reports be included in the

Sktrnir, but it was soon found that the subject was too extensive to

find place within its covers. Hence the society decided in 1854

to publish annually statistical reports under the title of Skyrslur

urn landshagi a Islandi, and law reports with the title of Ti3indi

um stjornarmalefni Islands. The first part of these two works

was published in 1855, and thereafter every year saw a new part,

until 1875. The parts were collected into volumes, the Sk-prslur

consisting of five volumes, the Ttdindi of three. The government

later gave the society some support to publish these series. The

Tidindi covered the period from 1854 to 1874, and the editing

was in charge of various jurists.2 The Skyrslur contained statis

tical reports on the population, the economic conditions of the

country in their various forms, the trade, the public finance, the

properties of the churches and of the communities, and so on.

Most of these were compiled by Sigur3ur Hansen; a few were

by Arnlj6tur Olafsson and others. Noteworthy is a list of

Icelandic proper names, by Hansen, in the first volume; also an

article on the size of Iceland, by Halldor Guchnundsson, in the

same volume. Both these series were discontinued after the

granting of the constitution, as the publishing of these matters

fell within the province of the government.3

During the sixth decade of the nineteenth century several

attempts were made to publish periodicals of special interest

to farmers. The first of these, entitled Bondi, edited by

lLovs.f. Isl. XIII, pp. 762-763 (Oct. 27, 1847).

'The editors of vol. i. were: Sveinn Skulason, Sig. Hansen, and Sig. L.

Jonasson; of vol. ii., Bergur Thorberg and Magnus Stephensen; of vol. iii.,

Julius Havsteen.

! Cf. Lovs.f. Isl. XXI, pp. 850-852 (July 17, 1874).
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Jakob Gu3mundsson,1 was printed in Reykjavik in six octavo

numbers from January to May 1851. Besides treating various

phases of husbandry and farming, it also included a poem and a

rural tale, Pordur og Old/, by Magnus Grimsson. An annual

of a similar type saw the light at Akureyri in 1857, called

Hunvetningur, published by a small local society in Hun-

avatnss^sla (Bunadar- og Lestrarfelagid i Svinavatns- og Bol-

stadarhUdarhreppum) . Another periodical of longer duration was

the Hir3ir, edited by Halld6r Kr. Fri3riksson and Dr. J6n

Hjaltalin, and published in Reykjavik from Sept. 7, 1857, to

Feb. 28, 1861, forming in all three volumes. It dealt exclusively

with the scab on sheep which at that time threatened to ruin the

farmers. There were divergences of opinion as to means of

fighting the disease, the majority advocating ruthless killing of

all infected animals, and a small minority advising medical

treatment of them. This latter opinion was represented by the

editors of the HirNr, but strange as it may seem now, it was a

most unpopular cause, until in the end the people realized that

this was the only sensible measure. The last of the publications

of this character, during the period dealt with here, was the

annual Holdur, edited by Sveinn Skiilason and printed at

Akureyri in 1861, but only one volume of it ever appeared.

Only two of the periodicals which have been mentioned above

included occasionally illustrations (portraits or plates). The

first Icelandic periodical which can be styled an illustrated

publication, although its illustrations were few in number, is

Ny sumargjof,2 an annual which was published in Copenhagen

by Pall Sveinsson3 during the years 1859-62 and 1865. It

appeared in neat octavo volumes of some 130 pages, under the

editorship of Steingrimur Thorsteinsson,4 from whose pen came

most of the contents. Benedikt Grondal contributed a few

1 Jakob Gu3mundsson born 10, 1817, died as minister of Kvennabrekka

May 7, 1890. See Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon Supplem. I, pp. 611-612; J6h.

Kristjansson, AVpingismannatal 1906, p. 30.

2 The title has the epithet N$ because there was a Sumargjof, by Gu3-

mundur J6nsson, published at Leirargar3ar, 1795 (cf. Catal. of the Icel. Coll.,

1914, p. 299).

3 About Pall Sveinsson (1818-74), see Sunnanfari XI, p. 20, portr.; Erslew,

Forfatter-Lexicon, Supplem. Ill, pp. 313-314.

4 Steingrimur Thorsteinsson was born May 19, 1 831, and died Aug. 21,

1913. For his life, see especially J. C. Poestion, Steingrimur Thorsteinsson,

ein isldndischer Dichter und Ktdturbringer. Munchen u. Leipzig, 1912, 8°,

pp. 152, portr.; Islandica VI, pp. 57-58.
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articles. The volumes are principally filled with translations,

such as stories by Washington Irving, Charles Dickens, Prosper

Merimde, Alex. Dumas, H. C. Andersen, and others; also a few

poems, such as the Krdma from the Ossian. Of historical articles

may be noted one on the progress of the world since the discovery

of Iceland, and another on science, poetry, and art in the

Middle Ages. The periodical thus presented light, entertaining

reading matter and enjoyed considerable popularity,1 although

the support it received from readers was not sufficient to keep

it going longer.2

Rev. Sigur3ur Gunnarsson, minister of Hallormssta3ur,3 sent

out in i860 the first volume of his I3unn, sogurit urn ymsa menu

og vidburdi, lysing landa og p;'d5a og ndtturunnar, which was

printed in the Akureyri press and was to be issued annually in

not less than twenty sheets (320 pp.). For some reason or other

no more than this one volume ever saw the light. It was an

unusually well written, interesting and instructive publication,

entirely from the pen of the editor himself; according to his

statement in the preface, he had gathered the material in his

leisure hours from different foreign books in his own library.

More than two hundred of its three hundred odd pages are

occupied by an article on Egypt, its geography, history, and

present condition, written in a lucid, pleasant style. The rest

is filled with shorter articles, on the papacy, which caused con

siderable controversy,4 on the crusades, on the massacres of

St. Bartholomew in 1572, and others. The Idunn reminds one

1 For reviews of it, see Nordri VII, 1859, pp. 118-119; VIII, i860, pp. 86-87;

IX, 1861, p. 93.

* In 1863 Gisli Brynjulfsson and Eirikur Jonsson planned the publication

of a monthly paper which was to appear in Copenhagen and to deal with

current events, politics, literature, etc. Their circular probably was not well

received in Iceland, and the monthly never was published. See Islendingur

III, 1862, p. 58; Nordanfari I, 1862, p. 70; II, 1863, p. 71.

' SiguriJur Gunnarsson born Oct. 10, 1812, died Nov. 22, 1878. For his

life, see Andvari XIII, pp. 1-18 (by Jon J6nsson); Bricka, Dansk biograf.

Lexikon VI, pp. 306-307.

4Sveinn Sktilason reviewed the Idunn favorably in Nordri VIII, i860,

p. 52, but in the same number there was printed an article against the

Catholics. This together with the Idunn article was answered by Rev. J. B.

Baudoin in a supplementary number to Pjodolfur (April 17, 1861) XIII, pp.

81-83, to which Sig. Gunnarsson answered in Islendingur II, 1861, pp. 97-99.

See also an article directed against the latter, by Dr. H. Bicknell in Islendingur,

supplement to vol. Ill, 1862, and Einar Thorlacius' answer in Nordanfari II,

1863, pp. 9-10.
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of some of Magnus Stephensen's publications which have been

treated above, and it is not unlikely that the editor had them in

mind when he planned his annual; it is, however, conspicuously

different from them in regard to language. Sigur3ur Gunnarsson

had an easy pen and wrote a pure, clear style.

The attempts to publish a paper in the capital besides the

Pjdddlfur had, as we have seen, met with little success, but after a

while a new effort was made. In i860 seven men of high standing

in Reykjavik entered into partnership to publish a fortnightly

paper. These were: Benedikt Sveinsson, associate judge of the

Superior Court;1 Einar P6r3arson, the printer;2 Halld6r Kr.

Fri3riksson, teacher in the College; J6n Hjaltalin, surgeon-

general; J6n P£tursson, associate judge of the Superior Court;

Pall Palsson Melste3, then acting prefect of Gullbringu- and

Kjdsarsy'sla; and P£tur Gu3j6nsson, teacher of music in the

College.3 On March 26, i860, the first number of the paper,

which was called Islendingur appeared.4 And for three succes

sive years, until April 25, 1863, there were published twenty-

four numbers annually, of eight pages each in small folio.

Benedikt Sveinsson was the editor-in-chief (dbyrgdarmadur), but

most of the work on the paper was done by Pall Melste3 and

Halld6r Kr. Fri3riksson ; the former contributed many well-

written articles, chiefly on historical subjects, to its columns.6

The Islendingur may without exaggeration be called one of the

best papers ever published in the Icelandic language, and it set

a new standard in Icelandic journalism. It maintained a good

style with well selected contents. A great variety of subjects were,

of course, treated; many popular articles on historical, medical,

juridical, and scientific topics, from the pen of the editors or other

1 Benedikt Sveinsson, born Jan. 20, 1827, died Aug. 2, 1899. After J6n

Sigurðsson's death he was the leader of the liberal party. See his biog

raphy in Andvari XXV, pp. 1-35 (by Hannes Porsteinsson) with portrait;

cf. also Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon XVI, pp. 619-620.

2 Einar P6rðarson, born Dec. 23, 1818, died July II, 1888. He was con

nected with the Vi3ey and Reykjavik press until he became the director of

the latter in 1852, and in 1876 its owner. See Prentarinn III, 1912, pp. 29-30,

portr.

' Petur Guðj6nsson, born Nov. 29, 1812, died Aug. 25, 1877. He was

probably not very active on the paper; he was the leading musician of the

country and published several works on music. About his life, see especially

Hljdmlistin I, pp. 1-12, portr.; Almanak hins isl. Pjodvinafelags, 1913, pp.

141-144, portr.

* About the founding of Islendingur, see Pjodolfur XII, p. 57.

{ Pall Melste3, Endurminningar 1912, pp. 88-89.
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noted men, may be found in its pages. Domestic and foreign

news was more fully reported than had been the case in any paper

before. The feuilletons were entertaining and instructive, either

consisting of translations from foreign languages, like some of

Charles Dickens' stories, or historical narratives concerning for

eigners (Ignatius Loyola, Garibaldi, David Livingstone, etc.) and

Icelanders (Axlar-Bjorn, Fjalla-Eyvindur, etc.). Dr. Hjaltalin's

long and valuable treatise on human food from native sources ap

peared in the second volume and was afterwards separately

printed.1 In politics the paper was liberal and supported the home

rule party,2 but it was not of the aggressive type like the Vjdddlfur;

nor was there any love lost between the two papers.3 In spite of

many excellent qualities possessed by the Islendingur, and not

withstanding the favor bestowed upon it by the government,4

it could not maintain itself, and after three years it was aban

doned by its original editors, with a debt of 900 rixdalir to the

printing office,6 all of which shows that the journalistic profession

was a precarious one in Iceland at that time. There were,

perhaps, too many editors, and they did not always agree or

work well together.6 A fourth volume was, however, published,

twelve eight-page numbers in quarto, from June 25, 1864, to

June 22, 1865, under the editorship of Benedikt Sveinsson, J6n

P£tursson, and J6n P. Th6roddsen; but this was different from

the preceding volumes; it did not possess their merits, although

it was by no means badly edited.7 In it many of Th6roddsen's

poems were first printed.

When the Nordri was discontinued (1861), Bjorn J6nsson

resumed the control of the Akureyri press and immediately

(January, 1862) started a new paper, the Nor3anfari, which at

first was a fortnightly, but of which later thirty-six numbers

were published yearly, and towards the end of the period here

treated it became a weekly, and thereafter the numbers were

1 Ritgjord urn manneldi. Reykjavik, 1868, 8°, pp. viii + 79.

2 J6n SigurBsson approved of the paper (BrSf, 191 1, p. 291), but later had

some misgivings about its policy (ibid. pp. 305, 377).

8 A contributor to PjoUdlJur (XIII, p. 107) calls the Islendingur "Sjo

hof3ingja sonurinn."

4 It was granted an exemption from postage in the overland mail (Lovs. f.

Isl. XVIII, p. 74; July 6, i860).

» Cf. Lovs.f. Isl. XIX, pp. 584-585; XX, pp. 9-10.

* See for instance Pjoddlfur XV, 1863, pp. 95-96.

7 About vol. IV., cf. Pjodolfur XVII, pp. 167-168.
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increased to sixty or even more. It was in small folio and was

modelled upon the Islendingur. It remains in many respects a

unique paper among Icelandic periodicals. The editor wrote

hardly anything in it and consequently the paper had no definite

policy of its own, but its columns were open to every one from

any part of the country. Although the editor, in view of the

great number of articles sent to him, must have had to make

a selection, he does not seem to have always excluded inferior

contributions, and in the paper we find good and bad side

by side. This gives the volumes a very motley appearance.

There were scholarly essays and reviews intermingled with boor

ish articles and letters. But this in a way adds to the interest

of the paper, which now shows us various sides of Icelandic life

at that time, and from its pages we can, perhaps, see better the

popular sentiment than from any other contemporary publica

tion. The inferior articles possibly predominated, and for that

reason the Nordanfari was scornfully nicknamed ruslaskrina

(lumber-box).1 The language without doubt was often very

plain and unpolished in many of the contributions.2 One feature

of the paper was the numerous, and often long, obituary notices

and poems, but these were frequently issued in extra numbers.

About political questions there was comparatively little pub

lished; the few articles during the earlier years on those topics

were chiefly from the pen of Arnlj6tur Olafsson. But there was

no dearth of controversial articles of all kinds—philological,

literary, religious, and what not; all sides were usually heard

in the Norfianfari, and in that way it really often rendered good

1 Cf. the stanzas printed in Pjodolfur XVIII, 1865, p. 12:

Pegar eg les petta bla3, rekur mig i rogastanz

sem pykist koma nor3ana3, a ruslakistu NortJurlands.

rekur mig i rogastanz

2 In one of its own pages (Nordanfari III, 1864, p. 43) the language in the

paper is thus characterized by P. M. [ = Pall MelsteB?]: "Mer pykir Nor3-

anfari stundum gaeta helzt til liti3 a3 hinu siflara [t. e. ver3a of hversdagslegur

og utlendur i mali]; hann rekur sig a hina hversdagslegu bofla; orflfaeri a

sumu (eg segi sumu, pvi margt er i honum eptir minu viti 1 g63u lagi einnig

hva3 or3faeri snertir), sem hann hefir me3ferðis, pykir mer likast pvi, sem vi3

vaerum a3 hjala snoggklaeddir og berfaettir hver vi3 annan tit 1 myrum, hafandi

ekki bj63ina fyrir augum, heldur skoploggin okkar bar sem bau liggja a

einhverri mosabufunni."

OUu saman aegir her

illu og g63u synist mer;

a ruslakistu Nor3urlands. Truarsnau3um veitir vorn,

i villu lei3ir Drottins born;

rekur mig i rogastanz

a ruslakistu Nor3urlands.
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service. On the whole it was an interesting journalistic enter

prise, and even to-day one turns its leaves with curiosity not

unmixed with some pleasure. After 1874 it changed its char

acter, losing many of its former features; this was largely due to

the increasing number of periodicals which drew attention from

the Nordanfari; after that, at least, its popularity was on the

wane until it finally ceased to appear. The last number is dated

Aug. 29, 1885, completing the twenty-fourth volume. In the

following year Bjorn J6nsson died. Shortly before, he had col

lected in a booklet some of the translated stories which had

appeared in the paper from time to time.1

Ten years after the first Icelandic Tract Society had discon

tinued its publications, a new society, Hid islenzka kristilega

smdritafelag, was organized in Reykjavik Oct. 25, 1864,' with the

same purpose, at the suggestion of Rev. Oddur V. Gislason.3

Dr. P£tur Pdtursson was elected its president, and he was

seemingly the principal contributor to the Kristileg smarit handa

tslendingum, which the society published during the five following

years, and to which clergymen from all over the country were

invited to send articles or other writings.4 These tracts form

three tiny octavo volumes, the first two (1865-66, 1866-68)

consisting of eight numbers of sixteen pages each, the third

(1869) of five numbers only. They contain chiefly religious or

moralizing tales, a few hymns and poems, and some meditations,

mostly translated. The society presumably received support

from the British Tract Society to defray the expense of publi

cation.

A new effort at maintaining a competitor to the Vjd<$dl}ur

was made in 1868, when the Baldur was started in Reykjavik.

This time, however, it was not a more conservative organ which

was aimed at, since the Baldur from the beginning displayed

radical tendencies in almost every direction. It was published

by an anonymous society, and the editor of volume one was

Fri3rik Gu3mundsson,6 of most of volume two (Nos. 4-21)

1 Safn af nokkrum sonnum og merkUegum sogum, sem prenlaSar eru i

Nordanfara. I. hepti. Akureyri, 1885, 8°, pp. 62. No more published.

' See PjoMfur XVII, p. 45.

1 About O. V. GJslason (1836-1911), see N$tt kirkjublaS VI, pp. 57-59.

4 See PjSWlfur XIX, p. 15.

* He died Dec. 6, 1899, 62 years old.
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Jorgen Peter Havsten Gu3johnsen,1 while Nos. 1-3 of volume

two and all of volume three were edited by J6n 6lafsson.J This

last, who was to become one of Iceland's leading journalists, and

who at that time was a student in the College, was the real

editor of the Baldur throughout its course. He was an intelligent

but impetuous youth with an easy pen, ambitious to figure in

public life, but, as might be expected of his age, without a clear

conception of the political problems.3 The paper was largely

devoted to political matters, and from the start was very'aggres-

sive, hence clashes with the Vjdddlfur were inevitable, the more

so as the latter had not given the new paper a friendly reception

and maintained throughout a hostile attitude towards it.4 There

were a few interesting articles published in the Baldur, and it

counted among its contributors Jon Porkelsson, Gisli Bryn-

julfsson, and J6n Borgfir3ingur. It did not enjoy a long exist

ence; in the first year (1868) eighteen numbers were printed,

in the second (1869) twenty-one, and in the third (1870) only

four, the last of which contained the famous Islendingabragur,

a political poem by Jon Olafsson, for which he was prosecuted.8

He was, however, acquitted by the Superior Court, but the

prosecution led to the discontinuance of the Baldur and to a

voluntary exile for some time on part of its youthful editor.

A periodical devoted to history, genealogy, and jurisprudence,

was founded in 1869 by J6n P£tursson,6 associate judge of the

Superior Court; it was originally planned as a quarterly, but was

actually published in four annual volumes, in small octavo,

under the title of Timarit edited by J6n P£tursson (1869-71,

1873). They included two legal treatises (by the editor and

Bjarni E. Magnusson); one of a historico-legal character by

1 Bora June 2, 1843, died April 9, 1901.

2 J6n 6lafsson, bora March 20, 1850, died July 11, 1916. For his life and

works, see especially his autobiography (unfinished) in Idunn I-II, 1915-16;

Islandica VI, pp. 41-42; Cfoinn IV, pp. 41-42, portr.; Siinnanfari IV, pp.

17-18, portr.; Bricka, Dansk biograf. Lexikon XII, pp. 388-389; I<$unn II,

1916, pp. 82-100 (by Agust H. Bjarnason). Of particular interest is J6n

Jonsson's article in the Idunn III, 1917, pp. roo-122.

3 Cf. J6n Sigurosson, BrSf 191 1, pp. 444, 488, 520, 522.

4 Pjoddlfur XX, pp. 34-35, 41-42, 58~59; XXI, pp. 53-54, 61, etc.

6 About the case, see Pjodolfur XXII, pp. 77, 85, 105, 1 12, 1 17, 125, 178, 182.

8J6n Petursson, born Jan. 16, 1812, died Jan. 16, 1896; he was chief

justice 1877-89. For his life, see Andvari XXVI, pp. i-xiii (by H. Kr.

Frioriksson), portr.; Sunnanfari I, pp. 61-62, portr.; Bricka, Dansk biograf.

Lexikon, XIII, p. 130; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexicon, Supplem. II, pp. 666-667.
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Brynj61fur J6nsson; but most of the space was devoted to

genealogy (genealogy of the members of the Althing in 1867,

by the editor, and portions of Bogi Benediktsson's Syslumann-

acefir), and to an edition of old diplomas and deeds (Bishop

Au3unn's M&ldagabdk, etc.). The magazine was carefully edited,

but its sale was very limited and therefore it ceased to appear.

The Gangleri was published in quarterly octavo numbers at

Akureyri in 1870, by a few Eyfjordings and edited by Fri3bj6rn

Steinsson.1 The following year it was issued in twenty-four

numbers in quarto. It was started as a periodical for enter

taining and instructive matters, but not really as a newspaper,

although the second volume has the character of one. The

articles dealt some with historical and political subjects, others

with natural history and related themes; included also were a

few translated stories, poems, and two original Icelandic tales.2

In the second year considerable space was devoted to news, but

in that field it had a competitor on the spot in the Nordan-

fari. The Gangleri apparently had a wide circulation for the first

year (700 subscribers), but this soon fell off.3 The paper lacked

distinctive features.

A unique place within the periodical literature of Iceland is

occupied by the Gefn, which was written, published, and edited

by Benedikt Grondal,4 and printed in Copenhagen 1870-74, in

five octavo volumes of which two (1871-72) were published in

two parts, each with a separate pagination. The Gefn is a

monument to the editor's versatility and wide knowledge, but

it also bears witness to his peculiarities and eccentricities. The

volumes cover a variety of subjects in poetry and prose. The

poetical part is the smaller of the two, and includes poems like

the philosophical Hugfrd, the mythological BHsingamen, a trans

lation of Theodor Korner's Kynast, and various smaller pieces.

1 Born April 5, 1838, died April 10, 1918. Cf. Templar XX, pp. 17-18,

portr.

2 The first of these is signed : T., the second : T. H.

3 Cf. NorOanfari XI, p. 69.

4 Benedikt Sveinbjarnarson Grondal was born Oct. 6, 1826, and died

Aug. 2, 1907. For his life and works, see especially Benedikt Grondal dttraftur.

Reykjavik, 1906, 8°, pp. 128, with portraits; Andvari XXXIV, pp. v-xvi

(by Porsteinn Gislason), portr.; Sunnanfari IV, pp. 33-35 (by Porstein

Erlingsson), portr.; Odinn II, pp. 49-55, portr.; Bricka, Dansk biograf.

Lexikon, VI, pp. 267-268 ; Erslew, Forfatter-Lexikon, Supplem. I, pp. 605-606.

He published himself a list of his earlier writings, in Kar&Xoyot Prose and

Poems Rit og Ijodmceli. Reykjavik, 1885, 8°, pp. 22.
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In the first volume is to be found a fairly full, well-written

account of the Franco-Prussian war which has a continuation in

the second. In this also the editor entered upon the slippery

ground of Icelandic-Danish political relations in an article

entitled Frelsi-Menntan-Framfor, which gave rise to controversy

and criticism, the author being attacked by both Danish

and Icelandic writers.1 Grondal was no successful politician;

his temperament made him unable to control his pen, and of

diplomatic qualities he had few or none. Though there was

some appropriate criticism in the article, it was ill advised

to publish this at the time. The second volume furthermore con

tained an article on Arctic explorations, and another on archaeol

ogy.2 The third volume included articles on contemporary scien

tific discoveries, on the colonization of Tasmania, on ethnology

and history, and further remarks on Icelandic conditions. In

this also was published the first part of a treatise on the Smmundar

Edda, which was completed in the following year; there the

author defended the tradition ascribing the collection to Saemund

the Learned. The fourth volume, in addition, included a

critical essay on contemporary Icelandic literature, and a

philosophical dissertation on knowledge in which was inserted

a sonnet on Dante. The fifth and last volume the author devoted

to a brief natural history of Iceland.3 In all these writings

Grondal frequently advanced heterodox opinions, but all of them

bear the individualistic stamp of their author, who always

managed to interest and entertain his readers, whatever subject

he chose for discussion. The Gefn sold well and has long been

out of print.

In 1869 the Reykjavik section of the Icelandic Literary

Society decided to publish an annual record of Icelandic events

similar to that of foreign events found in the Skirnir, and it was

agreed upon that this should be printed as a supplement to that

annual. The first record, covering the years 1869-70, written by

Eirikur Briem,4 accordingly appeared in the Skirnir for 1870.

It was, however, soon found more appropriate that it should

1 The article was also published in Danish as a separate pamphlet with the

title: Bemcerkninger om islandske Forhold. Kjobenhavn, 1870, 8°, pp. 56.

Cf. Pjodolfur XXIII, pp. 92-93.

2 For criticism of this, see Nordanfari XI, pp. 9-10.

' For reviews of this, see Pjodolfur XXVI, p. 140; Vikverji II, pp. 131-132.

4 See Islandica VI, p. 11.
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be printed in Reykjavik as a separate annual publication, and

so it appeared in 1873, under the title of Frettir fra Islandi.1

This was the record for 1871, written by Valdimar Briem,2 by

whom the subsequent volumes were written down to 1878. In

1892 the FreHiir was again united with the Skirnir and remained

so until the latter was made a quarterly magazine;3 since that

change took place, every year a brief survey of Icelandic events

is printed in the Skirnir. When the Frettir was established

there was more need for such a publication than afterwards,

when the newspapers had reached a higher stage of development;

the volumes constitute a useful work of reference.

A fortnightly paper called Tlminn was started at Akureyri

in 1 87 1 by some Northlanders and edited by J6nas Sveinsson.

Only two numbers, however, appeared there (March 6, and

April 22, 187 1 ), and after an interval of nearly a year the paper

reappeared in Reykjavik (Feb. 2, 1872) under the same edi

tor. With No. 11 a new editor assumed responsibility for the

publication; this was Pall Eyjulfsson,4 and he remained the

nominal editor until the paper ceased to appear; the publishers

were said to be some Reykvikings. In all three volumes in small

quarto were published, the last number bearing the date of Dec.

2i, 1874. It was an insignificant paper, apparently without

any definite policy, although it was charged that behind it were

some members of the conservative party or higher government

officials.6 Still it got into troubles with the authorities, and was

even threatened with exclusion from the printing office.6

A most useful periodical, and one which was greatly needed

under the conditions then existing in Iceland, was the Heil-

brig3istindi, which Dr. J6n Hjaltalin,' surgeon-general of Iceland,

founded in 187 1. It appeared in monthly numbers of sixteen

1 Reviewed in Vikverji II, p. 132.

2 See Islandica VI, p. 12.
• See Hid islenzka Bokmentafelag 1816-1916, p. 63. Cf. Catal. of the led.

Coll., 1914, p. 166.

4 Pall Eyjulfsson, born Feb. 23, 1822, died March 30, 1894; was a gold

smith by occupation. Cf. Pjodolfur XLVI, 1894, p. 66.

6 J6n Sigurðsson, Brif, 1911, p. 558; cf. Nordanfari XI, pp. 93, 125-126;

XIV, pp. 9, 31-32.
• See Timinn III, pp. 6-7; PjdSdlfur XXVI, p. 47.

7 J6n J6nsson Hjaltalin, bora April 21, 1807, died June 8, 1882. He was

surgeon-general from 1855 until his death. For his life and works, see Andvari

XI, pp. 1-19 (by H. Kr. Frioriksson), portr.; XII, pp. 184-185; Erslew,

Forfatter-Lexicon I, pp. 654-655; Supplem. I, pp. 793-794; Bricka, Dansk

biograf. Lexikon VII, pp. 458-460.
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pages and was entirely devoted to hygienic and medical topics,

popularly treated and with special reference to Icelandic condi

tions. It was written by Dr. Hjaltalm himself and published

at his own expense. He kept it going for three years (1871-73),

and in 1879 published a new volume, because, as he said in the

introduction to this, he had found on his travels in the country

that the earlier ones were owned and appreciated in numerous

homes, and that many had expressed a desire that the publica

tion be continued. This last volume covered a wider field than

the others, but the support it received from subscribers was small,

and disappointed, the editor had to discontinue it. The Heil-

brigdisUdindi, in spite of its short life, spread much knowledge

in the subjects it dealt with and brought about improvements

in sanitary conditions among the people.

After his return from abroad, J6n Olafsson soon reverted to

journalism, but his first enterprise in that line was on a very

small scale. He published in 1872 two leaflets under the title

Smavegis, which was to appear from time to time "when the

weather was good"; they contained poems and a few other

trifles, and were printed at Elli3avatn in a small printing press

which Benedikt Sveinsson had established there. The press,

however, had not received the authorization of the government,

hence the editor was prosecuted for publishing these leaflets and

fined.1 Towards the end of the same year J6n Clafsson neverthe

less reappeared in the r61e of an editor. This time the paper was

called Gongu-Hrolfur, and the first number was printed in

Reykjavik on Dec. 24, 1872. It was to appear in forty-eight

small quarto numbers yearly, but only fourteen were actually

printed, the last having the date of July 14, 1873. The paper

was very radical and even more aggressive than the Baldur;

in some respects it was quite interesting, and among other things

which it published were a few articles which brought to the

Icelandic public the news of an intellectual movement that

recently had been started in Denmark. It contained many

poems by the editor, some of them with music, and it was thus

the first among Icelandic papers to publish musical pieces.

Another novel feature was a summary of the contents of other

Icelandic periodicals of the day. The violent attacks in its

1 See Domasafn for 1873, pp. 39-42; Vjodolfur XXIV, pp. 65, 73, 120, 124;

Timinn II, p. 41; Jdunn II, 1917, pp. 91-93.
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columns on the governor-general of Iceland finally led to its

suspension; the editor was prosecuted anew and convicted of

libel,1 but he escaped from the country and found his way to

America.

The maintenance of a paper of some consequence in Reykjavik

besides the Vjdddlfur was again discussed, but there were always

some obstacles in the way. In 1871 a circular was sent out

about such a paper, but the scheme fell through as a sufficient

number of subscribers could not be found,2 and the matter

rested for about two years. In 1872 J6n J6nsson3 became the

chief of the governor-general's bureau (landritari) . He was a

man of uncommon energy and will-power; and he soon took

the question of a newspaper into his own hands and founded one

for the most part at his own expense. This was the Vikverji.

The founder, however, appeared in print neither as owner nor

the editor, although anonymously he contributed articles to it.

The editorship was entrusted to Pall Melste3,4 whose good pen

and journalistic experience proved to be of great value to the

new paper. The Vikverji was a very good newspaper, and

besides published numerous well-written articles on literary,

economical, and political topics. It was usually at odds with

the Vjdddlfurf and it was frequently charged with a friendlier

attitude towards Denmark than was becoming in an Icelandic

paper.6 The charge, however, was not justified, although the

paper in some respects disagreed with the political group which

fought most valiantly for home rule. The paper gave a very

full account of the events connected with the millennial celebra

tion in 1874. An innovation was a list, in every number, of his

torical or red-letter days during the week. As a separate supple

ment a collection of the decisions of the higher courts {Ddmasafn)

was printed. The Vikverji was published in small quarto num-

1 See Ddmasafn for 1873, pp. 6-13, 26-30; Pjodolfur XXV, pp. 77, 109,

113, 124, 152, 158; Timinn II, pp. 51-52, 59-60.

2 See Pjodolfur XXIV, 1871, p. 8.—Cf. J6n Sigur3sson, Bref, 1911, p.

535-

'Jon Jonsson (Johnsen), born April 23, 1841, died Jan. 4,1883. See

Timarit hins isl. Bokmentafelaes III, pp. 231-232; Isafold X, p. 1; Pjodolfur

XXXV, pp. 5-6.

4 See Pall Melsteo1, Endurminningar, 191 2, p. 97.

6 Cf. Pjodolfur XXV, pp. 170-171, 179-180; XXVI, pp. 3-4, 200.

6 See Nordanfari XIII, pp. 39-40; cf. also Jon Sigur3sson, Bref, 191 1, pp.

576, 577-78.
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bers during the period from June 12, 1873, to Sept. n, 1874;

ninety numbers were printed in all.1 It sold well and could

easily have maintained itself, but it is said that the governor-

general ordered his bureau-chief to sever his connections with it

for political or official reasons; hence it was sold to Bjorn

J6nsson, who at that time founded the Isafold, a paper which

finally succeeded in taking a permanent place beside the t'jdSdlf-

ur as the leading newspaper in the country; the history of this,

however, lies outside the limits of our work.

Shortly after the middle of the nineteenth century emigration

from Iceland to America, commenced,2 and in the papers of the

following decades are to be found many articles on the subject,

mostly directed against emigration. Numerous letters from

emigrants were also printed, especially in the Nordanfari. But

towards the end of the period with which we are dealing, there

appeared a publication exclusively devoted to the subject. This

was the Amerfka, which was printed at Akureyri in five octavo

numbers of sixteen pages, from Dec. 30, 1873, to July 7, 1874.

The editor was Pall Magniisson, an agent for a Norwegian

steamship line. The contents of these numbers consisted of

descriptions of various parts of the United States and Canada,

information for those who wished to emigrate, news and let

ters from those who had settled on the other side of the Atlantic,

and other similar things characteristic of that kind of publications.

After suspending the Heilbrigdistidindi, Dr. J6n Hjaltalin

published and edited another monthly of the same size, which

was called Saemundur fr63i, and which ran for only one year

(Jan-Dec, 1874). It was written almost entirely by the editor

himself and the subjects treated there covered a much wider

field than his preceding periodical. The largest part of it,

perhaps, was devoted to the natural resources of Iceland and

their utilization; there were articles on farm products; an

historical treatise on climatic conditions and bad seasons; also

much on medical topics; and even the news of the day was

included, with occasional poems. The first number contained a

biographical sketch of Saemund the ^earned, after whom the

1 Title-page and table of contents were promised, but these probably were

never printed.

2 For a brief history of the emigration from Iceland to America, see Haf-

steinn Petursson's articles in Arnj 1901, pp. 33-48, and Tjaldbutiin VIII,

1902, pp. 3-12.
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periodical was named, by Halld6r Kr. Fri3riksson, and a long

introductory article by the editor, on the aims and purposes of

the paper. In this, among other things, he came to mention

philosophy and religion, and severely arraigned certain scientific

tendencies which he denounced as materialistic. This called

forth criticism and a controversy followed;1 it must be admitted

that Dr. Hjaltalin showed a strong prejudice against, or lack of

understanding for a number of the later movements within

the field of science and philosophy. The S&mundur frddi was

in many respects an interesting paper,2 but hardly one which

would find a large circulation.

I have now briefly reviewed the Icelandic periodicals from the

beginning down to the last quarter of the nineteenth century.

They are some fifty in number, and many of them were not of

much consequence, nor did most of them have a long existence.

Nevertheless, taken as a whole this periodical literature is note

worthy. By analyzing it, we can see how the nation, after a

long era of stagnation and foreign rule, gradually raised its head,

became conscious of itself, and concentrated its effort upon

reforms and progress, with the ultimate aim of regaining its

independence. This process, fumbling and slow as it often was,

can be traced in the periodical literature. First there came the

movement for improving the economic conditions of the people

by introducing liberty of trade and new methods and reforms in

the principal forms of livelihood of the inhabitants. In the wake

of this followed the efforts to elevate intellectual standards and

literary taste, and finally the demand was made for self-govern

ment and political liberty, the first important step in which was

reached by the constitution of 1874.3 That gave the nation a

power to manage its own affairs to a certain extent, and through

it the popular feeling of responsibility matured and men gradu

ally gained confidence in themselves and in their country. Yet

there was a hard struggle ahead, and it was not until 1904 that

the government was transferred to the national capital; and as

these pages are written another step to a wider self-government

is about to be effected.

'See Nordanfari XIII, pp. 78-79, 84 (signed: Styrmer); HjaltaHn's reply,

p. ill; also Scemundur frodi, pp. 126-128, 137-139, 175-176.

' Cf. PjdMfur XXVI, p. 104.

8 A popular sketch of this period is to be found in J6n J6nsson, Dagrenning.

Fimm al\>$<iuerindi. Reykjavik, 1910, 8°, pp. (8) + 151. Cf. also Bishop

J6n Helgason, Fra Islands Dcemringslid. Copenhagen 1918, 8°, pp. 120.
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The periodicals have had great difficulty in maintaining

themselves. The obstacles were many for the editors and pub

lishers to overcome. To begin with, there was the difficulty of

co-operation and of gathering news and material for the papers,

which among other things made it impossible to have dailies.

Then there was the question of distribution; the mail service

was of a primitive sort and hardly adapted to carrying news

papers and the like; the editors therefore could not depend on the

mails and had often to resort to other means of distribution;

the papers were often carried by travellers, who for a small pay

ment, or gratuitously, in order to render service to their friends,

took with them bundles of papers. The collecting of subscrip

tions was another problem. The custom of barter has until

quite recently been prevalent in Iceland; ready money was

therefore scarce in the rural districts, hence followed that often

the farmers and fishermen paid the subscription price to their

merchant in kind, and he credited the editor with the sum. This

naturally was rather unsatisfactory but it was often the only way

to collect the subscriptions. The publishers had to depend as

a rule entirely on the subscriptions as advertising was a very small

source of income for them, commercial advertisements being

practically unknown during the period. Professional journalism

did not exist. The editors were usually men of some other

profession or occupation, their editorial work being done in

their leisure hours. But they were often the leading men of the

country, and thus sacrificed their time and means to what they

considered a good cause.

The year 1874 may be considered as a turning point in this

literature; not that the change was immediately noticeable;

it came on slowly as political, economic, and literary conditions

were modified and altered, and as there were brought to the front

new problems, new papers, and new men.
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CORRIGENDA AND ERRATA.

Page 4, line 7, for plurrima read plurima

— 4, — 19, for puntantur read putantur

— 16, — 18, for fulgitam read fulgidam

— 20, — 12, for Eodam read Eodem

— 23, — io, for mcesoribus read moeroribus

— 24, — 2$, for eripisse [MS.] read eripuisse

— 24, — 36, for Splendabat read Splendebat

— 25, — 9, for Domini read Domine

— 26, — 6, for latiqve read lateqve

— 26, — 1 1, for abruit read obruit

— 26, — 18, for lactardse [MS.] read lactandae

— 29, — 46, for convertus read conversus

— 30, — 8, for devovantes read devoventes

— 33. — 38. for se read si

— 34, — 1 2, for autumerit read autumarit

— 37, — 10, for mantis sitis read mari dissitis

— 37, — 34, for denissimam read densissimam

— 38, — 12, for adderam read adderem

— 39, — 16, for fede read fide

— 40, — 21, for Pescatores read Piscatores

— 40, — 27, for portentarum read portentorum

— 41, — 8, /or ineqvitanto read ineqvitando

— 42, — 17, for maminos read mammas

— 42, — 20, for poterent read poterant

— 45, — 1 3, for exqvi- read exqvisi-

— 46, — 27, for generent read generant

— 49, — 18 and 19, for Passex read Passer

— 49, — 3 1 , for subeint read subeunt

— 49, — 36, for pectumculus read pectunculus

— 50, — 11, for arrupto read arrepto

— 51, — 23, for sortuntur read sortiuntur

— 5 1 . — 34, for grisco read griseo

— 52, — 2, for grisca read grisea

— 52, — 28, for digerent read degerent

— 52, — 30, for qvandam read qvendam

— 54, — 30. for reliqviae read reliqvae

— 55, — 2, for Gallmago read Gallinago

— 55, — 22, for aculcatas read aculeatas

— 60, — 4, for Descendiunt read Descendunt

— 64, — 6, for eorundum read eorundem

— 64, — 26, for salebrocis read salebrosis

— 67, — 12,for servieret read servient

— 69, — 38, for raudawedur read raudawndur

— 71, — 4, for nullum read nullam

— 71, — 16, for possessioribus read possessoribus

— 74, — 18, for mdueentes read induentes

— 77, — 10, for notissimae [MS. ] read notissima

— 77, — 14,for foeniseciorum [MS.] >rarf fcenisectorum

— 79, — 2-3, for exerceunt read exercent

— 79. — 7, for scuptilia read sculptilia

— 79, — 23, for caudem [MS.] read caudam

— 82, — 25, for gennis read gemmis
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